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dedication 

This book is dedicated to all squatters putting space to 
good use - a category that does not include zionist 
settlers or neo-nazis. Squatting is just a tactic, but it 
can be used in amazing ways. I’ve met some of my best 
friends at squat actions, free parties and teknivals - 
although not many of you will read this, you are forever 
in my heart.

>Insert pretentious comment about font here< 



introduction

A CZECH SQUATTER KNOWS THE SCORE

Squatting, the occupation of land or buildings without 
the permission of someone who has the rights on paper 
to the property, is something people do for a variety of 
reasons, all over the world. Primarily people take space 
so as to have somewhere to live, but squatting also 
provides land and freedom for an unimaginable variety of 
activities. And for better or for worse, the number of 
squatters worldwide is ever-increasing... Robert 
Neuwirth, who wrote the brilliant book ‘Shadow Cities’ 
has a quotation I liked so much that I added to the 
introduction to the wikipedia page on squatting (and 
subsequently once heard repeated verbatim on Aljazeera 
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TV news). Now it's truncated on wikipedia thanks to the 
efforts of other editors, but here it is in full:

Estimates are that there are about a billion squatters in the 
world today - one of every six humans on the planet. And the 
density is on the rise. Every day, close to two hundred 
thousand people leave their ancestral homes in the rural 
regions and move to the cities. Almost a million and a half 
people a week, seventy million a year. Within 25 years, the 
number of squatters is expected to double. The best guess is 
that by 2030, there will be two billion squatters, one in four 
people on earth.

Currently in academic circles it is fashionable to compare 
and contrast squatting in Western and Eastern Europe, 
in the standard postcolonial step of the oppressed 
becoming the “oppressor.” This annoys me since it is 
not the case that we get to read very much about what 
has happened or is happening in Birmingham, Groningen 
or Venice. To be honest, I would rather compare and 
contrast squatting as it occurs all over the globe. Whilst 
living in England, I was honoured to host for a few days 
an activist from the South African Shack Dwellers 
organisation Abahali baseMondjolo, who then wrote an 
article for the Guardian in which he observed that 
“underlying the UK housing situation is the same 
assumption held by policy makers in my own country: 
where you live should be determined by how much 
money you have.” It’s the same shit everywhere.
I have always made zines and moved into academic work 
when I was trying to stop squatting getting outlawed in 
the UK, having already watched in horror as the Dutch 
state criminalised squatting in 2010. This book is 
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offered as a small contribution to the growing field of 
activist and academic writings on squatting and I choose 
to focus on Rotterdam, the city where I am currently 
squatting. It is defiantly not an academic work since I 
want people to read it, not to bury it in a library. 
Further, I hope it is read by squatters, since despite the 
Dutch squatters movement having a strong heritage and 
memory, in Rotterdam no-one really seems to know 
what happened in the past. I hope recounting some of 
my adventures in the archives will inspire future actions. 
I have been happy to feedback my researches at places 
like Post Office, Het Nieuwe Instituut, Poortgebouw and 
WORM in Rotterdam and have definitely benefitted from 
hearing people’s reactions. 

The history of squatting in Rotterdam is secret and 
hidden, yet nonetheless it has been a hugely influential 
local phenomenon which began in its current form in the 
late 1960s and still exists today. I was squatting in 
Rotterdam between 2005 and 2008, now I am squatting 
here again (2015-2018). I squat(ted) for multiple 
reasons: it's pointless to pay rent and then have to work 
to get enough money to pay the rent; my privilege as a 
white university-educated male gives me the social 
power to be able to hold down a squat; the more squats 
there are, the more autonomous spaces; it’s fun to 
explore empty buildings. Also I blame my friends for 
leading me astray…

I was and am squatting for a roof over my head but also 
from anarchist principles, squatting is direct action 
against a fundamentally oppressive aspect of this 
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society, namely private property rights, which give the 
owner of land or buildings the absolute power to leave 
them to rot. It's simply ludicrous that buildings are left 
empty for long periods of time, for example the building 
I live in now was empty for eight years! Squatting 
provides a successful tool for people to liberate property 
and house themselves. As someone wrote in a Brighton 
squatter newspaper in 1975:

Of course squatting is an attack on private property: it should 
be. Not an attack on the houses themselves or a destruction 
of walls, windows or floors, but a principled attack on the iron 
law of property which rules our society, making it lawful for 
some people to have two, three or twenty houses and others 
to have none at all. It may be the law but it is not justice. 
Squatting is one way of bringing a little bit of justice into this 
ruthless society. MORE PEOPLE SHOULD SQUAT.

Why should buildings stand empty when other people 
could put them to good use? In Rotterdam, I was 
involved in a projects helping local residents resist 
gentrification (Snellinckstraat – the residents won their 
demands to not be decanted .. and as a result of our 
success we got evicted ourselves, hohum, see Chapter 8 
for the whole story), supporting homeless people to 
keep their daycare centre in the middle of the city 
(Delftsepoort - a total success this one! more about it in 
Chapter 7) and running an anarchist social centre (the 
Groene Voltage - read Chapter 9 to gauge the success 
or otherwise of this project for yourself); I've lived with 
artists, musicians, tekno sound systems, students, 
graphic designers, pet rats, cats and dogs; I used my 
time making zines, DJing, editing wikipedia, learning 
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about coaster brakes, setting up a mailart exhibition, 
growing vegetables, organising conferences, lying on the 
sofa petting the cat and trawling through old newspaper 
articles about squatting. This book came about because 
I was lucky enough to have the freedom to do all these 
things and suddenly years later my interests narrowed 
down to writing about squatting.

Some of the projects I have just mentioned I will write 
about in more detail below, plus plenty of others. The 
history of squatting in Rotterdam is amazing in that 
people have always simply got on with their own stuff 
and only come together when necessary. This was 
certainly the case in the times I am personally familiar 
with, and my research seems to suggest it's true more 
generally too. So the projects I choose to focus on are 
either in the book because I was personally involved with 
them or they were squats which had a lot of archive 
materials left behind, which I could sift through and 
analyse. This undoubtedly means that I have probably 
left out your favourite project, maybe you should write 
about that. It also means that I am not claiming that 
these projects are or were more important than others, 
they're just the ones I was able to focus on and 
hopefully use to draw out some themes. If you disagree, 
please do write something, there's nothing more 
interesting for me than reading about squatting, 
particularly in Rotterdam.
I planned at first to write this book in an academic 
format but I couldn't really see a reason to do that. 
Here, I want to tell a story of squatting in Rotterdam, 
not make a freezeframe theoretical analysis. There are 
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certain to be many other stories too. Even when I was 
living in Rotterdam in the 2000s and “in” the squatting 
scene when it still existed, there was loads going on 
which I never heard about but maybe got the occasional 
glimpse of. And I’ve tried to focus on the stories more 
than individual names.

I would encourage readers to jump around and dig into 
what interests them... although it all comes back to 
squatting ultimately. Nevertheless, zinesters might want 
to head to chapter 11 for example, those wanting to 
know more about the Poortgebouw to chapter 6, film 
aficionados to chapter 15 and so on and so forth.
Or you can start at the beginning, at chapter 1 for the 
overview. I will talk about housing activism, before 
moving onto quirky projects, some of the fun ones I 
have known or found in the archives. I will then visit 
various social centres and venues. Next in consecutive 
chapters I will zoom in on a few specific projects, such 
as the Fietsenfabriek, the Poortgebouw, the 
Snellinckstraat squatted street and the Groene Voltage 
social centre. In the middle of that I also talk about my 
time in the end of the squat scene in the 2000s. After 
that, there are chapters on the KSU, zines, post-
criminalisation and the housing corporation scandal. I 
then conclude but wait that’s not all, there’s appendices 
for film and useful links.
I make no claim to objectivity in this book and to be 
honest feel no need to. Much more could and I hope will 
be written about squatting in Rotterdam, this is one 
attempt coming from a very personalised and outsider 
point of view. Much of the 2000s/2010s stuff I write 
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about comes from my own experience but by no means 
the whole of it and I’m sure errors have crept in. These 
are my fault entirely and I urge other people to chip in 
with their own stories, corrections and ‘facts.’
Speaking of facts, there is such a thing as ‘activist truth 
syndrome,’ when activists become gatekeepers of 
knowledge and seize on tiny errors to demonstrate the 
falsity of the whole story - I know it well, I am/was prone 
to it myself. The thing is, this book is offered as my 
version of things, I’m sure you’ll disagree on some things 
and that’s great. Let’s make many versions of the past. 
And learn from them.

But why write about squatting in Rotterdam? The 
movement is at end, right? Well, it’s not dead yet. 
Things are changing and becoming more boring right 
now, but the future is unwritten, it’s not set in stone. 
The radical history of squatting needs to be written by 
its participants, since this is the everyday anarchism 
that Colin Ward writes about. We need this and 
movements need it. Especially now when Rotterdam is 
becoming so clean and bourgeois, so that people have 
memories of other times when alternative culture still 
flourished. These times will surely come back again in 50 
years or so, here or elsewhere. These yuppy flats will be 
the slums of the future, mark my words.
 
Right. Let's go squat some history! 

 
E.T.C.Dee April 2018
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Chapter 1
Beginnings
 

INBREKER WAS EEND (BURGLAR WAS DUCK)  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Summary 
• The Quiet Riot
• The Kraker
• In the News
• Delpher
• Krakenpost
• Analysis

THE QUIET RIOT 

Everybody knows those images of squatters masked up 
and rioting in the 1980s. These iconic photographs 
somewhat encapsulate a militant anti-capitalist 
movement which sprang up in the late 1970s and early 
1980s in West European capitals like Amsterdam, Berlin 
and Copenhagen. You can read about that in lots of 
other books. Meanwhile in Rotterdam, and other Dutch 
cities as well, squatters were quietly going about their 
business of occupying the empties. There were 
occasional flashpoints in Rotterdam as we shall see, yet 
for the most part people were simply fulfilling (in a self-
organised fashion) their need for housing, as well as 
taking the space they required in order to pursue 
whatever activities interested them. The now famous 
streetfights, the political and symbolic challenges, made 
the movement possible and the sheer numbers of people 
squatting are what produced a mass counterculture 
back then, but it was the everyday actions that provided 
the backbone of the movement. 
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Day in day out, people were squatting all over the 
country. And actually, that continues into the present. 
Whilst the squatters movement is unfortunately 
shrinking into obscurity for various reasons we will touch 
upon in the pages ahead, the mainstream media still 
records various stories about squatting on a daily basis - 
and this is just the tip of the iceberg, much more is 
going on than reaches the newspapers. For example my 
squat (four years old and counting in 2018) has never 
been in the media.
In fact, nowadays squatters would only approach 
mainstream media for a specific purpose, such as 
support during an eviction, IF the collective felt that it 
might help. Otherwise we would steer clear of it, not 
much good generally seems to come from engaging with 
media nowadays. However, in the past there were even 
such things as leftwing newspapers (fancy that) and in 
my researches I found very few negative stories about 
squatters in the 1970s and 1980s.

THE KRAKER 

The first year in which I found mention of the word 
‘kraker' (Dutch for squatter) regarding Rotterdam is 
1970, but from the context in which the word is being 
used it is clear that is already part of the culture at 
large. Indeed, squatters were already organising 
nationally by 1970. In illustration, there is a front page 
article in the Vrije Volk (‘The Free Folk’ - yes, an actual 
leftwing newspaper) on May 6 which describes the 
events of the previous day...
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'NATIONALE KRAAKDAG LOOPT UIT OP RELLEN' ('NATIONAL SQUATDAY ENDS UP IN RIOTS')

May 5 is Liberation Day in the Netherlands, 
commemorating the end of Nazi German rule on that 
day in 1945. In 1970, alongside the traditional 
celebrations there was also an action to highlight 
housing need (apart from anything else, it makes sense 
to squat when the police are otherwise occupied). It was 
a nationwide day of squatting. The newspaper story 
relates that there were around 150 arrests, mainly in 
Amsterdam. The “bezetters” (occupiers) were 
“kabouters en andere actiegroepen” (literally 'dwarves 
and other protest groups'), so here we see that the 
squat movement was coalescing through the demand for 
housing and also out of previous protest movements like 
the kabouters, who were successors to the Provos in 
doing ludic actions. The kabouter movement existed in 
Belgium and the Netherlands between roughly 1969 and 
1974. The Oranjevrijstaat ('Orange Free State') was set 
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up in 1970 as an alternative hippy nation, run out of a 
network of squats. The same year, the 'Kabouter 
Vrijdorp' ('Kabouter Freevillage') in an old military 
barracks was evicted by 100 cops in Den Haag. Shame, 
if it persisted it could have become the Dutch Christiana! 
Various kabouters went into local politics and for 
example in Amsterdam held 5 seats in the city council in 
1970. 

'KRAKERS OVERAL IN ACTIE' (‘SQUATTERS IN ACTION EVERYWHERE’)

In another newspaper article about the national 
squatday it is stated that in Utrecht, 14 houses were 
squatted, plus an office building which was immediately 
evicted. In Amsterdam, many empty buildings were 
opened and some squatted. At the eviction on the 
Keizersgracht, 54 people were arrested and at 
Herengracht 529, there were 70 arrests and many 
wounded. A cop said “It seemed like complete war in 
there.” Places were also squatted in Baarn, Broek in 
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Waterland (what a great name, translated this would be 
‘Trousers in Waterland’), Den Bosch, Eindhoven, 
Groningen, Haarlem, Heerlen and Sittard.
In Rotterdam, naturally our focus here, the fourth floor 
of a new block of flats was occupied, with squatters 
barricading themselves in with wood and barbed wire. A 
protest march in the evening took 100 people to it.

'KRAKERS KRANT 1' (‘SQUATTERS NEWSPAPER 1’)

In the city archive of Rotterdam (which actually has very 
little related to squatting compared to the huge archives 
at the Institute of Social History in Amsterdam), I found 
a flyer dated 1970 (above), which is most likely related 
to this action. It locates the occupation at Jan 
Evertsenplaats, in the centre. The place is described as 
Rotterdam’s most expensive block of flats, for which the 
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rent costs 40% of most people’s monthly wage. 
Unfortunately nowadays, paying 50% of wages towards 
rent is standard. What’s worse, it seems like no-one now 
would even dream of occupying an expensive flat to 
protest about this state of affairs.
Another early mention of squatting in Rotterdam in 
1970 is a story about people occupying a villa at the 
Hook of Holland. The Hook, whilst part of the city of 
Rotterdam, is also a town on the coast 30km away from 
the City Hall. It's the first part of the Netherlands that 
you pass when you come in on a boat to Rotterdam. (On 
the other side is the Maasvlakte, the reclaimed land used 
as a huge industrial area for oil refining and suchlike. The 
Maasvlakte 2, a further bite out of the sea, is currently 
being built). The villa was known as the Jashuis and was 
occupied after a previous proposal to repurpose an 
empty torpedo warehouse was vetoed by the Ministry of 
Defence. The reporter states that in the evenings it was 
full with 40 to 60 youngsters both repairing the building 
and also doing their homework. As well as Dutch people, 
he met plenty of foreigners including Canadians and 
Swedes. I’m not sure how long the building was 
squatted, in any case it now houses a dentist practice.
As a sidenote, my research turned up another story 
about squatting in the Hook in the 1970s. This second 
one was from 1976, when 4 young people occupied a 
villa on the Seinpad which had been empty for years. 
They were supported in this action by the local council 
member from the Partij van de Arbeid (PvdA), 
something that probably wouldn’t happen nowadays. 
There were also a few more recent stories about squats 
in the Hook, which neatly demonstrate the diversity of 
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stories about squatting that even now often crop up in 
the mainstream media: 

* Spread over three reports from 2007 and 2008 is the 
story of a warehouse squatted by three people who 
couldn’t stop their dogs pooping everywhere and 
allegedly stole from the council building next door. 
They were eventually evicted because the building was 
declared not fire safe (possibly a ruse).

* Around the same time, in 2008, someone squatted a 
gym hall which had been empty for two years and built 
a skatepark in it with a bunch of kids. They fixed the 
roof and painted the walls, and made no alcohol, no 
drugs part of the ‘house rules.’ By 2010 the game was 
up and they had to move for the regeneration plans, 
but seems like it worked out well for two years at 
least.

* The last story is a good one. In 2009, police were 
alerted by a bunch of freaked out kids who had been 
playing where they were not allowed in a nature 
reserve. There was a complex of World War II bunkers 
buried in the sand and one had been squatted. When 
they checked it out, they found what they thought 
was preparations for a kidnapping... all they knew for 
sure was that the squatter liked milk because they 
found a lot of empty cartons. Working in candlelight 
the enterprising squatter had made it all clean and nice 
inside with a lot of stolen building materials, and 
protected the entrance with barbed wire and traps. 
The cops closed off the bunker and then noticed in 
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2012 (three years later!?) that another bunker just 20 
metres away was under renovation. This time they 
unfortunately managed to capture a 47 year old local 
who was the squatter. The police suspect that the 
man had been leading a double life since 2005! By day 
a fine upstanding member of the community, by night 
a bunker kraker!!

IN THE NEWS 

Alongside chatting to people, visiting infoshops, picking 
up flyers and so on, one way to build up an idea of what 
is/was happening in the squat scene in Rotterdam is to 
look into the mainstream media archives. Now in the 
current day, this seems a bit ridiculous, since as already 
mentioned most squats avoid the media and see no 
point engaging, but it was not ever thus. Of course it 
would be wrong to think that mainstream media ever 
gives a clear picture of a topic, but we can at least use 
it to build up some impressions. Adding to my own 
random internet trawlings (you would not believe how 
much time I can spend down the rabbithole of squat 
research), there are two great resources which I used 
for different time periods, namely Delpher and 
Krakenpost.
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DELPHER 

NUMBER OF MEDIA STORIES BY YEAR ON DELPHER RELATED TO SQUATTING IN ROTTERDAM  

The table above represents how many distinct 
mainstream media stories I found using various collected 
keyword searches on delpher.nl (a digitised newspaper 
archive) in the years from 1969 until 1991. This will 
certainly not have collected all the media stories that 
were written in that timeperiod, since Delpher does not 
(yet) host digital archives of all newspapers from that 
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time, nevertheless it provides an interesting overview. 
The Delpher records stop in 1991, an arbitrary breakoff 
point. Delpher claims to have newspaper archives from 
1618 until 1995, and that this is 15% of all newspapers 
ever published in the Netherlands. I find it surprising that 
there are no stories from 1992-1995, although of 
course I have also found stories in my own researches, 
which cannot claim to be as complete as the Delpher 
archive.

KRAKENPOST 

A second extremely handy resource is krakenpost, a 
movement mailing list which I suppose was set up to 
record news about/from the squat scene and has now 
become a place for (mainstream) media stories about 
squatting to be recorded. Incidentally, most of the 
stories in recent years have been archived by one 
person who died 2017 (RiP).  As an aside, this person 
was recently slandered in an atrocious academic book as 
someone who was unsuccessful because they were still 
in the squat scene at an older age. This horribly ageist 
statement seems to assume that people squat when 
young and then move onto more “important things” 
when older. The political nature of squatting seemed to 
escape this Yale educated anthropologist completely. As 
I get older it becomes clearer how much ageism is 
socially acceptable. Fuck that! The thesis of the book 
appeared to be that squatters don’t live up to their 
rhetoric of non-hierarchy. Whilst this could have been a 
useful critique if it went somewhere, it got stuck at 
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Bourdieu and simply repeating gossip. It was published 
as a book by a group called “contemporary anarchist 
studies!” I would recommend it only as an example of 
how not to do academic work. Anthropologists doing 
ethnographies often seem to be the very worst sort of 
academic, taking what they want for their own purposes 
and then fucking off never to be seen again, after 
writing something nobody reads. 

Anyhoo, Krakenpost began in 1999 and continues into 
the present. I searched the archives from 1999 until end 
2016, which offered up a HUGE number of stories, of 
which 406 were relevant, see the table below:

NUMBER OF MEDIA STORIES BY YEAR ON KRAKENPOST RELATED TO SQUATTING IN 
ROTTERDAM
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SELECTED PLACES MENTIONED FREQUENTLY IN KRAKENPOST

The table above shows the mentions of some places on 
the krakenpost list. These social centres will be 
discussed elsewhere in this book: Boerderij, 
Kraakmuseum, Fabriek (second incarnation), Groene 
Voltage, Paardenval, Quarantaineterrein and Slaakhuys. 
The Poortgebouw of course appears and also several 
residential projects such as Beukelsdijk, the Devilee 
squat, Palestinastraat, Provenierstraat and 
Snellinckstraat.
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ANALYSIS 

So bearing in mind the caveats that both that 
representation in the mainstream media does not really 
do much more for a movement than to indicate it exists 
and that in the present day squatters have pretty much 
given up on communicating with media except in times 
of big evictions, let’s move on to analysis.
Looking at these two tables, clearly, 1980, with a huge 
71 stories in the Delpher archive, was a very active year 
for the squatters movement in Rotterdam. This dovetails 
with the traditionally accepted view that this year, which 
famously featured the coronation riots in Amsterdam, 
was both the highpoint of the movement and the 
beginning of the end. However, 2009 has an even larger 
number of stories on Krakenpost with a remarkable 93. 
Unfortunately this has less to do with a massively 
powerful and resurgent Rotterdam squatters movement 
and more to do with the impending criminalisation of 
squatting (and of course now we are fully in the internet 
age a lot more gets archived).
In England before squatting in residential buildings was 
criminalised in 2012, lots of stories appeared in the 
media about problematic squats. The Torygraph even 
ran a campaign called ‘Stop the Squatters.’ Since I was 
eager to stop the criminalisation process, I lurched into 
academic research, using Critical Discourse Analysis to 
identify different discourses which were floating around. 
Some stories were about how an innocent family went 
out to buy a pint of milk and came back home to find 
twenty aggressive foreigners occupying their lounge - 
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whilst this may have been true in one or two instances, 
most of the time upon a deeper look it turned out the 
house was actually empty, or the foreigners had been 
tricked into signing a lease by a criminal third party or so 
on. Squatters do not tend to want to steal someone 
else’s stuff. Another discourse revolved around the 
terror of the other, a foreign, unregulated, sweary, 
boozed up home invader. Another focused on the 
perennial issue of the young taking over from the old. 
Anyway if you are interested to read more about that all 
my stuff is on various places on the internet (see the 
useful links appendix).
What it came down to in short was that public opinion 
was being shaped against squatters and although we 
tried to contest this process, we lost and squatting was 
repressed (yet not eradicated). So it was interesting to 
see that when squatting in Belgium was criminalised 
recently, there were the same horror stories, this time 
mainly about Roma families occupying houses. Also, in 
2018, the migrant group We Are Here have occupied 
around 20 properties in Amsterdam Oost which are 
slated for demolition, which resulted in an opinion piece 
in the Dutch Metro saying “people can’t go shopping 
because they are afraid that an asylum seeker will be 
sitting on their sofa when they come back.” The action 
was also called “terrible” by Prime Minister Rutte so they 
must be doing something right. Various slurs about 
violence have been thrown against them by the owner 
Ymere (a ‘social housing corporation’ in name only), 
which to be honest seem hard to believe. The squatters 
organised a community barbecue in response and I’m 
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happy to say at least some of their neighbours seem 
fine with the occupation.
Where does the truth lie in these cases? Well, probably 
somewhere in the middle, but it is also about how these 
cases are used to manipulate pubic opinion. In the years 
leading up towards the criminalisation of squatting here 
in 2010, the stories were more about fanning the flames 
of a moral panic than about a genuine problem which 
needed to be solved. Thus, regarding Rotterdam there 
are clusters of stories about Beukelsdijk (4), Devilee (5) 
and Palestinastraat (19 - see next chapter).
The Devilee squat incident in 2009 bears the most 
resemblance to many stories which surfaced in the 
British media about good decent people going out to 
buy a pint of milk and coming home and discovering 
their house had been squatted. Often when you look 
into the actual facts there is more at play. So in this 
case the story begins when some people squatted a 
house belonging to Gerard Devilee, who said he came 
back from holidays to find it empty. The police came 
round and agreed the place had been empty for a year, 
then left. After the story was publicised in the media, 
the mayor Aboutaleb got involved (since he is always 
one for a bit of media attention) and the squatters got 
kicked out. In a later article, Devilee said he lived both 
there and somewhere else, so I wonder if he really lived 
there at all. Also in one report, he watches the squatters 
taking away his table, I really don’t get that part, why 
would you just watch someone walking off with your 
stuff?
The real story seems to be hidden here. The real story is 
about people self-organising to provide housing for 
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themselves. Maybe this occasionally goes wrong, but 
most of the time it works out just fine (and the media 
won’t necessarily talk about those cases). If we agree a 
state is even really necessary, then surely it should 
provide housing for all as a fundamental right. If it 
doesn’t, then people should take action for themselves. 

In a nutshell, that is what this book is about.
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Chapter 2
housing // activism

A ROTTERDAM SQUATGROUP IN 1977
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Summary 
• Introduction
• The quiet squatters of Rotterdam
• Joodse Ziekenhuis
• Adriaanstichting
• Emmahuis
• Quarantaine Terrein
• DagX
• AKPG
• Aktiegroep Oude Westen
• Villa van Waning
• KKJ
• Palestinastraat

INTRODUCTION 

Recently, a mustachioed hipster asked me what sort of 
impact the squatters movement had made on the city of 
Rotterdam, just after I had presented a map with 228 
squats and social centres on it, so I gave a rather short 
answer, feeling a bit miffed it wasn’t obvious. But that 
hipster’s loss is your gain, since now you get the proper 
answer as I give you a whistlestop tour of the archives in 
the next few chapters. I started off doing this 
chronologically, but it seemed better to do it 
thematically, so I’ve decided to make some arbitrary 
(non-exclusive) distinctions between private residential 
squats, housing activism, unique projects, social 
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centres / infoshops and venues. These should be self-
explanatory categories, and I must say that I am not 
intending to profile private residential squats here at all. 
I will talk about housing activism and those places 
occupied as political statements and which hosted 
‘public’ events, but I’ll avoid the ‘private’ squats which 
are of course the HUGE majority of projects. This makes 
my project a bit lopsided in a way, but then the publicly 
visible squats have always been the tip of the iceberg 
and of course pragmatically there is no means to carry 
out any sort of comprehensive analysis of residential 
squats since they were never databased or listed. Of 
course, as a final point, in a time of criminalisation it 
would also be foolish to provide the forces of repression 
with more information than they already have.

THE QUIET SQUATTERS OF 
ROTTERDAM 

In 1980, the magazine Frontaal profiled the squatting 
movement in Rotterdam. It related that there were 
active squatting groups in Oude Noorden, Agniesebuurt, 
Crooswijk, Bloemhof, Charlois, Kralingen, Hillesluis and 
Lombardijen. A squatter from Hillesluis comments that 
you don’t see much in the newspapers about squatting 
because they do it in a relaxed way. They say the police 
are also relaxed, but that the relationship with the city 
council is shit.
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‘DE RUSTIGE KRAKERS VAN ROTTERDAM’ (‘THE QUIET SQUATTERS OF ROTTERDAM’)

The photograph on the cover (above) is the Wester 
Ziekenhuis (Western Hospital) on Claes de Vrieslaan, 
which had been squatted after standing empty for ten 
years. It’s a bit unbelievable nowadays to think about a 
hospital standing derelict for ten years in central 
Rotterdam... although having said that there are indeed 
still a few longterm empties I check in on every so often. 
Nevertheless, it is hard to imagine this sort of desolation 
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on a large scale in the city now, since Rotterdam is 
hyped up and full of tall glassed yuppy apartment 
blocks. The white flight of the 1970s has now been 
reversed. Sometimes I get disorientated if I visit another 
West European city like Copenhagen or Barcelona or 
London, because if you cycle through the old port areas, 
there’s really no way to tell where you are. It makes me 
feel seasick.
In this section I’m going to mention some notable 
housing projects. Of course most squatting is for 
housing, these particular occupations I found interesting 
for some other reason.

JOODSE ZIEKENHUIS 

‘FROM THE ROTTEN WOOD THEY MAKE A CAMPFIRE IN THE BACKGARDEN'
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A second squatted hospital was the Joodse Ziekenhuis 
(‘Jewish Hospital’) on Mathenesserlaan. The Vrije Volk 
newspaper ran a full page investigation into squatting in 
Rotterdam on February 16 1980 (entitled ‘It’s not 
allowed, but why not stay’) which interviewed people 
from the hospital and also a J.G.Diepenhorst from the 
city council. The reporter’s account of the squatters is 
quite sympathetic, he is happy to pass on their callout 
for stuff like cooking pans and to be joshed a bit. Then 
he attends a meeting where they are talking about what 
colour to paint the wooden plates on the front of the 
building and how to get people to pay for reconnecting 
utilities, the perennial sort of issues that crop up in a big 
squat.
As a council representative, Diepenhorst seems fairly 
enlightened; he says that squats are considered on a 
case by case basis and that they are never evicted 
unless the council actually needs the building. Regarding 
the Jewish Hospital he remarks that the council is aware 
of it and he can imagine that people would not be 
squatting there if they had a better alternative. The 
council will not do anything to help or to recognise the 
squatters, yet at the same time, they will be able to sit 
there for “X months or X years.” He does admit that in a 
few cases the council has agreed to legalise squats but 
he prefers not to mention them by name and “there has 
to be a lot going on” with them for that to happen. 
This fairly relaxed attitude to squatters can be seen in a 
positive light as the council knowing through past 
experiences that most squatters are quite reasonable 
and cause no trouble. Diepenhorst even goes so far as 
to call it “a good support structure.” On a more negative 
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approach, it could also be said that the council can 
afford to be relaxed, since they know they have the 
monopoly on violence. Nevertheless, it does seem to be 
a council concern to not let things get out of hand, an 
issue which of course squatters could then use to their 
advantage. The article mentions the contemporary 
tensions around the Groote Keyser in Amsterdam and 
Diepenhorst himself says he is grateful to Rotterdam 
police for not letting situations turn nasty. He is clearly 
worried about disorder, stating that the last time there 
was a big riot in Rotterdam was September 1978 on the 
Marktveldstraat (more on that below with the KKJ).
Regarding prosecuting squatters, Diepenhorst comments 
that there isn’t really much point, since “someone who 
squats for political reasons will simply keep on doing it 
and those truly in need must not be punished.”

ADRIAANSTICHTING 
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Then there was the old hospital on the Straatweg in 
Hillegersberg. In Ravage magazine (1996), someone who 
lived there called Peter recalls that “junkies had stolen 
all the lead pipes from the roof. So when it rained we 
had a bit of a water crisis. Plus in winter it looked like a 
fridge because we had 3cm of ice on the walls.” Oof! 
This place was demolished after the squatters were 
eventually evicted.

EMMAHUIS 

Another care facility which was squatted was the old 
Emmahuis, which is on the Schiekade (the new building 
is now at the crossroads on Bentickplein). There’s an 
interesting short film in which someone who lived there 
is interviewed (see the film appendix). He talks about 
how it was pretty cold the first winter, and they lived 
there with a bunch of students and artists. As is often 
the case it appears the squatters helped to resolve the 
impasse concerning the future of the building and 
instead of being demolished it was converted into 
housing.
In an article in SKWAT 3 from February 1981, entitled 
'Emmahuis - The squat and how it went on after (a 
success story?) March-April 1979' one of the squatters 
relates how after things had gone wrong with big 
chaotic living groups at the Joodse Ziekenhuis and 
Dassenfabriek, they decided to be really tight about who 
was accepted into the group. It had been empty 6 
months and the squatters had lots of meetings with the 
owners and the city in order to come up with a new plan 
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for its use. The squatter said the first thing which had to 
be done was a huge cleanup since there was loads of 
crap in the corridors and rooms, so much indeed that it 
looked like the building had been evacuated during an 
epidemic! 

QUARANTAINE TERREIN 

Back in the olden days of lore, the port of Rotterdam 
needed a quarantine zone for sailors who arrived 
carrying infectious diseases. Thus, the 
Quarantaineterrein (Quarantine Area) was built in 1934. 
It’s a collection of buildings in the style of the now 
world-renowned Amsterdam School, on the edge of 
Heijplaat.
As happens sometimes (another example would be Forte 
Prenestino in Rome), by the time it was built, the place 
had lost its functionality as a quarantine zone: firstly 
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penicillin had been recently introduced, revolutionising 
treatment methods, secondly the city of Rotterdam was 
growing closer and closer to the site and thirdly the 
Havenziekenhuis had been built, so ships tended to be 
quarantined at the seaside at the Hook of Holland, with 
patients being helicoptered to the hospital. However, it 
was still used during a typhoid epidemic in Spijkenisse 
and to house one smallpox sufferer from a Dutch colony 
in 1949. 
From the 1950s onwards, the buildings were used for 
elderly psychiatric patients until at a certain point there 
was a rebellion and some younger psychiatric patients 
moved in (that’s a joke). Yes! The artists had arrived. 
YAY KUNST. On their website the artists claim to be the 
longest-running initiative for art in Rotterdam (since 
1979). They have had the luck to stay there until the 
present day, tolerated somewhat by the city and the 
harbour authority. I heard ominous talk of renovations in 
2016 and so I thought they might have been evicted 
already, but in 2018 I heard someone from the Rondos 
collective talking about Huize Schoonderloo and the 
Quarantaineterrein, where he now lives. He said they 
have signed a contract a few years ago and will probably 
have to leave in 6 years. (So he may well have been 
living on rates way below commercial rent since 1979, 
nice one!) 
It’s funny that it has been occupied for so long that no-
one really remembers it was squatted in the first place, 
although it does feature in one of the ‘kraken in 
Rotterdam’ films listed in the appendix. I wonder how 
much longer they can survive, maybe the writing is now 
on the wall. I also won’t have that much sympathy if 
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they start asking for help because it’s a bit of a pattern 
that artists squat something then go off and happily do 
their own thing without giving solidarity to anyone, and 
then suddenly come back to the movement when they 
get threatened with eviction (Slangenpand in 
Amsterdam springs to mind). At the same time, I am 
glad they are there and I’m sure they have had to fight 
hard (at least occasionally) to stay there for so long.

THE DOCK FOR THE QUARANTAINE TERRAIN - “NO ENTRY - FORBIDDEN TO MOOR”

DAGX 

In 1989, Rotterdam was 650 years old. Squatters 
decided to protest against the city regeneration plans 
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and did a great action. The Rotterdam squatzine Lastig 
gives a short report about what happened:

On Friday there was the “festive” opening of the 50,000th 
renovated house, namely Kokerstraat 45. To protest against 
disguised rent increases which paid for the renovations, the 
building was squatted half an hour before the official opening 
ceremony. Meanwhile leaflets were distributed about the whys 
and wherefores of the action. The opening didn’t go as the 
councilman had hoped. Getting into the property was tricky 
because three protestors were hanging off a banner. Some 
construction workers threatened them, but nothing more 
happened. After 15 minutes the occupiers left in return for free 
passage.

AKPG 

Migration to the Netherlands obviously goes in waves 
depending on factors like which country the Netherlands 
is screwing over colonially and/or currently selling 
weapons to.
In the 1950s, about 400,000 people from Indonesia 
moved to the Netherlands, including 12,000 Moluccans 
who were forcibly repatriated and lied to by the Dutch 
state, which solved a postcolonial dispute by simply 
moving one half of the conflict to Europe. These 
Ambonese members of the KNIL (Koninklijk 
Nederlandsch Indisch Leger - Royal Netherlands East 
Indies Army) were soldiers in the Dutch army, who were 
put on boats and told they would be here temporarily. 
Ultimately they were never allowed to return home - a 
huge postcolonial betrayal that’s quite an interesting 
story in itself, since there were some dramatic hostage 
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situations in the 1980s.  
Then the gastarbeiders (‘guest workers’) came, from 
countries like Spain, Italy, Greece and Portugal at first 
and then later Cape Verde, Morocco, Tunisia and Turkey. 
They did low paid jobs and had to scramble for 
accommodation. Many probably thought they were 
coming short term and ended up staying. 
In the 1970s, people from Surinam, Chile, Sri Lanka and 
Vietnam came to the Netherlands. In the 1980s, the 
Oude Noorden KSU recorded people from Antilles, 
England, Eritrea, Germany, India, Morocco, Surinam and 
Turkey (see chapter 10 for more on that). In the 1990s, 
there were refugees from wars in the former Yugoslavia 
and Africa, in the 2000s from Iraq, Somalia and 
Afghanistan. Nowadays (as we all know) it’s people 
escaping warzones in Congo, Sudan, Syria and Kurdistan, 
and East Europeans exercising their freedom of 
movement (and freedom to be exploited economically).
In 1969, Nelly Soetens and her partner Swalef 
Jooodseman set up the aktiekomitee pro gastarbeiders 
(henceforth AKPG) in order to help migrants find decent 
housing and to live a reasonable life in the Netherlands. 
She had observed that migrants were living in slums as 
second class citizens and was motivated to act. 
Responding to what people asked for, the AKPG quickly 
developed language lessons and set up an advice hour. 
They visited 49 hostels and determined only three 
offered adequate accommodation - the council ignored 
the study, saying they had cherry picked the worst 
places. Pressing for better housing for migrant workers 
and their families, the AKPG began a long struggle which 
utilised different tactics, including squatting properties. 
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They also wrote letters, made demonstrations, occupied 
the council’s housing department (result: total victory), 
took city councillors to visit people in terrible housing 
situations and so on. The group persisted until the early 
1990s. 
In ‘Gastarbeiders - wat heeft het hun gebracht?’ (2008), 
Soetens makes it clear that the Dutch workers of the 
late 1960s and early 1970s did have low wages, 
unsatisfactory housing homes and bad health, “but this 
was not the fault of the foreigners” and it was hard 
sometimes for people to see the real picture, which was 
that everyone was being crushed by the bosses. The 
migrant workers were forced to live in cramped and 
overcrowded hostels run by greedy slum landlords, who 
had bought up properties relinquished by Dutch people 
moving to better houses. They also experienced 
difficulties since most often they did not speak Dutch. 
The Dutch workers were in turn freaked out by the sheer 
numbers of migrant workers moving into the city 
(although that is nothing compared to the number of 
migrants in recent years).
This influx of people without any adaptation to 
infrastructure was bound to cause problems of some 
sort and in 1972, there were riots for seven days in the 
Afrikaanderwijk (in the south of Rotterdam) which began 
when a Turkish slum landlord tried to intimidate a Dutch 
female tenant into sex as a way to pay off her rent 
backlog. This was at 10 Goede Hoopstraat; over the 
course of the day the police were called a few times and 
eventually arrested four Turkish men for stabbing the 
people helping the woman to move her stuff out. By this 
time a crowd of around 500 people had gathered on the 
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street and it kicked off, to the extent that the police 
fired warning shots. The Turkish owner’s car was trashed 
and the riot moved to the Paarlstraat, where the 
windows of some more hostels and also of a Turkish 
cafe was smashed.
So began what is now known as the Afrikaanderwijk 
riots. The next day people were already gathering in the 
morning. Police then stood by and watched as Turkish 
hostels were trashed and all the tenants’ possessions 
thrown onto the street. They were inactive either 
because they were racist or they didn’t want to enflame 
the situation, you decide. A house was actually squatted 
on Paarlstraat and ended up being given to a Dutch 
family. People put up signs saying ‘this is a Dutch 
street’, whilst at the same time the private homes of 
Turkish people were not attacked, only the hostels 
which were pelted with stones and molotovs. A 
solidarity march of Turkish people from the consulate in 
the centre to the south was attacked by Dutch people 
and the attackers were bought dinner by a 
councilmember (at a Chinese restaurant ... seems an odd 
sort of racist statement to be making!)
There is a debate about whether this was actually a race 
riot or not. The mainstream media at the time thought 
so: the Haagse Post wrote about ‘Pogrommerdam;’ 
Dutch TV talked about Kristallnacht; the Guardian 
commented ‘Dutch surprised by race clashes;’ a 
journalist from the New York Times was ‘shocked and 
startled;’ the Washington Post observed ‘Dutch image of 
tolerance shattered.’ The question seems difficult to 
answer definitively since there were racists in the crowd; 
for example, Piet Spruit who was there and was later 
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interviewed for a book, said of his brother (one of the 
riot leaders): “Jan was a real racist. If he could hit a Turk 
on his mouth, he did it.” Yet Piet Spruit also argued that 
“They were not Turkish riots. Across the entire 
neighbourhood, there were perhaps twenty guest 
workers. No, it was more of a spontaneous rebellion, we 
were not a racist neighbourhood.” Meanwhile at the time 
Jan Spruit told the Vrije Volk “'We are just an action 
group that wanted to put an end to the tyranny of the 
Turkish landlord Dai. The squat was directed against him, 
not against the poor Turkish residents of the building.” 
For sure most of the rioters were unhappy about things 
like the council’s housing policies, how the local 
neighbourhood around them was changing rapidly and 
the case of sexual harassment. 
Nelle Soetens was there as well, saying to a newspaper 
afterwards “I admit that that is a problem, but morally 
you are obliged to start building for those people. The 
industries have brought them here, so they must also 
provide housing and other social goods. Otherwise you 
should not bring foreigners here.” In an interview 
published in Meent magazine in 2012 (and entitled ‘I 
was never afraid’!) she stated that 

The immediate cause of the riots was a Dutch woman who 
had problems with Turk. But it was about people who nobody 
ever paid attention to. Nobody listened to them. Now there 
was suddenly a class under them and they also had 
something to say. But in fact it was racism. Not only from 
these people, but also from the government.

Looking back almost fifty years on, it’s incredible that 
the pressure generated from the riots forced Rotterdam 
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council to say it would limit foreigners in specific 
neighbourhoods to 5% of the total population whilst 
nowadays 50% of Rotterdammers are either foreign or 
have at least one foreign parent. Sometimes in writing 
this book I have paused to wonder what it must be like 
to have lived in Rotterdam for the last fifty years, since 
so much has changed in that time. 
In any case, this quick background sketch shows the 
deprived times in which the AKPG was formed and 
operated. It’s no wonder they quickly started squatting 
empty properties when they were campaigning for 
better housing. The first mention of the group squatting 
that I found in my media researches was 1973, when 
the council asked the AKPG to vacate a place it had 
squatted on Oudaenstraat.

MOHAMMED YUSAF SQUATS HIS OWN HOUSE (KAREL DE STOUTEPLEIN 1976)
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In her book, Soetens talks about how the group had a 
spy in the housing department who would tell them if 
there was anything planned for the property, and a spy 
in the electricity company, who could check if electricity 
and gas had been requested. If not, they would go 
ahead and occupy the building. She mentions squat 
actions on Volmarijnstraat, Jacobusstraat, Karel de 
Stouteplein and a whole block on the Houtstraat. The 
AKPG would often team up with action groups from 
Middelland and Nieuwe Westen, as well as groups 
composed mainly of Surinamers and Antilleans. They 
always had a neighbourhood letter to give out to locals, 
but that’s not to say it always went easy. At Karel de 
Stouteplein, the AKPG squatted for a Pakistani man but 
the neighbourhood was against the action and people 
angrily threw the infoletter away. Yet things worked out 
eventually: “a bunch of flowers for the neighbour did 
wonders.” 
Soetens is careful in her book to show sympathy with 
the working class Dutch people she sometimes came 
into conflict with, agreeing that they also had it hard, 
but still pointing out the added difficulties for migrants. 
For the Dutch, housing was improving but the migrants 
were being forced into slum accommodation.
She mentions that apartments were frequently 
advertised with the explicit statement ‘no foreigners.’ In 
September 1971, Aktiegroep Het Oude Westen (Old 
West district action group) organised a neighbourhood 
meeting over the ‘problem of foreigners.’ Soetens 
observed that the group was mainly students and by 
setting Dutch people against foreigners in the 
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neighbourhood as a campaigning tactic, it was heading 
in a disturbing direction.
Then there was the curious case of squatters squatting 
from squatters in 1973, when the Aktiegroep Het Oude 
Westen squatted a house on Gouvernestraat 124 which 
had been allocated to a Turkish man called Sadik 
Kunbas. He had already started to renovate, he had a 
residence permit and the electricity was in his name 
when they took possession of the house.
The AKPG decided to resquat the house on a Saturday 
evening when the aktiegroep people were out 
campaigning. They got back inside, put up a big banner 
which said ‘This house is returned to the legal 
inhabitant’ and put a waterhose on the tap in case the 
aktiegroep felt like a cold shower. They also circulated a 
letter explaining their action.
The AKPG appears to have had quite a lot of success in 
getting people housed, yet things did not always go to 
plan. Only once in Soetens’ memory was the AKPG’s 
support abused, when a Moroccan man asked them to 
crack a house that turned out to be occupied. Luckily 
they managed to escape unnoticed from the scene of 
the attempted robbery.
In Crooswijk on April 30 1979, four houses were 
squatted on the Spiegelnisserkade for a Spaniard, a 
Pakistani and two Moroccans. Angry neighbours stopped 
another three being squatted. April 30 was Queens Day, 
a big national holiday, so normally a good time to be 
squatting, but it doesn’t seem to have worked out that 
way. A local said to the Vrije Volk “I was sat watching 
the queen on TV. At ten in the evening I heard the tinkle 
of broken glass. I went outside, to Spiegelnisserkade 
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15b and I saw a woman standing there with a crowbar in 
her hands in the lounge. I grabbed the crowbar and 
threw the woman out.” PWS (the owner) claimed that 
the houses were already allocated to two Dutch families, 
a Yugoslav family and a Turkish family. That might have 
been true or it might have been a clever media friendly 
lie. In any case the squatters were quickly evicted. 

WHILST THE MOVERS DO THEIR WORK, VALERO HAS A GLOOMY LAST LOOK ROUND HIS 
SQUAT (SPIEGELNISSERKADE) 

Soetens seems quite angered by this, in her book she 
says “The white street could remain white!” and in the 
newspaper at the time she commented “This is how the 
Jews were evicted in the war. Racists can be pleased.”
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It’s an interesting question to what degree racism was 
responsible for people’s attitudes here and how much 
other factors played a part, such as the fine upstanding 
citizens protecting private property rights and the 
bureaucratic council procedures which led to longer 
waiting times for houses to be redistributed.
A frontpage newspaper report from September 1980 
shows that the AKPG was squatting prolifically, but also 
experiencing problems with police refusing to recognise 
squat actions and instead defining it as burglary. 
Soetens says this has happened in squats in Schiebroek 
and Oude Noorden, blaming it on racism from the cops 
towards foreigners. 
The AKPG was still fighting hard in 1989, with Soetens 
arguing that housing corporations should talk more and 
write less, since illiterate migrants were losing their 
houses simply through not understanding the 
bureaucratic process. She mentioned there had been 
twenty cases since the previous year, including that of 
the Moroccan family Tallagui. The father had gone back 
to his birthplace in order to bring back his wife and eight 
kids, but had fallen ill and so had been away for 3 
months instead of 6 weeks. When he came back, the 
housing corporation had evicted him and the family was 
forced to squat, in a place without electricity and gas 
which in the winter months is not ideal, especially when 
the youngest child is 10 months.
Looking back at the work of the AKPG in the Meent 
interview mentioned earlier, Soetens comments that
 
We achieved a bit. Relatively little, but at least people got 
involved and opened their mouths. More attention was paid to 
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literacy and housing. We should have acted harder, but we felt 
so fierce already. We stayed tidy even during office 
occupations.

To finish off this section, she also said something 
awesome about radical history: 

You know, there’s the official history, that is what the 
government tries to tell you. And then there is the real history 
that people need to know about. 

AKTIEGROEP HET OUDE 
WESTEN 

It’s funny, my view of this group has changed quite 
dramatically as my researches have progressed further. 
At first, I knew of them years ago as a contemporary 
neighbourhood group and thus regarded them as 
representing the local people but probably quite out of 
touch; then I was impressed to find out that they were 
squatting buildings in the past; later I was far less 
impressed to hear that in some cases they were 
squatting houses for Dutch people in place of foreigners 
and even squatting a house legally inhabited by a 
Turkish man (see previous section). 
Now perhaps I understand better some sceptical 
remarks and also the (much later) action in December 
1980 when a group called Tegengif (‘Antidote’) 
attempted to peacefully occupy the neighbourhood 
centre, so they could use the stencil machine - “This 
belongs to the neighbourhood and so it belongs to us”. 
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Pointing out their group was composed of 20 people of 
different nationalities (including Dutch), they claimed 
that the aktiegroep did not represent all local people and 
that they wanted to highlight the international character 
of the area.
In any case, this is a complicated issue, I do not think it 
is necessarily racist to squat houses to protest the 
council housing policy but the 1973 action clearly went 
too far. Nevertheless, I am sure this group has also done 
a lot of good over the years in an area where the 
neighbourhood definitely needed to stand up to the 
council. I suppose the relevance to squatting is to show 
that the occupation of space is a political tool and it is 
not always performed by people for good reasons. On a 
global scale we only have to think about landgrabbing 
white invaders in the Americas and Oceania in the past, 
or Zionist settlers in the present in Palestine.
So let’s go deeper into this group’s history. Oude 
Westen is a district just to the west of the city centre, 
incorporating three main roads, Rochussenstraat, Nieuwe 
Binnenweg and West Kruiskade, and the smaller streets 
in between them. The still active Aktiegroep het Oude 
Westen (‘Old West district action group’) was set up in 
1970, to protest against the city council's urban 
regeneration plans for the neighbourhood and squatting 
was naturally an important component in their activist 
toolbox, but unfortunately (as we have already seen), 
the occupations were begun to stop foreigners taking 
the houses they had been allotted. No wonder there was 
conflict with AKPG!  The group began with the motto 
'everyone together for a better district' but I wonder 
what was actually meant by everyone. Also, their 
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current website says that “in the first years the action 
group was mainly a vanguard with a big following” which 
sounds rather worrying.

JOZEFKERK 
1880-1974

In 1972, the first house squatted by the group was on 
Josephstraat 79b, a street which is now extensively 
redeveloped and formerly the site of the Jozefkerk 
church complex. They occupied a privately owned house 
which had been rented to a Spanish couple, making a 
protest against council policies. The council of course 
retorted that they couldn’t interfere with a privately 
owned house and since the couple had already paid rent, 
this appears to be a very badly thought out 
occupation... annoying the council who couldn’t really do 
much about it, screwing the Spanish people over and 
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adversely affecting the poor owner (less sympathy for 
the latter).
A spokesperson said “if it is really true a family is 
coming, they have the permit and they haven’t paid any 
outrageous transfer costs then we will leave the house,” 
but that seems like the sort of thing that should have 
been ascertained before squatting, just as the AKPG did. 
Perhaps a political point was made with the action, 
certainly it brought attention to the fact that the rental 
had been facilitated by a Mr. Karati, who worked for 
social services and said “Can I not do something for my 
friends in my free time?” (which sounds guilty as hell).
Sometimes entrepreneurial criminals squat houses, make 
a fake rental contract, get the deposit and a first 
month’s rent from the duped “tenant” and then 
disappear, leaving the unfortunate tenant to face the 
music. I must say I haven’t really heard about this 
happening in the Netherlands, more in the UK or France, 
but I’m sure it has occurred. This would be an example 
of squatting which has nothing to do with using derelict 
space in a positive way. Likewise, this action group 
protest is hard to defend. Sure people must have been 
angry at the way their neighbourhood was changing with 
the influx of foreigners, but squatting an already rented 
house seems quite foolish, over and beyond the possibly 
racist motivation.
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JOZEFKERK 
DEMOLISHED 

1974

By the end of 1972, the group had occupied ten houses 
and claimed local support from 200 people. But Mayor 
Thomassen was not happy and demanded that the 
police stopped the actions. His justification was “rather 
small troubles now than bigger ones later,” referencing 
the heavy riots in the Afrikaanderwijk earlier in the same 
year (and discussed above). It’s no surprise then that 
the Aktiegroep Oude Westen and AKPG clashed in 1973, 
over the Gouvernestraat house rented to a Turkish man.
After a Christmas truce agreed with the mayor, the 
squatting actions began again in January 1973, with two 
apartments occupied to prevent Portuguese and Turkish 
people moving in. A representative of the Aktie Groep 
Oude Westen said “We carry out actions to clean up the 
mess they (the city council) make.” So squatting was 
being used by (part of) the local community to keep 
foreigners out of the Oude Westen!? I find this quite 
shocking to be honest and clearly not everyone in Oude 
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Westen was pleased about it. Someone wrote a letter to 
the Vrije Volk, criticising the activity of the action 
group, saying that their rhetoric sounded reminiscent of 
Nazi Germany and was a threat to democracy. 
However perhaps the group realised the effects of its 
policies, since there were some changes in 1973. In 
March, the group had a meeting about its tactics and 
announced it would carry on squatting, but for different 
reasons. In future they would only squat “against 
profiteers, who take advantage of the situation in the 
neighbourhood and the landlords, who squeeze 
guestworkers with transfer costs, to ask if they would 
like to establish a hostel in their own houses.” There was 
a gastarbeider working group, which is a good sign, and 
someone from the legal working group said: 

Even if you squat two houses a week, there are still ten 
gastarbeiders coming elsewhere in the neighbourhood. This 
isn’t how you stop the influx of foreigners. We have to stop 
tussling with the guest workers, because the capitalists just 
laugh and in the meantime raise the rent. We have to fight 
together with the foreigners against the profiteers and 
speculators, and a few times hit a hard blow. If needs be we 
can smash everything to bits in the office of a landlord or 
estate agent. That has more effect than a few squat actions.

At this time there was a militant edge to neighbourhood 
meetings which is altogether lacking nowadays. It is 
interesting to note that when the state is failing to 
provide what inhabitants need, then self-organised 
activity increases. We can see this in Spain and Italy for 
example today, whereas in the Netherlands, most people 
have it pretty good and are generally content with their 
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lot. In the same meeting, there was also a fierce debate 
over a stencil spread by the group which supported an 
arson attack on a building site on Batavierenstraat. An 
office building was planned but most locals wanted 
housing instead.
Already in January 1973, the action group had 
supported the Pinas family, who were migrants from 
Surinam. It’s another curious case, where it seems the 
family was already living in the building and squatted 
another apartment when it became empty because they 
were living with two kids in one room and they wanted 
more space. In addition, according to them, after three 
years of asking they had been promised the flat verbally 
and then suddenly had the offer withdrawn. The owner 
was Rentegevende Eigendommen (‘Interesting 
Properties’), which was a company owned by the council 
and managing their empty properties, so in this case the 
action group was taking the side of the (foreign) Pinas 
family against the council.
The last mention I found of the actiongroup being 
involved with a squat action was in 1978, when they 
occupied a house for one day to protest against 
speculation on the Westkruiskade. Whilst the city 
regeneration of course continued frenetically with huge 
demolition projects, the Aktiegroup Het Oude Westen 
certainly affected how it occurred, with residents 
staying in upgraded new housing rather than being 
kicked out for offices.
Later on, the group shifted its focus onto making the 
neighbourhood a nice place to live, fighting street 
drugdealing, establishing allotments and tennis courts, 
organising activities for newcomers and streetcleaning 
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sessions. Despite funding cuts, the group is still in 
existence with its own building in which to organise 
events and host community advisors.

DRIEVRIENDENDWARSSTRAAT  

It is worth noting that these sort of neighbourhood 
struggles continue into the present in Oude Westen (and 
other districts too). In 2011, for example, local 
residents were fighting “social housing” corporation 
Woonstad’s planned demolition of houses of 
Drievriendenstraat and Drievriendendwarsstraat. The 
empty houses were naturally squatted for some time 
(but not by the actiongroup!) and there were a series of 
media stories in which it appeared to be a bit of 
Palestinastraat situation, with some neighbours happy 
about the new inhabitants, others less so. One 
neighbour commented “I would rather have squatters 
than boarded up houses.” I enjoyed the Woonstad 
response, which was that “Squatting is great as long as 
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we don’t need the properties and they don’t cause a 
nuisance. So far we’ve had no complaints.” 
Later on, a news story from 2014 tells how some 
private entrepreneurs bought the houses from 
Woonstad (the story of course had to be titled ‘three 
friends saving three friends street’) and are now 
restoring the buildings properly. Not that this will help 
the people who were living there before much. Who 
knows where on the periphery of the city they can 
afford to live now…

THE VILLA WHEN IT WAS SQUATTED
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VILLA VAN WANING 
Villa van Waning was built in 1898 in the south of 
Rotterdam as the headquarters of the van Waning 
cement factory. At a certain point the company moved 
to Capelle aan den IJssel and the rest of the factory was 
demolished, creating the Nassau Park. And the villa 
remained on its own, since it’s on the national 
monument list. The city bought it but for some reason it 
stayed neglected and unloved, until a group of squatters 
occupied it in the late 1990s.
They stayed in the building for ten years, keeping it 
maintained, until the council decided to evict them in 
2008 or so. Ever since it’s been standing empty! It looks 
so sad, the windows are now covered with metal 
shutters and it must be in a bad state inside, having not 
been heated for so long.

THE VILLA 
AFTER A NIGHT 
ON THE TOWN, 
LOOKING A BIT 

ROUGH
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There are plans afoot to turn the building into a local 
neighbourhood centre, which sounds questionable to me 
to be frank, it depends if that is really the plan or if 
some money-grubbing bastard wants to set up a classy 
wine bar for the yuppies that are moving in as part of 
the “revitalisation” of the area. But yes, OK, it would be 
good if the building were to be used in some way again.
What’s terrible is that the squatters, who (as far as I 
know) didn’t piss anyone off had to leave for nothing. 
That’s really stupid. No-one likes a neglected building. 
They should have stayed until there was a plan which 
was ready to be implemented.

It seems like there have been various hurdles keeping it 
empty, the main one being the council’s reluctance to 
sell the building off. Concerns are being expressed on all 
sides for years already, but nothing actually happens. 
Time for a resquat? I’m not keen on facebook, however 
in this particular case it seems the best way to keep 
track of the story. The photos are from that page.

KKJ 

In August 1978, a group called krakers kollektief Jaffa 
(KKJ - ‘Jaffa squatters collective’) went to the media to 
announce that they would be defending squats from 
evictions in the Crooswijk and Jaffa districts, in the 
northeast of the city. They said they were fifteen 
squatters, who were occupying empty properties, 
repairing them and offering to pay rent, but being 
ignored by the council.
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On September 1, shit got real when housing corporation 
PWS went to evict four properties on Marktveldstraat, 
only to find 25 squatters barricaded inside.  They were 
still there the next day and indeed one week later. 
Unfortunately, the news recorded that one of the flats 
was not in fact empty and a bemused man had returned 
from holiday to find his place occupied. The council’s 
policy was to wait it out and to not create a violent 
situation, but in the Diepenhorst interview mentioned in 
the Joodse Ziekenhuis section above, he refers to the 
‘riots of Marktveldstraat’, so at some point it must have 
kicked off.
As an update from the present day, much of Jaffa has 
recently been gutted and converted into yuppy housing. 
The cheaply built housing admittedly needs to be 
redeveloped, but what this “renewal” means in practice 
is that 348 apartments were demolished and in their 
place will come 130 apartments for sale and 60 for rent. 
Most of the previous apartments were social housing 
and lived in by people from different backgrounds. The 
new owners will be white and middle class. This social 
cleansing is quite clear and obvious: The development is 
even called ‘Jaffa de weg naar Kralingen’ (Jaffa the way 
to Kralingen), Kralingen being the rich white 
neighbourhood next door where the yuppies aspire to 
live.
How to fight this? Well in Jaffa the battle is truly lost 
now,  but surely we can learn from the past. We can also 
take militant action! Although of course the targets 
must be clearly identified. Why do I say that? Well, just 
as a last point, the KKJ did take action to avenge the 
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Marktveldstraat evictions, but they didn’t get the right 
man. Here’s the report:

The Jaffa Squat Group takes responsibility for the bleach 
attack on the director of Bouwvereniging Patrimonium. This 
week, the director C.J. Bohnen was woken up by broken 
glass. When he checked, he found a glass bottle of bleach 
had been thrown through his windows. The results were 
severe - part of the carpet in the living room was burnt away 
and the wood was damaged.“It is presumably a mistake” said 
Bohnen, who received a letter from the KKJ. “We have never 
had anything to do with this group. That is logical, because 
they take action against house owners in Jaffa and Crooswijk. 
We only work in the South.” Bohnen supposes that the bottle 
throwers intended to attack Patrimoniums Woningstichting 
[PWS]. An employee from the group working in the north of 
the city said: “We have indeed dealt with the KKJ. Last month 
they squatted a house on the Marktveldstraat in Crooswijk.” 
The Rotterdam police are now looking for the perpetrators. 
The KKJ itself can not be reached for comment. The local 
authority in Jaffa can not get in touch with this group either.

"
IS DIRECTOR BOHNEN FROM PATRIMONIUM 

THE VICTIM OF A MISUNDERSTANDING?  
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PALESTINASTRAAT 

In 2009, the squats on the Palestinastraat got a lot of 
media coverage, as I mentioned in the previous chapter. 
The street is on the Jaffa end of Kralingen and 
undergoing extreme gentrification. As part of the 
“renewal” process, which we knew about in front 
because someone had obtained a list of all council-
owned properties which would be demolished in the next 
five years or something like that, a whole row of houses 
came empty. Naturally they were squatted. So there 
were around 50 apartments cracked.
The first media mention of the squat is March 24 2009, 
with people from the neighbourhood complaining that 
the new squatters are “just rats”, who make noise at 
night, run on the roofs and let their dogs run free (hmm 
just like rats do?). One neighbour says that there have 
been squatters for years already, but these ‘foreign 
squatters’ are a nuisance. The Metro identifies them as 
Polish, German, Italian, Spanish and Hungarian. It’s easy 
to blame foreigners, but at the same time, there’s 
always a few people who screw things up for everyone 
else and there definitely was that element in the 
Rotterdam scene in those years (some of whom were 
Dutch, some of whom were not). However, the article 
drew a sharp response from ‘residents and sympathisers 
with the squats on Palestinastraat’, published in the 
Metro the next day, which understandably took the rats 
slur as slander and said some of the foreign nationalities 
were completely made up. They said they had sent 
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round a letter to neighbours and wanted to get along 
with everyone.
What’s striking in a lot of the media reports is that some 
neighbours are complaining about noise and dogs, whilst 
others are saying they don’t have any problems and go 
so far as to wonder why everyone is so concerned about 
‘the kids.’ Maybe the moaners had a point, maybe they 
were used to the houses being empty and any sort of 
noise would have annoyed them, especially when people 
were ‘living there for free.’

PALESTINASTRAAT PLUS ENEMIES IN BLUE

In early May, the squatters were taken to court and 
responded by taking the state to court. The courtcases 
ground along, until at the end of May, the judge decided 
that the squatters had three days to leave (the 
minimum time possible). This sentence was enforced 
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and thus the city could return to its task of demolishing 
social housing and turning it into expensive apartments 
on the Palestinastraat.
As an interesting coda, the council was outraged to find 
that some gas connections had been cut and left leaking 
at the eviction. Of course the neighbours were freaked 
out by this incredibly stupid action, if that’s what it was. 
To be honest I could see the eviction team doing this by 
accident or even by intent to blame squatters (this 
happened for example with the notorious booby trap 
story in Amsterdam) but also it could have been a dick 
move by a couple of irresponsible people. Did this result 
in the criminalisation of squatting? No, of course not, 
but it didn’t help. Should squatters police their behaviour 
so as to not to upset the council? No of course not, but 
then there is such a thing as respecting your neighbours 
and knowingly creating a situation in which innocent 
people might die is never cool. Although it must also be 
noted that depending on how the connection was cut 
(which we will never know) it might not actually have 
been that dangerous. 
In any case, Agnes Verweij (journalist and exsquatter), 
pointed out that not all 50 squats had left gas taps 
open, only three. “Three too many. But you get weirdos 
everywhere, also amongst squatters. Same for renters. 
The actions of a few people tar the whole group.” The 
AD article closed by mentioning that there were 24,000 
empty properties in Rotterdam as of January 1, 2007. 
And perhaps that was the real story all along.
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Out of 23 houses in a row on one side of the street, the 
plan was to make 12 new houses, to be sold at between 
459,000 and 535,000 euros. 
Quite expensive. Below is the promotional image:

ETHNIC AND SOCIAL CLEANSING OF PALESTINASTRAAT ALMOST COMPLETE

Someone who lived 15 years on the Palestinastraat left 
a telling comment on the page advertising the fancy 
new homes:  “Shame the council’s old style was ‘build 
shit’ and ‘no repair until we can demolish.’ The previous 
‘city renewal’ was more like city destruction. I hope this 
time it works out better.”
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Chapter 3 
Quirky Stories 

HOLLAND AMERICA LINE HEADQUARTERS (HOTEL NY) OCCUPIED IN EARLY 1980S
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Summary 
• Introduction
• Hotel New York
• Huize Schoonderloo
• Motorclub Phoenix
• Motorclub Puinhoop
• Boerderij aan de Rotte
• Baths
• Van de Louw’s House
• Blijf van m’n lijf
• Mees & Hope
• Skyway
• No Border Camp
• Het laatste legale kraakpand in Nederlands
• City Farm

INTRODUCTION 

There are so many unique and interesting stories coming 
out of the squat scene in Western Europe. Over the 
years, I have visited a morgue in London, an old leper 
hospital in Barcelona, a baroque theatre in Rome, a 19th 
century fort in Pannerden near Nijmegen, an embassy in 
Den Haag, an animal testing facility in Zeist, a fake farm 
built by the Nazis in Teuge and so on and on. 
No surprise then that Rotterdam also has a weird 
collection of stories, some of which are documented 
below … and a lot of others you can find on 
maps.squat.net… 
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HOTEL NEW YORK 

HOTEL NEW YORK BUILDING SURROUNDED BY SKYSCRAPERS

Well if you have visited Rotterdam, you probably know 
this building. And yup, even Hotel New York was 
squatted! In fact, the squatters most probably saved it 
from demolition, since in the early 1980s the Kop van 
Zuid was a post-industrial zone which no-one knew what 
to do with. The hotel building was formerly the offices 
of the Holland - America shipping line and when a bunch 
of artists occupied it they were totally ahead of the 
trend to make a cultural zone there. Thus they were of 
course evicted and then some entrepreneurs touring the 
building remarked that it felt like a hotel, then the idea 
was born. What can I say, I am glad the building was not 
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demolished even if I always feel a bit sorry for it dwarfed 
by all the skyscrapers. Perhaps this example best shows 
that squatting doesn’t have to be forever, but still can 
have a huge impact on the built and lived environment 
of the city.

HUIZE SCHOONDERLOO 

HUIZE SCHOONDERLOO IN 1979

Between 1974 and 1979, Huize Schoonderloo in 
Delfshaven was a punk centre. It wasn’t squatted, but 
given by the council under the threat of being squatted, 
a good solution for everyone. Out of the project came 
the Rondos, a punk band and various art projects such 
as a zine called Raket.
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MOTORCLUB PHOENIX 

One day in the archives, I was interested to read about 
Motorclub Phoenix. I had never thought about bikers 
squatting, but of course they were/are also a subculture 
in need of space. This group squatted a building owned 
by the council at 595 Westzeedijk, which I reckon was 
probably on land later used to build the Erasmus 
hospital. The spokesperson (who gave the name of 
Dakota) said they wanted a place to work on their 
motorbikes plus a rock n roll room. He added that the 
group had participated in Eksit, but it never worked out 
with the punk kids.

MOTORCLUB PUINHOOP 

But wait, that’s not it! There wasn’t just one motorclub 
squatting in the 1980s, there was at least another one 
at it as well! Also in 1980, motorclub Puinhoop (‘mess’) 
squatted an arch next to the Jazzbunker down on the 
riverside, right next to where Waterfront is now. A 
spokesperson (who didn’t supply a name) told Vrije Volk 
that it didn’t work out trying to share space with other 
clubs and in fact they wanted their own space. Further: 

Here we aren’t disturbing anyone. With our neighbours, the 
Jazzbunker, we get along. We don’t go there. Only one time to 
use the phone. All the people ran away, so we only will go 
there in an emergency. We don’t want to create problems.
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And the plot thickens! In ‘Jazz in Rotterdam,’ the author 
seems to merge the stories of Phoenix and Puinhoop 
together and also says that when they moved from 
Westzeedijk, the bikers squatted their arch and also 
broke into the Jazzbunker. In any case, the Jazzbunker 
did eventually ‘win’ the battle with the bikers I guess, 
because the bunker is actually still there today. Having 
said that, they did get moved to a different arch which 
is four times as small, so now it is only a rehearsal 
space, not a venue like back in the good old days. 
Regarding the Jazzbunker, I’m not sure if it was 
squatted or like Hal4 and Huize Schoonderloo given 
thanks to the pressure applied by the constant threat of 
squatting.
Actually the biker story goes on - when we were 
squatting in Spaanse Polder, there was a Hells Angels 
clubhouse down a little road next to the river Schie ... it 
turns out they were squatting there in the sense that 
they were told to leave and never did! They were finally 
evicted after a lot of hooha in 2009 and the building 
was demolished.

BOERDERIJ AAN DE ROTTE 

The Rotte is the river which gives the city its name and 
it flows into the city from the north. Alongside it used to 
be a lot of old farms, which over time have been 
demolished and built on. No surprise there. In 2004, 
squatters occupied an old complex quite far up the river 
and made a sustainable living project there, with 
workshops and so on. Despite being ‘the good 
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squatters’ they were eventually evicted in 2012 and 
after a few years’ of dereliction the farm was knocked 
down in 2016. I’m not looking forward to cycling past 
and seeing the monstrosity of a drugdealer villa which 
will most likely be built there at some point. There’s a 
very short TV report about the project listed in the film 
chapter which shows what the squatters were up to. 

BATHS 

BANNER: ‘I WANT TO GO TO THE BATHS, COUNCIL WHEN CAN I DO THAT?’

It seems like a long time ago that people would use 
bathhouses instead if having a bathroom at home, but 
until quite recently that was the case. In 1982, local 
people squatted the baths on Justus van Effenstraat in 
Spangen asking for them to be reopened. They reported 
that in the area, 4616 homes were either without or had 
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substandard showers. A local councillor was invited to 
join the action but said he would rather shower at home, 
which I’m sure went down well with all the people who 
were unable to do precisely that. Incidentally the 
newspaper article stated that six cops turned up, 
accompanied by a “dangerous-looking sheepdog.” The 
squatters pledged to stay there until everyone could 
shower at home.

VAN DE LOUW’S HOUSE 

In 1980, housing activists occupied the freshly vacated 
official residence of the mayor, André van der Louw. He 
had moved out two months before and there was no 
plan for the building. Nice action!

BLIJF VAN M’N LIJF 

In June 1980, people squatted Heemraadssingel 152 in 
protest against overcrowding at the council’s shelters. 
Blijf van m’n Lijf (literally ‘stay away from my life’) is/
was a movement which supports women and children 
affected by domestic violence.. When we passed this 
building on a bike tour in 2016, we saw this building is 
now an office for a midwifery group. I thought it would 
have been awesome if it had stayed in feminist hands all 
this time, but when I checked it out it appears that the 
building was offices until 2009 when it was bought by a 
new owner and changed usage. So it’s just a happy 
coincidence!
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SQUATTERS OCCUPY MEES & HOPE BUILDING.

MEES & HOPE 

The old Mees & Hope bank building was squatted by 
punks and students on Mayday 1981. Nowadays, this 
place is probably more familiar to Rotterdammers as the 
Willem de Kooning art school. Without the intervention 
of the squatters, this beautiful building might have been 
demolished, since as the photo above states it was for 
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some reason costing 60 thousand guilders a month to 
maintain when it was empty.
In the photo below you can see the arched doorway in 
which the squatters are standing in the previous photo. 
I’m glad it is still standing amidst all the disgusting new 
builds in that area.

THE DE KOONING ACADEMY AS IT IS NOWADAYS
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SKYWAY 

Rotterdam has an airport on the north side of the city 
which has now been rebranded into Rotterdam / The 
Hague airport even though it is nowhere near the Hague. 
I think that is hilarious! 
Back in the early 1980s, the Skyway hotel next to the 
airport fell into disuse and in 1981 it was squatted. The 
squatters said they didn’t care about the noise of the 
planes, probably the airport wasn’t as busy back then - 
nowadays it is the third busiest airport in the country 
and used by budget airlines. Another recent 
development is the immigration deportation prison 
(which got burnt down whilst it was being built but now 
is sadly up and running).

SQUATTED 1981
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To be honest, a hotel next to the airport terrain seems a 
strange place to want to live (although having said that I 
was squatting on the nearby industrial estates and I 
loved that). The squatters were kids were from nearby 
Overschie and at the action one of them said that there 
were apartments just a few hundred metres away. They 
were hoping to get the hotel converted into housing for 
young people but it didn’t work out. By 1985 they were 
evicted and the hotel stood empty again.
By 1987 it was a ‘ghosthotel’ but then it was renovated 
by 1989.
Nowadays for better or for worse, the Skyway is a Best 
Western Hotel! At least it’s in use and fulfilling its 
purpose in life. Still, I passed by to see it recently and 
felt that it would have been much better being youth 
housing.

RECENT FOTO OF SKYWAY
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NO BORDER CAMP 

NO BORDER CAMP NEXT TO UNILEVER HQ

Yet another interesting action was the No Border Camp 
of August 2013, which occupied an empty piece of land 
next to the Unilever headquarters on Nassaukade, on the 
southern bank of the river. For one week, there were 
various meetings and workshops about solidarity across 
borders, I was there for a few days and it was pretty 
cool. There was also a 24 hour watch for Nazis and 
cops... the cops didn’t evict and the Nazis (who turned 
up to shout something fruity from the safety of their 
boat) were swiftly intercepted by the cops. The 
organisers made a deal with the owner AND got wireless 
from a nearby sympathiser. In a real low point for the 
Poortgebouw they didn’t let their building be used as a 
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meeting spot for the action(?). Anyway No Border did a 
really good job of pulling this off in a time when big 
squatting actions didn’t really happen in the city. And 
thus it shows it is still possible for a few organised 
people to get stuff done!!

Het laatste legale kraakpand 
van Nederland 

When it became clear that the state was really going to 
go through with the stupidity of criminalising squatting 
(despite Rotterdam and the other three largest cities 
stating they were not in favour) then some friends in 
Rotterdam got organised and occupied ‘the last legal 
squat in the Netherlands.’ This was on the Witte de 
Withstraat 74, smack in the centre, in a building which 
had been purposefully left empty by speculators for ten 
years. 
It was opened up on October 1 (during the festival of 
Witte de With) and a brawl with the owner’s goons was 
narrowly avoided. The squat was supported by heaps of 
art groups with their beginnings in the squat scene like 
WORM, V2, Dek22, Player, Stichting BAD, Stichting NAC, 
Fabriek and so on. I was living in England at this time, 
shedding a tear when I saw the unbelievable news that 
squatting had been criminalised here and I didn’t hear 
about this amazing action.
By day, the squat became a museum of squatting and 
fended off thugs trying to kick the door at night. At one 
point they attempted an eviction in the day, just to give 
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visitors a “real squatter feeling”! (I’m kidding that must 
have been really horrible). Lots of press came down in 
any case.
After a fortnight, the keys for the squat were 
ceremonially handed over to the city of Rotterdam; the 
squatters had negotiated for SKAR (Stichting Kunst 
Accommodatie Rotterdam) to use the space for 
affordable art ateliers. Since the point was that the 
building had been standing empty for years, then this 
can be counted as a success story.
So what is the building now, a few years later? It’s the 
King Kong hostel! In other words, (cheap) 
accommodation for tourists... is that a sign of the 
times?

CITY FARM 

Squatters do like to swop stories and to chat about 
buildings that were once squatted. I know I have to shut 
up or else I’ll bore people, so this is my last offering. 
Often, a bike ride round the city is an excellent way to 
stumble across things, but one story which I found deep 
in the archives was the charming new report of a man 
who wanted to set up a city farm in Waalhaven but the 
council wouldn’t help him out. So he just did it himself!
That was back in the 1980s, so I idly googled the 
project, thinking nothing would come up, but now it is 
still there and is now a kids farm (Kinderboerderij de 
Heij). At a certain point it must have legalised, but how 
cool that a kids farm came out of the squatters 
movement!
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Chapter 4 
The untold joys of 
mapping Venues & social 
centres 
 

"
MAPS.SQUAT.NET
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• Squat Parties
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MAPPING 

The more you delve into archives, the more fascinating 
stuff you turn up. It never stops I’m telling you! This is 
what gave me the original motivation to write this book 
actually, since I wanted to share the amazing stuff I was 
finding. And of course you can also check the squatters 
scrapbook on archive.org where I am putting some of 
the good stuff. To begin with, I was making a database 
of social centres in Rotterdam for an academic project, 
using the term ‘social centre’ in a very broad sense to 
connote squats with a public function, of whatever sort. 
I didn't want to profile residential squats because they 
are private and anyhow there have been so many over 
the past decades it would be impossible to do. Further, 
now squatting is illegal, why should I provide evidence 
for cops? On the other hand, social centres and similar 
projects announce their activities publicly and thus the 
information is already out there. 
This databasing project resulted in an expensive 
academic book, which has a chapter about Rotterdam in 
it (‘The Urban Politics of Squatter Movements’ - you can 
also find this online for free in various places) and also a 
collection of maps project, which is hosted at 
maps.squat.net. The latter was evaluated in a 
collaborative piece published online by Trespass Journal 
in 2017 - ‘Mapping the Movement: Producing maps of 
squatted social centres in Western Europe.’ 
The Rotterdam map currently has more than two 
hundred projects listed on it, which really shows the 
massive impact the squatters movement has had on the 
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city. Here I would like to talk about some projects which 
I came across... There’s plenty more on the map and 
plenty more I don’t know about. Plus there’s other stuff 
like for example art spaces which successfully legalised 
and to a lesser or greater degree abandoned their squat 
roots (Atelier van Lieshout, Duende, Stichting BAD, 
Stichting NAC, Wilde Weten and many more).  

SQUAT PARTIES 

Another thing I would love to write about but don’t 
really have space for in this book, is underground sound 
system culture in Rotterdam. By this I mean people 
organising free parties in squats, often hit n run, 
sometimes lived-in. This was a pretty big movement in 
the 1990s and early 2000s, with teknivals all over 
Europe and beyond. Fleur Kolk and Gyz La Rivière’s book 
‘Flyerdam’ collects (mainly commercial) party flyers 
from the 1980s until 2007 and has a (regrettably small) 
collection of flyers from parties from systems such as 
CYB-X, TDK, ZMK, Children of the Fluoro Forest, Duracell, 
Kryptosonik, System Slet and so on. This important 
phenomenon hasn’t really been written about much 
(yet) but there are some great photobooks, like 
‘Sonique Village.’
Some people from these soundsystems were also 
squatting themselves in Rotterdam and in the late 
1990s and 2000s perhaps the tekno peeps provided a 
similar (chaotic) backbone to the movement as the 
punks had done in the 1980s and early 1990s. Certainly 
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the TDK squat on the Rotterdam Noord West industrial 
estate was a big influence for me.

SOCIAL CENTRES 

The term social centre can be quite ambiguous, but for 
me it means something quite specific, namely an 
occupied, self-organised space for political and cultural 
activities. Most of the time it will be anarchist. These 
places are spread over Western Europe and further afield 
and are the nodes of resistance to capitalism and 
globalisation in its neoliberal form. 
Rotterdam has not had a huge amount of these places, 
although they have existed over the years (see the 
tables below). I’ve separated venues into another 
category, this is of course a rather arbitrary distinction. 
Social centres are a hub, where you can see a film or 
hear a talk or watch a circus performance or meet to 
plan an action. One other constant over the years has 
been the eetcafe (or eetKV), when food is served, often 
veggie or vegan for a low price to friends and 
acquaintances.
Also, social centres often have an info area, where you 
can pick up zines or flyers. Infowinkel Phoenix was one 
project dedicated to being an infoshop and it existed in 
a few different incarnations. From 1991 to 1992, it was 
based at the Poortgebouw, in the attic. From 1992 to 
1993, it was based in a rented space on Zwaanshals in 
Oude Noorden, now a street which is undergoing a very 
fractured gentrification process (there are boutique 
shops, a Whisky Base and a huge cooking utensil shop, 
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SOCIAL CENTRES 1980-1995

but at the same time car mechanics and social housing). 
After a year, the infoshop was unable to pay the rent, 
so it moved to Eerstse Pijnackerstraat and was there 
until 1995. 
The Groene Voltage had an infoshop called Doenix, 
which found its way to the Poortgebouw after eviction 
and became the Autonomous Library.
The year 1991 seems to have been a hotspot for social 
centre activity, with Ravage recording that it was the 
‘summer of squat.’ Eleven big buildings were squatted, 
of which four were left in 1992. These included De 
Recidive (‘Recidivist’ evicted by 60 riot cops after 2 
months), ‘t Sgool met den Koevoet (‘Crowbar School’ 
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left after two months), Megalomania (lost in court and 
left after 3 months), and Verdwaalde Tafeltje (evicted 
by 20 riot cops).
Of course, this year may also just have been a blip when 
more was recorded than normal because someone 
bothered to write things down. It is interesting though 
to note a comment from a Rotterdam squatter in those 
times saying “despite the fact of the political squatting 
movement and its infrastructure breaking down through 
disinterest and short-sightedness, squatting in 
Rotterdam has only grown!” Another squatter noted in 
Ravage that some politically engaged squatters felt it 
was better to squat and hold small places instead of 
going for big prestige squats. It does make sense to 
build a scene up from secure foundations but of course 
tasty big buildings are always tempting.

BELOW  SOCIAL CENTRES 1996-2006
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ABOVE SOCIAL CENTRES 2007-2017

FABRIEK 
THE FABRIEK IN THE MID2000S
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Over in Delfshaven, beside the water, is a beautiful old 
factory which has now been sumptuously converted into 
some sort of creative industries heaven... “in recent 
years, the multi-tenant facility has developed a vibrant 
working community hosting a variety of design studios 
and software companies” - jaja. Before that, it was 
squatted twice, once from 1988-1995 and the second 
time (when I knew it) from 2006-2008. There is 
apparently a film about the first incarnation which I have 
never been able to track down, but delving into the 
archives it was fascinating to see that they were 
proposing a business plan for the building and running it 
as a social centre with membership.
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On the membership card pictured two pages back, it 
says that Tuesday was pancake day, Thursday Intifada 
womens collective (only women), Friday was Columbian 
evening (food, music and dance), Saturday Eritrean café 
and Sunday Iranian café (serving veggie and meat).
It’s really annoying that they got evicted only for the 
building to stand empty and rotting until the mid2000s! 
When it was resquatted by a totally different bunch of 
people, it went more in a arty direction. I used to go to 
the surprise movie night on Wednesdays....

SLAAKHUYS 

The Slaakhuys is located near to Oostplein on a street 
called Slaak. It is a monumental building which was built 
as offices and printers for the Vrije Volk (Free People) 
newspaper. Het Vrije Volk was the post WWII social 
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democrat reincarnation of the Volk, a socialist 
newspaper began in 1900. By the 1950s, it was the 
largest paper in the Netherlands, but in the 1960s 
circulation dropped and by 1970 the editors were forced 
to retreat to the “red centres” of Rotterdam and 
Arnhem (L0L at Roffa being a red centre). In Rotterdam, 
the paper was produced and printed at the Slaakhuys. 
Vrije Volk was last printed in 1991, when it merged with 
the Rotterdams Nieuwsblad to become the Rotterdams 
Dagblad (RD). This then became part of the Algemeen 
Dagblad (AD) in 2005, so the Vrije Volk sort of became 
a national paper again, but sadly not a specifically left-
wing one. The VV, RD and AD are all referenced in this 
book.

When the Slaakhuys became empty, it was squatted 
from 2003 (when it was occupied as part of National 
Squat Day) until 2011. At least in the beginning the 
squatters did quite a lot, running a cafe and putting on 
activities like kung fu lessons, gigs and a freeshop. When 
WORM was for a time homeless, they had their shop on 
the ground floor. Unfortunately things soured at some 
point, so by the time I moved to Rotterdam it was not 
so active. Towards the end however, they started doing 
parties again and then it was evicted in 2011. The 
snooker hall next door (which apparently hosted all the 
snooker greats in its time), was also squatted 
2008-2011.
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FLYER FOR EVICTION PARTY OF SNOOKER CENTRE 
(VERY CLASSY FLYER WITH SLAAK EVICTION PARTY UNDERNEATH)

After eviction the building hasn't really been used much, 
getting caught up in the consequences of the PWS/
Havensteder fraud, which probably also helped the 
building stay squatted for as long as it did (see chapter 
13). In 2016, it was antisquat and some artists had a 
shitty gallery there, now (2017) it is finally being 
redeveloped into yuppy flats .. and a LIDL. That’s the 
future, a supermarket on every corner. Can’t wait!
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PAARDENVAL  

This social centre on Gerard Scholtenstraat in Oude 
Noorden had an eetcafe Sundays and Hell’s Service, for 
laundry and massage! Also by the looks of things there 
was an infoshop with the good stuff - anarchist 
literature.

WI EGI SANI 

Wi Egi Sani (Sranantongo for ‘our own stuff’) was a 
cultural foundation for Surinamers in the Netherlands. It 
dates from the 1950s and occupied a space on St. 
Mariastraat in the centre in 1984. This then turned into 
a more permanent centre (the state funded groups like 
this to de-fang them). The group is still active today.

FLEVOSTORM 
Flevostorm sounds like my sort of place, a huge 
squatted social centre in the middle of the city where 
Spiral Tribe did free parties when they first escaped 
England after Castlemorton Festival in the early 1990s. 
Despite knowing some people who were involved with 
this, it’s still in truth a bit unclear to me how it went 
down or even exactly where the building was, I think it 
was on Hoogstraat near the public library. In a Ravage 
article from 1996, someone called Spijker (‘Nail’) who 
lived there says that the owner was okay with it being 
squatted just as long as there were no political people 
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involved. A friend remembers it as the best of times, the 
worst of times. 

SKWOTS EN SCHEEF 

Skwots en Scheef was occupied in 1992 and was easy 
to find. As the squatters said in their communique: “you 
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come out of central station, stay on the righthand side 
walking through the square with buses, then you come 
to Westersingel and we are number 27.” The building 
had been empty a few years and was in quite bad 
condition. The council wanted to demolish it to make a 
path to the park behind it but the neighbours were 
against it and it looks like the occupation saved the 
house, since it’s still there today. 
Unfortunately they didn’t stay that long and were 
evicted in May 1992. 
Also on the Westersingel both 6 and 13 were squatted 
in the 1980s as social centres, as was 46 in the 2000s.

VENUES 

It’s not necessarily common knowledge, but many music 
venues in the city have roots in the squatters 
movement... Unfortunately, we won’t see much more of 
these in the immediate future, since nowadays it would 
be such an arse to fight the city and the police about 
alcohol and noise and health&safety…

VENUES FROM SQUAT SCENE 1971-2011
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THELONIUS 

There was a jazzclub called Mephisto in an old cinema on 
the Lijnbaan, which shut down and then was squatted in 
1984. It was renamed Thelonius and eventually received 
a subsidy from the council (32,000 guilders, not too 
shabby).
Rotterdam actually has quite an interesting connection 
with jazz, which continues into the present with the 
Jazzbunker, Dizzy café and the North Sea Jazz Festival. 
If you are interested, you can read lots more about it in 
the book ‘Jazz in Rotterdam’ by Hans Zirkzee.

EKSIT 

Eksit was a venue in the centre on the Eendrachtsstraat, 
squatted in December 1971. Over the years, it hosted 
loads of loads of bands who later became famous, like 
U2, Tom Waits, the Fall, the Sex Pistols and ... uh ... 
Dexys Midnight Runners. 
Unfortunately it was evicted in November 1981, in what 
ended up as a street riot. Five hundred people had come 
for the last concert and had a good old barney with the 
cops. Two kids ended up hospitalised, as did two pigs, 
and someone was charged with attempted murder for 
bashing a cop on the head with a table leg.
However, the Eksit project then carried on in the Arena 
building (more on that below), until it ran out of cash in 
1986. Then as a weird twist, in 2005 the poppodium 
Exit was set up nearby on Mauritsstraat. Despite 
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borrowing the name, it didn’t have much connection to 
its more underground predecessor. Exit was shut down 
in 2011 because the council withdrew funding.

EXIT MONTH FLYER FROM DECEMBER 1977, FEATURING SEX PISTOLS AND HERMAN BROOD
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NIGHTTOWN 

The Nighttown story is quite a complicated one and it 
doesn’t have a particularly happy ending, because the 
old cinema building has now become a Chinese 
supermarket. Whilst it’s good that the building wasn’t 
knocked down for a yuppy apartment and still has a 
public function of sorts, it’s a shame you can’t hear 
music there anymore, or indeed see a movie.
First of all it was the Roxy cinema, built in 1930. Then it 
changed hands and became the Arena cinema. On 
defilmkijker.com you can see some great before/after 
fotos of Arena of how it was back in the day and how it 
looked in 2005. 
The cinema shut down in 1982 and then the Eksit 
project took on the building as Arena, until 1986 when 
they went bust. 
Then in 1988 it was squatted by the BAF (Bezoekers 
Arena Front / Arena Visitors Group) and became an 
alternative music venue again ... for just three months.
BAF was protesting against the plans for a commercial 
music venue in place of Arena and probably ended up 
modifying them somewhat, since some of the group 
ended up working there. In any case, the building then 
morphed into Nighttown, where in the 1990s bands like 
Nirvana played and in the 2000s breakcore parties like 
Wreck Havoc happened. 
Sadly Nighttown then went bust and closed its doors in 
2006. 
Only to be resurrected as Watt, which ... also went bust 
in 2010. Grrrrr!  
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FLYER FROM SQUATTED ARENA 1988
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WORM 

The Institute for Avantgardistic Recreation also known 
as WORM is now quite happily ensconced in part of the 
old Dutch Foto Museum on the Witte de Withstraat 
smack in the centre of the city, but is and was 
connected to the squat scene in all sorts of ways. 
WORM grew out of Dodorama and when it was homeless 
for a while in the 2000s, the shop found its place at the 
Slaakhuys.

WATERFRONT 

Waterfront, the club down on the riverside in the old 
bulwark for the bridge has some good memories for me. 
In the mid 2000s it was the place for loud underground 
music like tekno parties and in particular PRSPCT, the 
hard drum n bass and breakcore parties. The location 
means that it would be very hard to generate noise 
complaints and probably that’s why there have been a 
whole stream of clubs in these arches next to the old 
railway bridge on Boompjeskade, starting with the 
Leiperd (a Provo hangout in the 1960s), then 
Jazzbunker, then Waterfront.
Waterfront was also squatted at first, by the Vlerk 
group. After it closed down in the 2000s, it became 
SUR, which has since shut its doors. At this point, it 
probably won’t surprise you to hear that Waterfront was 
closed due to financial problems, and it later emerged 
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that the owners had committed massive fraud against 
the council. To the tune of 8 million euros!!

VLERK 

Before ending up at Waterfront, the Vlerk group had 
been going for some years. Vlerk (‘Idiot’) was a 
bastardisation of De Klerk (‘Clerk’), the name of the 
dance school at Katshoek which was squatted around 
1988. This was in the area of the arches which would 
later become Boogjes and now Bird. Vlerk also had a 
place on the Westblaak later on.

HAL4 

Another interesting tale is Hal4 (simply ‘Hall 4’). Back in 
the late 1970s, the old water treatment centre for 
Rotterdam (including a beautiful tower) was standing 
empty and unused. A bunch of young architects popped 
up at the right time and managed to gain access to the 
buildings. I don’t think they actually squatted them, but 
they got the keys because of the power and potential of 
the squatting movement. In this way, squatters create 
opportunities for others. But don’t think that the 
architects had it easy - these buildings were in really a 
terrible state (see the short film linked in the appendix) 
and required a lot of work. They look fantastic now!
Two hundred years ago, the good people of Rotterdam 
took their drinking water from wells, canals and the 
river. As you might imagine, this was not ideal. In 1866 
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for example, 1211 residents died of cholera. So in 1869 
the council decided to build a new drinking water 
treatment site at the Esch, which was in operation by 
1874. However, disease could still spread...  in the 
course of my researches I stumbled across an article in 
the Lancet from 1893, which states:

 On every canal bridge throughout Rotterdam a notice is 
placarded stating that boiled water will be gratuitously 
supplied to all bargemen; nevertheless, the inhabitants of the 
barges still occasionally drink the canal water and this is 
considered the most frequent cause of the cases of cholera 
that have occurred. 

By the 1960s, new purification methods had been 
discovered and the Rotterdam drinking water was being

THE WATERTOWER, WITH HAL4 OUT OF SHOT TO THE LEFT.
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taken from the Biesbosch National Park not the Maas, so 
the council constructed a new waterworks, next to the 
Van Brienenoord bridge.
One plan suggested for the now derelict site at the Esch 
was an amusement park, which would have been cool. 
Unfortunately this plan didn’t get off the ground, instead 
in a pioneering move for the development of industrial 
sites, the architects centred around a journal called 
Utopia managed to blag their way in (an official from the 
municipality said that if they were going to make a 
mistake then they may as well make it a big one).

They took on part of the waterworks, namely the line of 
buildings heading down the pier towards the river, which 
included the water tower (the tallest in the 
Netherlands). The rest of the site was developed into 
rather boring housing blocks and a dreary shopping 
centre.
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In terms of preserving the buildings, it’s probably good 
the architects got in when they did. In 1981, the row of 
buildings was recognised as a national monument and 
the Utopia group are still there today, now renting of 
course. They have the old director’s villa, the water 
tower, Hal0 (a bar at the base of the tower), Hal1, 2 
and 3 (all workshops) and of course Hal4 (the venue) at 
the end, next to the river.
In a PhD which became a book, someone presents their 
view that the city of Rotterdam has been shaped 
enormously by the creative classes who helped changed 
it from a decaying port city into the funky arty place it 
is today. Naturally, I have some issues with this 
approach, which fails to consider a lot of the nuances 
and the people who got pushed out. I don’t think I need 
to mention more about this book than its definition of 
gentrification being “upgrading dilapidated districts.”
In any case, it was a creative bunch of people who took 
on the Utopia project and lots of good stuff came out of 
it such as 010 publishers, to name just one project. Hal4 
was quickly made into a venue and induced people to 
cycle out from the centre (never an easy thing to 
accomplish) with lovely flyers and trendsetting music. 
Mike Pickering was an English import who later went on 
to become famous as a DJ at the Hacienda in 
Manchester. Using his connections, he got bands like the 
Cure, Bauhaus and New Order to play in Rotterdam as a 
first stop on their European tours.
The ‘Flyerdam’ book gives some more flyers for gigs at 
Hal4, including Tuxedo Moon, Einsturzende Neubauten, 
the Human League and A Certain Ratio.
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THE CURE PLAYED HAL4 IN 1980

 
It’s a bit disappointing to report but Hal4 lost its cutting 
edge some time ago, now it does retro parties and hosts 
weddings and business parties. It is what is it is. I don’t 
think things should stay the same, I also find it weird 
when things which are produced from the counterculture 
end up getting recommodified (and even go as far as 
listing the police as a satisfied customer on their 
website).  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Chapter 5 
Fietsenfabriek 

Summary 
• The building 
• The plans
• Broedplaats
• The eviction
• The consequences
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The story of the fietsenfabriek (bicycle factory) is 
fascinating. I had never heard about it before stumbling 
across a poster in the archives and when I told some 
friends who were squatting literally just round the corner 
they didn’t know about it either. It’s strange how these 
historical events can be forgotten about if there is no 
continuum in the movement. I think having persistent 
radical physical spaces helps with that, unfortunately in 
Rotterdam (as you will see from reading this book) there 
are relatively few longlasting projects. The fietsenfabriek 
could have grown into something amazing if it was still 
around today and it is fascinating to read what the 
squatters were saying about their right to the city thirty 
years ago (although of course on the flipside, if it had 
worked out, it would probably have institutionalised into 
something boring by now).

THE BUILDING 

The bicycle factory was built in the 1890s on 
Jensiusstraat, in Oude Noorden. After WWII it was used 
by DCR (De Centrale Rijwielhandel), a bicycle 
manufacturer which went bankrupt in the early 1980s 
and thus the building became derelict. It was squatted in 
1983 and evicted the following year.
As with the Fabriek in Delfshaven, the archives show 
that there were quite serious plans for the project, sadly 
they came to nothing. An excellent film about the 
events can be found on youtube and I chopped out a 
short segment and made subtitles for it (both are linked 
in the film appendix). There was also a film made at the 
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time called ‘De Fabriek’ and shown at the 
‘ontruimingshappening’ (pre-eviction party) which I have 
been unable to find anywhere.

THE BICYCLE FACTORY SQUATTED FOR: LIVING / WORKING / ART / CULTURE AND SO ON
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THE PLANS 

The squatters really liked the building - it was large and 
broken into lots of different rooms, with big windows. 
What is interesting looking back now is that the 
squatters appear to have been coming with a creative 
class / broedplaats discourse a couple of decades too 
early (I’ll unpack what means as we go on). Probably a 
significant factor was that the local neighbourhood 
association agreed with the city council that the building 
should be demolished in place for housing.
In their publicity, the squatters stated that they had 
squatted the fietsenfabriek for “living, working, art, 
culture and so on.” They said they had the same 
problem as everyone else, namely finding suitable and 
affordable space. They accepted that the renewal of the 
city had to happen, but questioned why this particular 
building needed to be demolished, instead of being 
repurposed, giving a long list of what people planned to 
have there, which included the following: restaurant, 
womens printing collective, theatre production, car 
workshop, second hand shop, afrodance workshops, 
ateliers and living space.
Two architects suggested ways to renovate the building 
which would hold onto its original features whilst 
creating two 4 person living groups on the top floor. The 
renovations would be paid from the activities and also 
the squatters would ask for subsidies. They wanted to 
make it crystal clear that the council would not have to 
pay a penny. 
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ARCHITECT PLANS FOR RENOVATION OF BUILDING

In coming to a conclusion, the squatters make some 
strong points which are worth repeating in full:

If we are to believe the bosses of the urban renewal process, 
the new city can only consist of unaffordable new apartments 
and expensive retail space. The opportunities for marginal 
startup activities and for noncommercial activities are slowly 
being pushed out of the city for the hype train of city 
regeneration. Huge amounts of money are being spent for 
large business buildings outside the city which are 
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unaffordable for most traditional businesses in the old 
districts. […] 
The scope for these initiatives is becoming increasingly 
scarce. 
Is not it time to pay serious attention to this problem? [...] 
We also believe that small-scale businesses belong in the city 
centre. That cheap business premises must remain available. 
That the city is more than just a dormitory. Was it not precisely 
that mixture of functions that made the city so attractive as a 
residential area? Was it not precisely that 'breeding place 
function' of the old neighbourhoods that was so important for 
the development of the economy?

Rotterdam has become a rather clean and boring city in 
recent years. I hope that this book can show that there 
were plenty of people resisting this process and 
proposing other much better futures for the city. 
Unfortunately, they were in the minority. These 
comments from the fietsenfabriek are extremely 
perceptive, in fact they seem quite contemporary in 
some ways. If only the city had remained multi-use - it’s 
crazy now, cycling round somewhere like Pendrecht in 
the south of Rotterdam the city does indeed feel like a 
dormitory, with rows of identical houses lined up for 
young workers with kids. No shops, no pubs, no clubs, 
no small businesses. At the same time, the industrial 
estates are always expanding on the edge of the city, 
despite levels of emptiness for existing office space also 
rising. 
What dates the communique is that in the 1980s there 
were still businesses in the city, so you could have 
people living and working on the same street, drinking in 
the bar on the corner. That sort of setup has dwindled 
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away and makes me really understand how communities 
have been shattered. I recently experienced how 
pleasant the old way is when in Berlin walking between 
printers, graphic designers, archives, wagenplatzen, 
cafés and local shops. No wonder people are fighting so 
hard to keep Google and other gentrifiers out of 
Kreuzberg!

BROEDPLAATS 

It’s worth noting that the communique specifically 
mentions ‘breeding place function’ (broedplaats) since in 
a piece called ‘Flowers shed petals: Squatted social 
centres in Amsterdam,’ I wrote about the broedplaats 
concept and said it originated at the Wyers squat in 
Amsterdam, a huge building with many projects which 
was also evicted in 1984 (to be replaced with a Holiday 
Inn). But it seems the discussion was not just happening 
in Amsterdam and that the fietsenfabriek squatters 
were also advancing these proposals in Rotterdam.
A broedplaats is a place where artists and other creative 
types have space and time to get their things going. 
Obviously squats can provide this function since there is 
no rent to be paid and often industrial or other large 
buildings can be neatly repurposed into ateliers, offices 
or rehearsal space. Any enlightened council member 
could see that surely, but whilst squatters were coming 
with this discourse since the 1980s, it was only really in 
the 1990s that the aims of squatters and councils 
began to dovetail. By 2000, Amsterdam council had 
published a report called ‘No culture without subculture’ 
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and various squats had been legalised like the OT301 
(an old film academy on Overtoom) and Plantage Dok. 
However, there were of course other factors at play like 
land value. Thus, one big struggle, the Kalenderpanden 
resulted in eviction and yuppy flats instead of a breeding 
place, despite it ticking all the boxes. Other losses would 
be the old silo and pakhuis Afrika. The Kalenderpanden 
summed it up well on their website before eviction in 
2000:

The form of the ‘new Amsterdam’ is becoming clearer and 
clearer: a city where the centre is affordable only for the rich, 
with lower-income people, immigrants and students pushed 
out to deprived neighbourhoods. […] The middle-class 
consumer lifestyle is selling itself well! Never before has 
Amsterdam been so boring and never before has the city 
reaped so many hundreds of millions of guilders in profit and 
rising property prices.

So whilst the broedplaats concepts was useful for some 
time in some cases for squatters, as regards the 
fietsenfabriek, they were basically coming too early with 
the broedplaats idea and nowadays the whole 
broedplaats discourse has itself been recommodified to 
fit capitalist ideals. In Rotterdam, the Poortgebouw 
definitely leant on the broedplaats discourse when it was 
useful to do so, at least it can provide a point of 
reference in negotiations, but in today’s gentrified city 
money talks louder than broedplaats.
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THE EVICTION  

‘ONE OF THE SQUATTERS IS TAKEN OUTSIDE’

In the days before the eviction of the fietsenfabriek, the 
squatters sent out a letter to the neighbourhood 
explaining their position. They said they were mainly 
unemployed young people trying to create opportunities 
for themselves and they were planning to resist. They 
blamed the neighbourhood association BON 
(Bewonersorganisatie het Oude Noorden) for 
threatening violence and the “so-called socialist mayor” 
for pushing forward with the eviction.
Then the eviction came, on Wednesday April 4, 1984. 
At 9am, police closed Jensiusstraat and surrounding 
streets. The cops (who all look quite stylishly ruffneck in 
the TV reportage) broke into the factory by simply 
reversing a truck against the doors and bashing them in. 
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One cop had ammonia squirted in his eye, one squatter 
climbed the chimney, otherwise around twelve people 
were inside and got arrested. Outside, there were loads 
of riot police (8 vans), a watercannon which didn’t get 
used, dogs and mounted police. The next day, there was 
horse cop on the front page of the NRC Handelsblad 
dragging someone along by their hair. There was also a 
police helicopter flying around the whole day, which 
must have been quite unusual in those times. 

GET THOSE ANIMALS OFF THOSE HORSES
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After the eviction, the demonstrators marched around 
the corner to the headquarters of the neighbourhood 
association (BON), the group which had approved of the 
eviction. Someone climbed up on the building and when 
they came down four plain-clothed cops appeared. It’s 
not clear what happened, maybe the cops were trying to 
arrest the climber and people made a de-arrest. In the 
melee, actual shots were fired and three people were 
injured. Perhaps they were warning shots which 
ricocheted. A neighbourhood letter in solidarity with the 
fietsenfabriek by the squatters of Verbraakstraat states 
that it was a miracle no-one got shot dead and that the 
police lied when they said they had only fired warning 
shots in the air. 
The squatters sent out a last letter to the 
neighbourhood, again bemoaning the lack of support 
from the BON and accusing Ton Huiskens, the city’s 
local representative, of trying to set people against each 
other. They said it was still not clear to them why the 
factory must be demolished. They blamed: 

Fear of the unknown. Fear of anarchism. Of course there are 
in our ranks people who aren’t crazy for any political party. 
People who decide how they live and come up with their own 
rules. People who add to their dole money by staying in a 
squat, proletarian shopping or getting free electricity. People 
who fight against fascism again and again. Huiskens is afraid 
of us. He finds us threatening and baffling. Huiskens had 
already told us “anarchists should be fought as hard as 
fascists.” He doesn’t find that strange. Actually he only fights 
against us.
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"

4 APRIL 1984 WILD WEST IN OLD NORTH - PROJEKTBURO 
AND NEIGHBOURHOOD ASSOCIATION ALLOW POLICE TO SHOOT AT RESIDENTS
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THE CONSEQUENCES 

In some ways, it’s tempting to see the fietsenfabriek as 
an important flashpoint for the local squatters 
movement although that’s not to say I want to create 
some hegemonic version of the squat history of 
Rotterdam in which the fietsenfabriek is the local version 
of the ‘geen woning geen kroning’ riots, that would be 
quite dull! I feel that this is how history tends to be 
created and I don’t want to go down that route. I also 
don’t think the fietsenfabriek was the highpoint/
lowpoint of the Rotterdam squatters movement, that 
doesn’t make much sense to me and ignores both the 
diversity of the scene across the city and plenty of 
other events. Oude Noorden may have had squatters 
who had race and class privileges that squatters from 
other areas did not have, which enabled them to keep 
better archives and preserve them, since there were 
certainly other squatter groups in existence in different 
areas of the city at this time but I have found much less 
information about them. It’s interesting to note that I 
myself was able to access the archives for this group by 
virtue of being friends with a university lecturer. Further, 
the City Archive there is very little about squatting and 
what there is, is about Oude Noorden (and I think the 
archives I saw will eventually end up there).
So I think this was a big event at the time (even being 
frontpage news on national newspapers) but there were 
probably plenty of other events with an equally big 
impact locally in this time period. I do wonder what 
would have happened if the project had worked out, 
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what else could have then seemed possible, what other 
plans might have blossomed. 
At the time, these events must have caused huge 
ructions in the local community. Looking back, the local 
neighbourhood cop experienced it as a “loss” that he 
was unable to reconcile the different viewpoints. The 
BON commented to the press: 

At the start of the conversation between the municipality, BON 
and the squatters, about two months ago, we already offered 
the possibility of a space in the Snellemanstraat. Then the 
squatters definitely rejected this space, since they were 
fixated on the fietsenfabriek. We have not waited for them on 
the Snellemanstraat but are now in negotiations with others. 
An additional point is that only one initiative by the squatters 
was considered financially viable by the municipality. We 
believe that more initiatives should have a chance, but without 
money you can not do much. 

In any case, the struggle ended up damning the Oude 
Noorden squat group based at Verbraakstraat 18, which 
split up soon afterwards, complaining that if the BON 
would no longer talk to them then they would return the 
favour. They went further and said that squatting would 
obviously continue since there was so much empty in 
the area, from apartments to a whole monastery, and if 
there were problems it would no doubt be caused by the 
BON. 
Finally they said they were stopping with their 
kraakspreekuur. Probably it was time to go underground 
again.
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Chapter 6 
Poortgebouw 

SUPPORT CULTURAL FREESPACES IN ROTTERDAM

Summary 
• Introduction
• Some initial history
• Squatted
• Poortgebouw resquatted
• Digression
• Legalised
• Lost garden
• Integration issues
• Ownership drama
• Is this the end?
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INTRODUCTION 

"
‘“SQUATTED” SAYS THE POSTER BEHIND THE WINDOWS OF THE POORTGEBOUW’ (1980)  

Het Poortgebouw (literally 'the gatehouse') is a 
monumental building in Kop van Zuid, spanning a road on 
the south side of the river streaming through Rotterdam 
on its way to the sea. The Poortgebouw (henceforth 
Poort) is bound to feature in any account of the city's 
underground counterculture . The building was squatted 
in the early 1980s and then legalised. Unlike many 
projects from this time, the Poort holds on to a radical 
identity, still hosting a weekly cafe and providing space 
for experimental and non-funded events. 
Currently [2016], around thirty people live there in a 
self-managed housing co-operative. There's lots to be 
said, indeed even the building itself has an interesting 
history, so I'll give a short rundown about that first 
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before moving on to its squatted times and then ending 
up in the current day.  

SOME INITIAL HISTORY 

‘Port baron,’ politician and businessman Lodewijk 
Pincoffs had the building built in 1879 as headquarters 
for his company (Rotterdamsche Handelsvereeniging) 
but fled the country before it was finished, running away 
to the USA to escape his obscenely huge debts (20 
million guilders). The Poort stands at the entrance to 
the Binnenhaven, which used to be a working harbour. A 
second Poortgebouw building was actually planned for 
the other side of the bridge. It was built, but in scaled 
down version following the scandal and eventually 
demolished in 1937. The Poort was briefly used as a 
nunnery in the 1920s, before becoming the head office 
of Havenbedrijf Rotterdam (Port Authority Rotterdam) in 
1932.
At the beginning of World War II when the Nazis invaded 
the Netherlands and made a surprise invasion of 
Rotterdam, there was bitter fighting in the centre, and 
there is a photograph (below) of a German soldier lying 
on the roof, firing across the water. The next day 
brought the firebombing of the city centre which forced 
the Dutch to surrender (otherwise Utrecht was next on 
the list to be destroyed). The Poort was lucky to survive 
the bombardment, being on the south side of the river, 
whereas the firestorm in the centre on the northside 
burnt down almost everything except the Laurenskerk. 
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NAZI SOLDIER ON ROOF OF POORTGEBOUW, SHOOTING NORTH ACROSS RIVER

After WWII, the building was still used by the Port 
Authority, which moved out in 1977, leaving the building 
to stand empty for three years. The city council wanted 
to turn it into an ‘eros centrum,’ the plan being to clean 
up nearby Katendrecht by moving all the sex workers 
from there into one building. Unsurprisingly, this was an 
unpopular topdown proposal, so when the building was 
occupied in 1980 there was lots of local support. 
As a sidenote which will become relevant later on, the 
Poort became a national monument in 1984. The 
commissioners said it was a heritage building because of 
its role in the changing nature of the harbour and also 
pointed to its “characteristic architecture, which freely 
borrows from different architectural styles of the past 
(particularly the round “Romanesque” arches).”  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SQUATTED 

As part of a national action day, a large group of people 
squatted the Poort.

FRONT COVER OF FRONTAAL MAGAZINE, 1980
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Over the years the Poort has hosted an immense 
number of events, a lot of which are listed on the 
archive on their website [http://poortgebouw.org]. 
Theatre, experimental music, tekno parties, hip hop, 
punk, hardcore, talks, workshops, festivals and so on. 
There's a wall full of posters in the cafe which is always 
fun to look at. 
The cafe itself has been going on and off since pretty 
much the beginning, serving up cheap food to residents 
and friends. It's interesting to note that for much of the 
1980s it was an organic kitchen, waaaay before that 
was trendy. At certain points there has been an 
anarchist infoshop and for some time there was a 
squatters advice hour (KSU - for more on this topic see 
chapter 10).
I've always though that for me it would be challenging to 
live in a group of 30 people in one building, my nearest 
experience would be living on a terrain which had 10 
buildings and 20 people, where we used to joke about 
terrible it would be if we were all crammed into one 
building, living on top of one another. So for me a 
garden would help and it was fascinating to find out that 
actually there was a garden to begin with, more on that 
below, after a discussion first of the Poortgebouw and 
politics.
From my perspective as a visitor, the Poort always 
seems to be up and down in terms of energy, a situation 
perhaps created by the internal architecture with 
different groups living on different floors with their own 
kitchens. I'm happy to say that at the time of writing 
[2016] there is an amazing bunch of people living there. 
Some are new recruits, others have been there a while 
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and there is a real fresh warm breeze blowing through 
the corridors, although it's not like I've met all the 
people living there yet. 
In the mid2000s when I first visited it seemed rather 
different from my outside perspective, people from the 
house joked about the venue being a ‘losers club’ which 
no-one went to, the communal food buying had ground 
to a halt, people from the house didn't ever go to the 
cafe (the reasons for this would make a zine on its 
own!) and there seemed to be a lot of ghosts living 
there because the rent was cheap, rather than because 
they wanted to be involved with a radical leftwing 
housing project with a strong tradition of being a space 
for alternative movements. Back then it did get better 
as more activist people moved in (leading to my up/
down theory).
The Poort has been around so long that it has its own 
rumour mill attached to it. Some squatters don't go 
there because of conflicts which should have burnt out 
long ago, no-one seems to know its current legal status, 
some friends refuse to cycle to zuid (WTF). Generations 
have passed, so everyone knows the Poort from a 
different time. Currently, the website is hardly updated 
[but now in 2017 there is a new site!!] and most 
promotion takes place on facebook, so nonfacebook 
users may find it hard to hear what's going on. It took 
me a few months to work this out when I moved back to 
Rotterdam! 
Personally, I think a lot of the rumours and 
disinformation come from miscommunications and 
laziness on behalf of both residents and people looking 
in from the outside. It seems to be that as projects age, 
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they institutionalise at least in some ways and thus new 
generations do not like the older more established 
places just as a matter of course, not for any better 
reason.
I was involved with a social centre in the UK founded by 
squatters and environmental activists, and the crusty 
punks didn't really like to go there because they couldn't 
sit with their dogs in the cafe or bring in their own 
booze. These complaints didn't really bother me since 
they are the rules pretty much anywhere. Plus it's 
annoying to have dogs fighting or to hear the bar is 
almost bankrupt whilst people sit in the garden getting 
drunk on their own supply. I also occasionally had people 
telling me that activists were pocketing the profits from 
the centre... first of all what profits and secondly, the 
centre was emphatic about everyone involved giving 
their work as a volunteer, in fact that was sort of the 
point of the place in a nutshell, being a self-organised 
autonomous project. So it seems inevitable that people 
will end up hating projects over time, even if they 
actually have a lot of political affiliations to them, and 
there simply isn't much to be done about that. It’s shit, 
but it’s also the way it is.
Kind of related to this, it was superinteresting to find a 
report from NN (Nomen Nescio - an alternative magazine 
coming from the squatters movement) about an 
incident at the Poort in 1989. It's worth putting 
translation of the communique in full below:
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POORTGEBOUW RESQUATTED

ROTTERDAM - On October 27 1989: At 6am the residents of 
the Poortgebouw in Rotterdam were literally and figuratively 
awakened. A group of residents was fed up with problems 
being ignored in the house.
Lights and alarms were turned on and wearing overalls and 
balaclavas the action group stormed through the house, 
waking everyone up and providing an explanatory leaflet. Via 
a megaphone it was made clear that this was not a police 
raid.
The sleepy residents reacted differently. Some locked the 
corridor doors, others selfishly kept their own doors closed. 
The action ended up in discussions in the large communal 
kitchen. This discussion was one of the most important things 
the action provoked.
In the nine years since the squat there a lot has happened. 
The property was legalized in 1982 and has slowly lost its 
political character. This means that amongst other things that 
the Poortgebouw [PG] is never or almost never involved in 
political actions and that the PG itself plays no more an active 
role. The result is that prospective residents come to the PG 
NOT because it is a place with a political nature, but because 
it provides an inexpensive way of living.
The purpose of this action was therefore (among other things 
through discussion) to recover the property for the radical 
anarchist and feminist movement. The action was titled 
'resquat' to draw attention to the previously squatted nature 
and the consequences of renting.
In order to pay the rent to the GWR (gemeentelijk 
woningbedrijf Rotterdam - municipal housing company 
Rotterdam), we are forced to fill empty rooms with people we 
would not accept in a squat. Renting also means that people 
who work (and thus earn more and can pay more rent) could 
consider compensating for their lack of time with respect to 
the (self-managed) house by paying more. There is another 
ethics in workers and students compared to people who have 
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no job and/or refuse to work (no solidarity or even a low 
discretion).
The action was playful, but had a serious objective. The PG 
must again become involved with the political struggle. We 
want to start a radical bloc within the PG. Perhaps a broader 
Rotterdam platform, video evenings, discussions etc (the 
function of the bar under construction). This is particularly 
important in the context of city regeneration for us (and 
around us?). Soon the PG will be the only freespace in the 
Kop van Zuid.
Other places planning to legalize should be warned of the 
danger of depoliticization. 
Other already legalized buildings as Tetterode in Amsterdam 
also have to deal with these problems. Exchange of 
experience might well become important.
The PG still stands open for action. The place can still be 
used. As a base for meetings, parties and suchlike with a 
political function. The PG must and will attract new residents 
with anarchist and feminist leanings.

THE ONLY SOLUTION IS AN INSIDE REVOLUTION.

PVP (Politieke Vleugel Poortgebouw), Stieltjesstraat 38, 3071 
JX Rotterdam

So it appears that even as early as 1989, the Poort was 
dealing with issues of institutionalisation. It's a 
fascinating discussion, for me it's superimportant for 
places won through squatting to maintain a radical 
identity and to remember the movements which 
produced them. Yet some things really date this 
communique – for example the suggestion for those who 
earn more to pay more rent isn't heard much nowadays, 
within the movement or anywhere else. Also, the 
reference to the Poort being soon to be the only 
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freespace in Kop van Zuid seems kind of funny, since 
after the massive regeneration of the area in the 1990s 
and 2000s there aren’t any other freespaces left. Whilst 
warehouses on the Wilhelminapier used to be squatted, 
there was the Parel van Zuid nearby and even Hotel New 
York was occupied for a time (and saved from 
demolition!), it now seems extremely unlikely that a new 
freespace could be squatted and persist in this area, 
even if all these yuppy flats and offices are the slums of 
the future. Villa van Waning was evicted a few years ago 
and still stands empty despite being monumental (see 
chapter 2 for more on that).

 
DIGRESSION 

It's also fascinating that the PVP communique mentions 
Tetterode, which was a huge building squatted on 17 
October 1981 in protest against regeneration plans (the 
intention was to demolish it and build luxury 
apartments). The beautiful complex with entrances on 
the Costakade and Bilderdijkstraat in the west of 
Amsterdam was built between 1940 and 1947. The 
story of Tetterode is told in a book released in 1992. 
Would be great to see a book like that with lots of 
photos all about the Poortgebouw!!
People living at Tetterode now have told me that they 
were never really political squatters but I don't believe 
that is true, since the place used to be known as the 
Rode Tetter. Probably the more political people left over 
time as Tetterode institutionalised and became more 
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boring. Perhaps there was a big debate in 1989 and this 
is what the PVP were referencing. Certainly it's worth 
noting the comment in the end section of their book 
that “For many new inhabitants Tetterode is nothing 
more cheap living space in a city where rent is awfully 
expensive,” which pretty much mirrors the PVP 
complaint.
This points to a more general pattern which I have 
observed and written about in usingspace8  in which 
there tends to be a split between anarchists and artists, 
even if some artists are very leftwing and politically 
grounded. This rupture is really drawn out by squatting, 
since anarchists fight for spaces and thus are often 
repressed, whereas artists tend to make deals and 
legalise their squats, happy to be treated as the good 
squatters and to supply middleclass society with crap to 
decorate their apartments. As you can tell, I'm more on 
the side of the anarchist approach, but then I think it's 
perfectly possible to be an engaged artist who shows 
solidarity to anarchist projects and of course squats 
don't become perfect just by being labelled anarchist. 
It's just irritating to see artists ending up in comfy 
situations without remembering the political struggles 
which allow them to live this way and to watch people 
allow themselves to be slotted into the category of the 
'good squatter' by politicians or mainstream media 
without thinking about how others then become the 
'bad squatters' in direct consequence.
With Tetterode, I only came to know about it when I 
went there to participate in a discussion about the 
Convention on the Use of Space, an art project to create 
a legally practical justification for occupation (which a 
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participating lawyer told me would never work in court). 
Someone from a KSU (squatters advice hour) in 
Amsterdam told me they had never even been inside the 
building before but everyone we met was friendly and 
politically aware. Naturally places change over time, 
that's OK, and I'm happy that Tetterode has gone 
through a long, painful, ultimately successful process to 
end up being a self-managed building, plus I am very 
respectful of the group which managed to win this 
building for themselves. At the same time, the Rode 
Tetter seems to be no more. Perhaps it will rise again, 
certainly the Poort has ebbs and flows. 
This is becoming a bit of an extended digression, but 
what the hell. Actually as I research further into 
Tetterode it is clear that it does still have a radical 
identity in some ways, even if it became cut off from 
the squatter movement. Perhaps this can be explained a 
bit by what I was saying above about generational shifts 
and also of course personal conflicts, which can always 
drive a group or a person away from a movement 
towards something else. I did however find that there 
are interesting things that have gone on or indeed still 
go on at Tetterode, for example there are many artists 
ateliers, organisations and businesses using the space. 
There's a theatre and a kids nursery (Tettertjes). There 
is also a gay club in the basement called de Trut ('the 
bitch') which started off as a squatter dance party 
called Flux and then evolved over time into a 'non-
commercial faggotdisco.' It's been housed at Tetterode 
since 1985 and uses any profits to fund organisations 
which work on gay rights and/or HIV awareness. So 
there are great activities going on in fact, even if they 
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are divorced from the squatters movement (and that's 
also OK).
Anyway, maybe it's better to return the Poort, an 
example of a legalised squat which has somehow 
maintained a connection to its roots, despite being 
located in an area which was extensively redeveloped.

'POORTGEBOUW SQUATTERS BECOME RENTERS: ROTTERDAM COUNCIL SCARED OF 
AMSTERDAM STYLE INCIDENTS'

LEGALISED 
The first big struggle of the Poort (but not by any 
means the last!) was won in October 1982 when the 
city council decided to legalise the building. If you read 
all the newspaper articles from the time, this was clearly 
a big deal.The squatters had negotiated hard, refusing 
to leave the building for fears that they would not be 
able to return, and arguing that they were better placed 
to do the renovations themselves. A factor was the 
tumultuous events in Amsterdam (and occasionally in 
other cities like Groningen and Nijmegen), where 
evictions of large buildings occasionally led to big riots. 
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It's obvious that a militant position gets results, but only 
when you have a movement behind you. 
After staying barricaded in the building for some time, 
the squatters had also gone on a bit of a charm 
offensive, showing journalists around and making the 
case that they wanted to convert the former offices 
into living accommodation, but as a living group not as 
individual renters.
On the other hand, perhaps the council was right to be 
worried, the early 1980s were exciting times. For 
example in March 1982, the police raided the Poort to 
seize a pirate radio transmitter. This was Radio Oranje, 
which had been broadcasting since mid1981. They burst 
in with 40 cops, searched the entire house and took 
photographs. The radio later did some benefit parties for 
a new transmitter. 
In another incident, three people, two of whom 
apparently lived at the Poort attacked the central police 
station with improvised gas canister bombs. They 
caused a bit of damage to the front of the building and 
no-one was injured. Unfortunately they were picked up 
as they made their way home and for some reason 
admitted their actions. One of them said “I put the 
bomb to protest against the evictions in Amsterdam and 
the police raids in Ameliswaard.” In Amsterdam, the 
Lucky Luijk had been evicted, leading to riots there and 
in Nijmegen the cops had fired warning shots and 
guarded their precious station all night long.
Some people from the squatters movement did complain 
to a newspaper (Het Vrije Volk) that normally when 
someone is arrested only their initials and town of 
residence are given, but not their actual address. 
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Further, they said it fitted to a general treatment of 
squatters in the media as troublemakers, hooligans and 
terrorists, driving a wedge between squatters and the 
rest of society. The response of the editors is funny, 
they say “There is a difference between people who 
squat a home and people who use bicycle chains and rip 
up the street. It is in the interest of the squatters 
themselves if they discriminate: For rioters are rioters.”
Further, I haven't been able to find anything about 
whether the arrestees were eventually convicted or not. 

 
THE LOST GARDEN 

As an indication of how the area has changed we can 
discuss the Poortgebouw's garden. This was on the 
westside of the riverfront and seems to have been 
claimed by the Poort following the squat action. 
Probably no-one cared about this until the area was 
regenerated in the 1990s and yuppy apartments were 
built right opposite the Poort. From 1993 onwards, the 
Poort was forced to fight the plans to evict the garden 
and to take away the trees along the riverside. As a 
resident said sarcastically “It's supernice to chop down 
healthy trees for a yuppy project. They want to put little 
seats and walls here.” In a different newspaper article 
about the battle, another Poortgebouwer commented 
“don't chop down trees to make a uniform line of blades 
of grass all in a row.”
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DEFENDING THE POORTGEBOUW GARDEN  

The district council wanted to tear it up whilst repairing 
the riverside wall and whilst they did succeed eventually, 
it didn't happen without a struggle. They wanted to 
evict the garden on March 3, so the Poort chose to have 
an open day on that date. They also took the city to 
court over the plan to cut down the trees. Yet another 
Poortgebouw resident said:

The whole of Kop van Zuid is covered in concrete in 1997. We 
present courageous resistance to the developers. With the 
opening of the city garden we are letting the city of Rotterdam 
and local people decide if they want these trees and the 
artwork to remain or if the bulldozers will flatten the garden.
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Nowadays, the garden is gone but some of the old trees 
remain. Also the Poort still has a tiny garden next to the 
river, so there is still some breathing space. It's a lovely 
space to sit and watch the sun set behind the houses on 
the Noordereiland.

 
INTEGRATION ISSUES 

So did the regeneration of the neighbourhood lead to 
problems? 

"

Well, naturally it did.  There was also a small scandal in 
2003, when the Poort put up a banner protesting 
against the Iraq war. They soon got two cops at the 
door telling them to take it down on the orders of the 
Mayor (Ivo Opstelten, now a disgraced politician). At 
first they complied, but then realised there was no legal 
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justification for taking down a banner, so they put it 
back up and called the media.
It seems that it was unhappy neighbours complaining 
who had caused the problems surrounding the banner. 
These would be the yuppies who had moved into the 
recently renovated warehouse buildings near to the 
Poortgebouw. As someone said in a 2004 interview with 
the squatzine Trammelant:

They see people so drunk at our front door and it’s dark and 
there’s a smell of piss; that’s their impression of the whole 
house. It’s like in the whole society. It is a sign of the time that 
they rather call someone at the top instead of going to the 
problem themselves.

However, in the same time period, some better links 
were made with the new neighbours, which resulted in 
the Poort agreeing to monitor noise levels and only play 
live music until midnight. Also in 2007, a Queen's Day 
celebration was organised on the riverside beside the 
Poort, with residents playing music and boozing with 
locals.

OWNERSHIP DRAMA 

Despite the longevity of the Poort and the fact it was 
paying rent, it was still under threat in the 2000s. In 
2001, without telling the inhabitants the city sold the 
Poort to De Groene Groep (DGG), a private development 
firm supposed to be specialised in the maintenance of 
monumental buildings. Unfortunately what quickly 
transpired was that DGG simply wanted to evict the 
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building and turn it into offices, presumably viewing it as 
a better fit with all the new buildings which had now 
sprung up around the Poort and certainly seeing it as a 
way to make some dosh. Once full of derelict 
warehouses in the 1970s, the Kop van Zuid area now 
has office buildings for Deloitte Touche and KPN, plus 
the city courts. The Nieuwe Luxor theatre, the 
Nederlands Foto Museum, the new Lantaren Venster 
cinema were all plonked down here instead of remaining 
in their previous homes in the city centre. Skyscrapers 
designed for expensive living and named after American 
cities keep popping up (Boston and Seattle are next 
[2016]).
The Poort pledged to resist any attempt to move them 
on. An inhabitant commented in 2002:

From computer programmer to construction worker, from 
student to unemployed, everyone is living here. You can be 
yourself here without someone looking at you curiously. We 
ate organic years before the Netherlands found that 
interesting. Theatre, arts, politics or social issues, everyone 
keeps busy with something here. Nobody is seen as strange.

DGG refused to name the price they had paid, but it 
seems the city had sold the Poortgebouw for between 
250,000 and 450,000 euros (accounts differ), a really 
low price for such a large building. For the price of one 
luxury apartment, a price which most likely the residents 
could have afforded with a Triodos bank mortgage if 
they had only known about the sale in advance, the city 
had washed its hands of a living group which refused to 
fit to its vision. Of course things went downhill from this 
point. The struggle kicked off when DGG announced in 
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2004 that the rent would be stopped on February 1 
2005. As a representative of the Poort commented, 
“The inhabitants of the Poortgebouw apparently don't 
fit any more in this area. But they were the first people 
living in this now trendy renovated harbour zone!”
And so the long battle had begun. Martien de Groene, 
director of the developers (and thus in fact nothing to 
do with being green) said they were eager to repair the 
building, even though they should already have been 
doing that as per the contract, which stated that the 
inhabitants would look after inside the building and the 
owner would take care of the outside. Residents of the 
Poort said they weren't leaving without a fight after 
almost twenty years and that DGG was offering them 
individual housing but they were a living group and 
wanted to live together.
The story as it develops is complex with lots of twists 
and turns but at root it's quite simple. The Poortgebouw 
has always had to fight for its survival since it is the odd 
one out and clearly greedy capitalists see the money 
which could be rinsed from the building. Who has the 
right to the city? The rich or everyone? 
De Groene Groep declared that the Poortgebouw was in 
breach of contract because they had a twice weekly 
cafe on wednesdays and sundays. The Poort retorted 
that this was a social meeting point for people of the 
house and their friends, with no commercial angle. 
Martien de Groene said that the inhabitants of the Poort 
lived there almost free. That's an interesting statement 
since in this time the rent was something like 210 euros 
per person, including electricity/water/gas. Thirty 
people lived at the Poort so that's over 6,000 euros 
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every month, quite a tidy sum. If the social rent was 
used for maintenance as intended instead of lining 
people's pockets, the Poort would look much better 
from the outside nowadays.
The Poort started a petition and on their website said in 
2004 that it might be the last party. But things rumbled 
on, eventually ending up in a long-running courtcase. At 
first the Poort lost, but they appealed and then won! 
This was largely due to the persistent efforts of just a 
few people living at the Poort, who with the help of a 
support group managed to keep DGG's greedy hands off 
the building. All the way through the long struggle, it 
was clear that it was hard for people to take on the 
arguments regarding freespaces and community living, 
but in the end this worked in favour of the Poort, since 
it was rather hard for the DGG to find other buildings to 
which the whole living group could move.  
Of course as with any courtcase, games were being 
played by both sides. The Poort did a good job of both 
carrying on with its own activities to show its worth as a 
freespace and reaching out for support. In 2005 the 
residents marched to City Hall and presented their case. 
There was also a petition for supporters. Political parties 
such as SP and PvdA said they were supportive and the 
councilman Pastors pledged to write a letter of support 
from the council to DGG. This eventually happened, but 
then he declined to help further, saying that the Poort 
was supposed to have handed over a list of the 
inhabitants and had not done that, using this flimsy 
excuse as a way to drop the issue. Subsequently there 
was an article reporting this in the Rotterdams Dagblad, 
to which the Poort replied as follows:
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Depastorize Rotterdam in 2006
A clear indication that the writers and the editors of the 
Rotterdams Dagblad are not required to have actually read 
what has already been written in their own paper about a 
particular story (and recently). It is a mere regurgitation of 
(dis-)information which the right-wing city councillor [Pastors] 
wants to publicize as his “help” a few weeks after writing to 
the Woning Bedrijf Rotterdam. In response to the accusation 
that we are not actively searching for a replacement location 
for our 25 year Poortgebouw living group ourselves: of course 
not! That is the responsibility of the owners and since the date 
of the sale, we have never been offered a replacement 
location (vervangende huisvesting) for our living group. Not to 
mention, that is the reason why Pastors wrote the letter to the 
WBR in the first place which, to this date (Aug. 23, 2005), has 
not produced any alternatives.

In the article the Poort is replying to, they were referred 
to as a 'krakersgroep' (squatters group), which is of 
course factually incorrect and could only serve to 
negatively stereotype them. This mistake was also 
repeated in an NRC article, which drew a response from 
the Poort and also their lawyer.
In any case, the higher court eventually threw out the 
eviction courtcase. 

 
IS THIS THE END? 

So is the struggle over? Is the Poort now safe? 
It is not 100% secure by any means... The Poort is 
clearly prime real estate and there are still courtcases 
ongoing, in which the residents are trying to get DGG to 
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honour their contractual commitments regarding the 
maintenance of the outside of the building.

‘GEMEENTE ROTTERDAM BEDREIGT POORTGEBOUW: OVERLEG MET GEMEENTE, GEEN 
ONTRUIMING, ONTRUIMING=OORLOG’ 

(‘ROTTERDAM THREATENS POORTGEBOUW: DISCUSSION WITH COUNCIL, NO EVICTION, 
EVICTION = WAR’)
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There are other problems too. The hydraulic opening 
mechanism for the bridge was upgraded in the 1990s. 
The city did not predict any problems regarding the 
structural integrity of the Poort but now every time the 
bridge opens, the building shakes. This will be an 
expensive problem to resolve, but it's obvious that the 
root cause is the city previously having shirked its 
obligations to maintain buildings affected by municipal 
works.  
Another problem is that trucks on the road which goes 
through the Poort quite frequently hit the underside of 
the building. This has been a perennial problem, which 
must be incredibly bad for the structure. In 1988, the 
Poort actually welded the warning booms of the bridge 
shut, so as to protest the problem.
Unfortunately, it is clear that as long as the 
Poortgebouw rents the building, it is possible that the 
owner will try to kick them out. If only they had been 
able to buy the building from the city before it was sold 
to DGG. The problem now is that DGG does not want to 
sell it to them and if even if they did, the price would be 
super-expensive. Meanwhile, the courtcase made by the 
Poortgebouw against the owner for not following their 
contractual obligations to repair the outside of the 
building rumbles on. 

UPDATE  

The Poort now has a new owner, DGG sold the building in 
late 2016 as part of a multimillion euro package of over 
350 buildings. The new owner is a property developer, it 
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remains to be seen exactly what future he envisages for 
the Poortgebouw and its inhabitants. In other news, the 
police have been giving the gigs and eetcafe some grief 
so at the time of writing [late 2016] there isn’t much 
happening at the Poort .. probably the best way to keep 
updated is to follow them on facebook or check the new 
website. 
However, despite the doom and gloom, the important 
thing is that the Poort is still there and doing its thing. I 
really like going there for the cafe sometimes, or 
checking a noize gig, or seeing an experimental film. 
Over the years, I've cooked at the eetcafe, organised a 
9/11 film night, compered a trashfest and had loads of 
meetings plus countless amazing conversations. The 
2016 Squatting Europe Kollective meeting was based at 
the Poort and went really well!
The Poortgebouw has occupied an important role in the 
alternative culture of Rotterdam and continues to do so. 
I hope the fresh energy of the new living group 
continues for many years into the future...

 

NOTE 

First version published in zine form for the Waiting Room 
event at the Poortgebouw on July 1-2 2016 ... I wrote: 
“As well as feeding back my research so I don't feel like 
I'm hanging out in archives just to avoid the cruel world, 
one good reason to make this zine is to try to keep 
some (positive) stories about the Poort floating around, 
as a spur for future action. She who controls the past 
controls the future!”
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Chapter 7 
Memories of Noughties  

FOKKERSQUAT 2006

Summary 
• Mid 2000s
• Projects
• Homeless Action Squat
• Tour de Squat
• Doe Normaal
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Mid2000s 

When I was squatting in Rotterdam in the mid2000s, I 
lived for a year on the industrial estates to the 
northwest of the city, then 6 months in Crooswijk, then 
6 months in the centre at Snellinckstraat (chapter 8), 
then a year above the Groene Voltage (chapter 9), then 
finally for a another year back in Crooswijk in an 
apartment won through squatting.
In that time, there were several squatted streets, like 
Aegidiusstraat and Waterloostraat in Kralingen, 
Burgermeester Roostraat in Noord, Wolphaertstraat in 
Zuid, Snellinckstraat and Zwaerdecroonstraat in the 
centre. In these cases that’s not to say the whole street 
was squatted, but for example on Snellinckstraat we 
were had something like 14 doors and 20 apartments. 
We did them all in one happy day, see chapter 8 for 
more.

PROJECTS 

Recently, whilst doing some bicycle tours of 
(ex)squatted Rotterdam, I realised that we actually had 
quite a good scene back in those days and I do miss it a 
bit. There were all sorts of people squatting and thus all 
sorts of different projects happening. Some are listed 
below and you can also locate them on a map of the city 
at https://maps.squat.net/en/cities/rotterdam/squats:
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• Locus010 was a cultural centre right next to the 
Laurenskerk which became notorious when during the 
eviction someone refused to leave, set the place on 
fire and fled to the roof.

• The Slaakhuys wasn’t very active in these year, but it 
was still there. And having big squats dotted around 
the city is always good, even if they aren’t active.

• Boogjes was a squatted club where Bird and the 
yuppy restaurants are now at the Hofbogen.

• A squatted school in Noord which had occasional 
events.

• Onrust was a punk bar 1 minute away from Hofplein, 
with some friends squatting next door (and supplying 
the electricity). I recall it was open every Thursday.
The Fabriek was a monumental building near the bridge 
to Delfshaven. It had been squatted already in the 
1990s, then evicted and left empty. It was in a terrible 
state when it was reoccupied in the 2000s, by an 
artist collective which did the place up again. There’s a 
bit more about it in chapter 4.
Pool120 was an art gallery at Henegouwerlaan 120. It 
was squatted for quite  a few years, before being 
evicted and now it’s empty again [in 2016].
Red Corner was another gallery which was open for a 
year or two.

• Groene Voltage was an anarchist social centre, see 
chapter 9. It’s now standing empty again [in 2016].
TDK squat, a big teknosquat out in the industrial 
wastelands

• Including Braaksmaak, the nomadic eetcafe that ended 
up at the Groene Voltage, there were lots of other 
cafes such as Eigen Risico, Buik op Zuid, Lincke Soep...
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Since I both live squatted and like to research squatting 
movements, I definitely have the feeling sometimes that 
I would have been happier back in the 1970s or 1980s, 
living in an anarchist squat and dedicating my life to the 
dual power struggle. In those times, there were squatter 
removal services in London, the Metropolitan Indians 
were robbing gun shops on demonstrations in Italy, the 
Amsterdam squatters scared off the Olympics bid, Berlin 
was actually cool and not the hipster mess it is today. 
Nevertheless, we still had it pretty good in 2000s 
Rotterdam and I miss those times. 
Here's a few other stories I wanted to relay: 
• I worked a few months for a florist who told me about 

people squatting a big warehouse near to the 
Feyenoord stadium (the Kuip) where they made a 
beautiful stained glass window... this was in the 
mid2000s, now I cycle past the building sometimes 
[2015], it's boarded up and rotting away empty. 
What a shame the squatters couldn’t stay. 

• In the late 2000s, a friend told me about visiting a 
squatted recording studio in an old cinema in the 
centre. The musicians who used it and maybe lived 
there had been able to set up a rent-free project to 
suit their needs in an unused building. Good for them! I 
never heard anything else about that ... maybe they 
are still there.

• One Sunday also in the late 2000s there was a squat 
action at the Mathenesser Bridge, in fact more 
precisely right next to it, where a boat was squatted! I 
seem to remember about 30 or 40 people being 
there, which was pretty impressive for a Rotterdam 
action. The boat was in a crappy state - the toilets 
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were literally full of shit. Apparently there were porn 
magazines and blowup dolls, I don’t remember that. 
Nevertheless, people decided to clear it out and to 
live there. I bumped into one of the residents a few 
weeks later and asked how it was going with the boat. 
I was surprised to hear it had disappeared! Apparently 
the previous owner had indeed neglected the boat, 
leaving it open to be squatted ... unfortunately this 
also meant they had not been paying the mooring 
fees and thus the boat had been towed away :(

HOMELESS ACTION SQUAT 

At a certain point, the city went more rightwing again 
and decided to clean up the centre into the boring 
consumerist hellhole it is today. As part of that plan, 
they wanted to shift all facilities for the homeless to the 
outskirts of the city, moving the ‘undesirables’ out of 
the centre and thus removing the ‘problem.’ Out of 
sight, out of mind! This policy was in contradistinction to 
a previous one which had located a methadone 
distribution point right next to central station (called 
perron nul / platform zero).
When the Pauluskerk was going to be closed down, 
homeless people lost the only night shelter in the 
centre. When people asked the KSU for help we were 
happy to oblige and together we squatted a building on 
Delftseplein, near to central station. Now it is a yellow 
painted building with a pedestrian walkway rammed 
through it as part of the hip, trendy arts area. Whatever. 
The rest of the building looks empty. 
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Anyway, back in 2007, we met up in a large group and 
walked down to the building. The breaking crew did the 
door and then ... disappeared. The cops showed up and 
there was no lock on the door, so me and a tekno guy 
sorted out the lock. A line of cops had formed and just 
when it was starting to feel a bit hairy, Dominee Visser 
turned up with a folding chair, sat down outside the 
front door and held an impromptu press conference. You 
can see him in the photo below, with the door over on 
the right.

VISSER DOES PRESS CONFERENCE OUTSIDE DOOR

After about a week of occupation, the council met the 
Pauluskerk demands. It remains in the centre, in the 
same place, although in a new building constructed as 
part of a deal with the developers of the yuppy 
apartments next door.
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So for me this is a great success. Others may see it 
differently ... including maybe the other people who 
were there on the action  .. would be nice to read their 
stories as well if they ever get around to it, because the 
hegemonic view is really awful and needs to be 
challenged. This mainstream perspective is that 
Rotterdam is building on the shoulders of the rich and 
it’s all good to be modern, white and middle-class. For 
example, this is what the author of an article in a 
magazine called Baikal had to say: 

The city learned that it must address the problems of drug 
abuse and homelessness, but on a local scale and according 
to a decentralized model. The revitalization of the city centre 
must promote an above-average quality of life if it is to 
succeed. As Rotterdam painfully discovered, the city centre is 
therefore not the best place for social experiments such as the 
Pauluskerk or Platform Zero. The policy shifts regarding the 
Rotterdam Central Station area and the Pauluskerk which led 
to the success of a number of development projects (new train 
terminal, Rotterdam Central District, CalypSO and Alsop’s 
Pauluskerk) bear witness to a new direction in the urban 
management of the city. And, for what it is worth, the New 
York Times rated Rotterdam number 10 on its list of ‘52 
Places to Go in 2014.’. There seems be something in the new 
approach that even resonates globally. 

I guess the fundamental dispute I have with articles like 
this is that I do not think there is any advantage to be 
gained for the people who actually live in a city for it to 
be ranked as tourist destination in the New York Times 
or indeed Lonely Planet (number 5 in top cities to visit 
2015). Sure, the tourist dollar comes in and will benefit 
some, but at what cost? 
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Money is also spent on beautifying the city for visitors 
whilst there still doesn’t seem to be any money left for 
upkeep of social housing.

Further, the above quotation seems to favour a default 
middleclass view of what constitutes quality of life. 
Maybe Platform Zero was actually working out well for 
drug users? What do I personally gain from yuppy blocks 
springing up and the old 24hour cigarette kiosk on 
Kruisplein being closed down? Maybe it was local people 
running the local shops which have now been replaced 
by chain stores like Albert Heijn supermarket opposite 
the Doelen.
The same sort of attitude is shown in a quote from a 
shitty blog:

After Kop van Zuid, we went on to explore Katendrecht. This 
area, which was up to recently a no-go zone with many 
abandoned warehouses and almost exclusively working class 
inhabitants, has over the last decade transformed into a much 
more upscale area, with new shops, new squares and 
especially a new type of inhabitant popping up on the streets.

Intentionally or not, this blog is super-offensive. Working 
class areas as no-go zones? New types of inhabitants? It 
all sounds rather scarily eugenic if you stop to think 
about it. I would much rather be seeing redevelopment 
in which the original inhabitants get to stay and get to 
participate in the process. That’s the sort of the city I 
want to live in and that’s a process in which squatting 
can often play a large part (as for example at 
Snellinckstraat). Katendrecht is now engaged in a 
fractured gentrification process whereby the people 
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living in the remaining social housing most likely cannot 
afford to eat at the fancy restaurants round the corner 
on the Deliplein. That’s when the social cleansing project 
becomes quite obvious.
At least the Pauluskerk stayed in the centre.

TOUR DE SQUAT 

TOUR DE SQUAT IN THE MIDDLE OF THE GREY CITY

As part of the 2008 days of action in support of squats 
and autonomous spaces, in Rotterdam we organised a 
tour de squat. Starting from Noordplein we cycled round 
some projects, past and present. I’ve also organised bike 
tours a few times in 2016, now it’s more of a nostalgia 
tour, seeing what the yuppies have done with our 
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buildings, whereas in 2008 it was a better mix of stories 
from the past and actually entering existent projects like 
Tamboerstraat / Eigen Risico (still demolished/empty in 
2016), Pool120 (renovated but still empty in 2016) and 
Villa van Waning on Nijverheidstraat (rotting away after 
years of emptiness in 2016).
During the Tour de Squat, ‘kraker Marijn’ was 
interviewed by a journalist from the AD/Rotterdams 
Dagblad. “Rotterdam not a squatter city?” she said. 
“Squatters are around. But you don’t see it as much as 
in other cities. They don’t hang black flags out the 
window. They often live in apartments and bother no-
one.”

DOE NORMAAL 

When the KSU was quite active in the mid 2000s, we 
were squatting a few times a month, mainly apartments 
for people to live in. Usually it was successful and often 
the occupants brokered a deal with the housing 
corporation where they could stay on an ‘om niet’ 
contract, which meant they were simply absorbed into 
the system as pseudo-renters, who did pay their own 
bills such as electricity, gas and water, but otherwise 
paid no rent. The corporations were forced to do this 
since otherwise we would squat another house and of 
course, looking at things rationally, it actually helped 
them out having someone living in a place which might 
otherwise be vandalised or burnt out. As late as 2011, a 
Woonstad spokesperson said “squatting is fine as long 
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as we don’t need the place and the squatters don’t 
make a racket,” which seems like a great attitude.
Unfortunately this sort of level-headed response to 
housing need does not happen so much anymore. 
Rotterdam is gentrifying fast and the huge decades long 
task of city destruction (or reconstruction depending on 
how you look at it) is almost complete. There are less 
empty buildings and house prices are much higher than 
what they once were. What used to be nice places (no-
go areas for some) are now totally yuppified. As part of 
the general turn to the right in Dutch society, the 
tolerance (gedogen) of things like marijuana and 
squatting is at an end... the new credo is Doe Normaal 
(Act Normal) .. what the fuck does that even mean?
It’s easy to think that nowadays we don’t fight hard 
enough or that there aren’t any places left to squat, but 
actually there is still loads empty, I think what has 
changed is people’s motivation. Of course criminalisation 
has not helped, people don’t want a criminal record, yet 
criminalisation itself happened as a result of wider 
sociopolitical changes. 

The realm of the possible is shrinking. When the streets 
were dirty and half the houses were empty, squatting 
appeared to most people to be a totally justifiable act. 
Unfortunately now everything is clean and tasteful, and 
squatters tend to fall on the unacceptable side of 
things.
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OUR DOOR ON THE SNELLINCKSTRAAT (ALSO THE COVER OF USINGSPACE2)
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Chapter 8 
Snellinckstraat 

Summary 
• Introduction
• Potted History
• The Story
• The Background
• Reaction from owner
• Myth of communal living
• Hierarchy
• The End
• Postscript

INTRODUCTION 

This account of the Snellinckstraat squatted street was 
originally written quite soon after its demise in 2007, 
probably just after I had moved into the Groene Voltage. 
Feels like a long time ago now! It was published in Using 
Space 2 alongside another text written in Dutch by 
some other squatters.
I thought it was worth revisiting the text ten years on, 
so it is published here with quite heavy revisions, plus 
the original images.
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FRONT PAGE NEWS: A WARM WELCOME, SQUATTERS! 
TWENTY APARTMENTS IN MIDDELLAND OCCUPIED, NEIGHBOURS ARE PLEASED
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POTTED HISTORY 

july 2oo6 - squatted with big action  
august - moved in, fixing up stuff  
september - festival 
october - lull 
november - where did the communal energy go?
december - dagvaarding, kort geding 
january 2oo7- evicted 

 

SNELLINCKSTRAAT STORY 

Back in 2006, after being evicted from a squat where 
we had lived for 6 months in a matter of days, we had 
moved into a friend’s flat and then squatted an 
apartment directly above it. It was a weird place, it was 
social housing being left empty before being sold off to 
developers and the last tenant had kept pigeons, who 
were still there and had basically taken over the entire 
top floor. It had been squatted before as well and the 
twanger had left white power symbols on the windows 
so we were happy to clean them off.
 In July 2006, we were facing eviction (I can’t actually 
remember how that went, I guess we had a courtcase) 
and I heard that the people who had squatted four 
houses at once on a street called Zwaerdecroonstraat in 
central Rotterdam now wanted to squat 16 houses 
nearby. Naturally, I thought this was a great idea, since 
empty buildings should be used. I was happy to help 
again (apparently I had already helped with the 
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Zwaerdecroon action but to be honest I don’t recall 
that). 
We gathered one day in the cafe on Zwaerdecroonstraat 
- which formed the one long side of the rectangle, with 
Snellinckstraat on the other. There were quite a lot of 
people,maybe 40. It turned out that what was going on 
was the social housing tenants were being turfed out so 
the apartments could be sold off at profit - some 
tenants, mainly on Zwaerdecroon were resisting and so 
we had been asked to help them by occupying the 
recently emptied houses on Snellinckstraat. 
Looking back I wonder if the places had been empty for 
a year, but I guess they had and people had been 
keeping an eye on them. What I didn’t really realise until 
later on was that we were basically pawns being used by 
the white longterm residents of Zwaerdecroon to occupy 
the houses on Snellinck as a bargaining chip in the 
negotiations with the housing corporation Woning Bedrijf 
Rotterdam (WBR), who wanted to evict them as well. I 
don’t think any of us particularly minded being pawns, 
but it’s always weird to work this out for yourself later. 
Also at the time I really didn’t see the racial aspect of 
this gentrification project, even though it was obvious 
that after we squatted, the remaining tenants on 
Snellinck were mostly Turkish and Moroccan and 
nowadays the street is totally fucking blanco.
Anyway I’m getting ahead of myself. The squat action 
was well organised and went off ok, no problems with 
the police. We were broken into little groups and were 
assigned specific doors.. As a sidenote I realised for the 
first time what a fragile object a door is: the concept of 
door is much stronger than a flimsy bit of wood and if 
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you want a door open, then two crowbars will most 
probably do it. I achieved a personal record of three 
doors in one day which is unlikely ever to be matched.
In time-staggered teams of 2 to 4 people we got all the 
doors opened and new locks put on in a matter of 
minutes. In total we had squatted 16 doors, all down 
one side of the street (I think most of the other side 
had already been demolished). The houses were typical 
old Dutch houses: all joined in a row with sets of two 
doors next to each other. One door led to a ground floor 
flat, sometimes with a basement. The other front door 
led to the floors above via an insanely steep staircase 
(people set up a rope system so they can pull the latch 
open to avoid having to run down two flights of stairs to 
let someone in). There was a first floor, second floor and 
attic, sometimes split into apartments b1 and b2, 
sometimes not. Pretty much all the flats had balconies 
onto gardens, which sat in the middle part of the block.
We ran around exploring the apartments, sometimes 
using the roofs. The neighbours who remained tended to 
be sympathetic because they were also under eviction 
threat. The gardens were awesome - with all the squats, 
you could just about walk from one end of the block to 
the other. On the Zwaerdecroon side there was already a 
communal house with the cafe space and eight gardens 
were joined together: there was a sculpture garden; one 
character had a pig and a parrot. For central Rotterdam, 
just off the Nieuwe Binnenweg, this was quite intriguing. 
That night we sat out in the gardens and celebrated our 
small victory. We had a fire and no doubt we made big 
plans.
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As it then turned out, a few weeks later I started living 
at Snellinckstraat, because our house did get evicted. 
Whilst I liked the peace and quiet of the gardens very 
much, I actually didn’t really want to live so completely 
in the centre and I had some doubts about the project 
(as you will see), I was also excited to fulfil the dream of 
living on a squatted street.

THE BACKGROUND 

The owner, the housing corporation called Woning 
Bedrijf Rotterdam (WBR) had a big plan for this social 
housing block, as previously mentioned. They wanted to 
turf out the renters to other areas not in the city 
centre, renovate the buildings, sell them off to 
developers and watch the money roll in. It’s a bit sick 
really, considering WBR used to be a state owned social 
housing group, then they privatised and became not so 
social. [2018: Now they are absorbed into one of the 
big megahousing corporations, which all got caned 
recently for fraud and dubious business practices. WBR 
fused with de Nieuwe Unie to form Woonstad. Back in 
those days, they illegally evicted squatters, they lied to 
renters, they pushed through a massive redevelopment 
project in Crooswijk despite huge community opposition. 
In short, they were and are the enemy.] When they 
cleaned out the buildings they took out gas pipes, 
trashed toilets, took away sinks, illegally ripped out the 
electricity meters and generally trashed these beautiful 
old buildings. It is always sad to see such unnecessary 
destruction.
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THE TRUSTY
 HOMEMADE WOODSTOVE

(PLEASE NOTE THE VOLUMES 
OF  ENCYCLOPÆDIA 

BRITANNICA ON THE SHELF 
BEHIND, WHAT AN AMAZING  

KRINGLOOP FIND THAT WAS)

WBR had stripped some of the apartments more than 
others. We took a fairly fucked one. I guess people get 
what they can fix. The woman downstairs got an almost 
fully fitted apartment and her partner fixed the shower. 
With an excellent Aussie mechanic for a neighbour, we 
ran gas pipes, connected water with hosepipe and 
moved in a lot of stuff. In winter I hooked up a wood 
stove for heating. It never got that cold, probably 
because we were up on the second floor. Actually we 
managed to take a lot of piping from the old squat 
which was going to be stripped and redeveloped so the 
whole refit didn’t really cost anything. 

REACTION FROM OWNER 

We sent WBR a letter informing them of the squatting 
action and at first they tried to negotiate, offering us 
antisquat contracts (which would basically mean us 
agreeing to them telling us when we should leave; in this 
case it was never really an option). 
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Then they said we were illegal and they worried for our 
safety. We answered that they had made the places 
unliveable and that was their fault, but we were 
intending to make the places safe and they were not 
allowed to enter because in Rotterdam you used to get 
intervention teams - so-called because the police, the 
owner, perhaps some utility service people and perhaps 
antisquat people turn up, blag their way in on some 
pretext and sometimes even evict people or put on 
metal doors (illegally). 

MYTH OF COMMUNAL LIVING 

I was coming into this with “living on a squatted street” 
on my bucket list. I’d seen the squatted streets in 
Hackney and read about Throbbing Gristle’s beginnings, 
I’d heard the stories about 1980s Kreuzberg and so on, 
now I wanted to do it too! I suppose most other people 
just wanted a free place to live. Agewise I must have 
been late twenties, so I was just a bit older than most 
people.
Most people were students and/or stoners so I guess 
they had other priorities, I recall that sometimes pissing 
me off, but it’s also understandable. I did try to do 
things like organise meetings and fullmoon fires and 
dinner parties, but these connections come with time 
and of course we actually didn’t live there so long, only 
six months.
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It was a bummer that when we eventually fought the 
court case, I was basically the only one of two people 
from our street who took an active interest! The other 
five people who immediately spring to mind were all 
living on Zwaerdecroonstraat. And there must have been 
20 to 30 people actually living on Snellinckstraat.
We did organise a street festival, although actually I was 
travelling at the time so I didn’t participate. I remember 
being a bit miffed that people were motivated by the 
festival but not by other things, but it is cool that it 
happened.
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HIERARCHY 

[2018: In the original text there is a long rant about 
hierarchy which feels a bit embarrassing to read now. 
It’s not that I really disagree with what I said, but it all 
seems a bit obvious and life has broken me down to 
such an extent that I don’t really see the point in trying 
to fight hierarchical structures unless I really have to, 
since it takes energy and most people are dicks and 
won’t ever stop being dicks.]

THE END 

The end came quite fast. We made the courtcase 
communally (I considered getting a different lawyer (the 
mighty Hummels) and of course should have done so, he 
would have done a much better job and would have 
slowed things down considerably). It was one of those 
ones where the judge says pretty much: you are all nice 
kids and I’m sorry but the law is the law and the owner 
needs the building back so you have to go.
The manipulators were happy because they had gained 
the chance to have their houses on Zwaerdecroon 
renovated but stay there (and presumably they are still 
there).
People found new options. Our Australian buddy went 
back to Australia, some people squatted a flat above a 
shop in the centre (and stayed there for almost a 
decade), my girlfriend at the time went off to study 
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somewhere else and I moved to the Groene Voltage (see 
next chapter!). 

POSTSCRIPT 2018 

It’s interesting to read back what I wrote a decade ago. 
Of course some things seem more understandable now, 
for example: why did people not give a shit about the 
courtcase or the communal stuff? Well, in the main, the 
squatters were twenty year old students, they were far 
more busy with other stuff, plus squatting was still 
rather simple in those days, so there was definitely an 
“easy come, easy go” attitude, since if you got evicted 
then you just moved to the next place. 
Further, well, I can’t really remember the person I was 
then, but I do have fond memories of that time. Even if 
it didn’t live up to my artificially high hopes, we were 
living on a squatted street. Even if not a huge amount 
happened in such a short time, it had an impact on who I 
am today and we got to explore the creation of a self-
organised community.
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Chapter 9 
Groene Voltage 
 

A SHORT PRESS ARTICLE ABOUT THE GROENE VOLTAGE
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Summary 
• Preamble
• Introduction
• What we did
• What we achieved
• What we could have done better
• The collective
• Next steps
• Conclusions
• Endnotes

PREAMBLE 

Rotterdam does not have an extensive history of 
squatted social centres. Of course there have been 
some projects over the years plus lots of eetcafes, yet 
unfortunately the city has not had many long-lasting 
squatted social centres. It's always an interesting 
question to ask why not. 
Of course some projects probably would have more 
impact had they existed for longer, such as Vlinderpand 
(1983), Duizend Bommen en Granaten (1995), 
Westersingel 6 (1986), Westersingel 26 (1992), 
Westersingel 46 (2007) and so on. However, longevity 
is not always the most important factor. For example, 
the Groene Voltage (a social centre which I was involved 
with) only lasted for one year but made some waves at 
the time simply through being very active. Of course it 
was a huge part of my life so I’m biased, but these 
things do influence a lot of people – those who visit, 
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those who see the flyers, those who hear about it and 
lastly those who think what could be possible, like the 
young cartoonist who was often there (his parents 
called us the Groene Aanslag).
In the text below, originally written just after the fairly 
amicable demise of the Groene Voltage and published 
eventually as a pamphlet in 2012, I evaluated what I saw 
as some of things we did well and also some of things 
that could have gone better. Now I have kept the 
structure but revised the article, adding in some things 
which seem important almost ten years later. Everyone 
who was involved with the project and some who stood 
on the sidelines carping would all give a different opinion 
and I'd love to hear their stories too. 
Since I’m preambling, I'll explain a bit more about the 
project. It was squatted as a Woonstrijd (‘Living Rights 
Struggle’) protest, forming part of a series of action 
squats in different cities aimed at bringing attention to 
the threat of criminalisation of squatting (which later 
occurred in 2010). Other squats included the Multipleks, 
an office block right next to the central train station in 
Leiden, which lasted a lot longer, only being evicted in 
2015.
In this time we actually had a little scene going on of 
100 or so active squatters - there were squatted 
streets, a punk bar, a couple of venues and some cafes 
in different districts of the city. 
I miss those things now in 2017!
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THE GROENE VOLTAGE QUITE SOON AFTER BEING SQUATTED 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The Groene Voltage was a squatted social centre in 
Rotterdam between October 2006 to October 2007. It 
was situated five minutes from Central Station in a 
residential area, beside a busy road which leads to the 
ringroad and the motorway to Den Haag. It stood on the 
corner of a block and the four floors above it were also 
squatted separately as residential space for six people. I 
was living up on the attic floor with two cats.  
The eventual eviction was not contested, but rather the 
keys were handed back to the owners (a housing 
corporation called PWS - Patrimoniums Woningstichting) 
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because they had announced their intention to renovate 
the entire building and we had made a deal at the 
beginning to leave when they really were going to move 
forward with the plans. This made sense for us since 
after all we would get evicted anyway at that point, and 
it’s not like we had a large, strong social movement 
behind us which would support us. In fact that was what 
we wanted to create by doing a social centre! We had 
on the whole a good relationship with PWS and thus 
when they showed us the building plans we left, with 
three of us (myself included) ending up with flats 
elsewhere in the city which were planned to be 
demolished, which we could rent for 100 euro a month. 
In fact, the flat where I lived was demolished eight or so 
years later. 

 
WHAT WE DID 
 
The space was an old shop, on the corner of a housing 
block. There was a front room with plate glass windows 
looking onto a small paved area beside the busy road, a 
back room, a storage room and a kitchen. There was 
also a cellar the size of the whole ground floor, but 
unfortunately it was flooded by ground water and thus 
not really functional. We had to pump it out twice. So 
the social centre was effectively two rooms and a 
kitchen.  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What we planned to do was to use the front room for 
events which other people were welcome to organise 
and from within our collective to organise a cafe, a film 
night, an infoshop, a free shop and a free internet space.

DECEMBER EVENTS FLYER

 
All of these activities were planned as political, nonprofit 
activities. Our stance was anticapitalist and our intention 
was to both to spread our politics and to make links to 
the local community. We also wanted to provide a space 
for our small scene to meet and socialise. I think our 
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unspoken intentions were to see if we could build 
something we needed in Rotterdam for ourselves and 
also to see how far we could work together as a group. 
For me it was a nobrainer to be involved, this was 
exactly the sort of self-organised project I wanted to be 
involved with (especially the infoshop). Since I then 
ended up living above since Snellinckstraat was evicted, 
it became a full-time occupation.

After trying a few variations, we ended up with the free 
shop (weggeefwinkel) in the backroom and in the front 
room we had a bar, a computer corner with free 
internet, the infoshop and zinelibrary and some sofas 
and tables. On a typical week we were open two or three 
nights a week and one afternoon. Considering the 
collective was about five people, that was actually a 
really hardcore schedule. 

 
WHAT WE ACHIEVED 

 
Not counting a summer pause when we stopped 
activities, every week we had a cafe on Thursdays 
serving cheap vegan food. It was called Braaksmaak and 
for six months before had been running nomadically, 
cooking at a different squat every two weeks. Most 
times the food was at 7 and at 9 there was a political 
theme. This took many forms including a talk on 
sustainability, a G8 Dissent Network infoevening and 
presentations from various activist groups.
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EETCAFE JUNE 21

Any profit from the cafe normally went to support the 
theme of that night, so we gave (some) money to a 
group campaign for better treatment of immigrants, a 
countryside squat, an Indymedia film and many other 
projects. The cafe did not always make money. I'm still 
not really sure how that happened. Probably there was 
money stolen once or twice and also (too many) drinks 
were given away for free - which was pretty stupid when 
we sold them so cheap anyways.
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CINEMA FLYER

 
The film night showed some great films like Darwin's 
Nightmare and End of Suburbia but it never really took 
off. The night was moved from Tuesday to Sunday and 
then back again, but it did not really help. Only when the 
night was tied to other meetings did it get more people.
The infoshop came quite fast and had about fifty books 
on various themes such as anarchism, animal rights, 
peace movements and environmental action. We had 
lots of magazines and a zine library with over a hundred 
titles. Every Wednesday we were open from one until 
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six. Someone always came but it was never busy. The 
free shop ended up being our main link to the local 
community, even if in that meant we were the place 
where they could dump their unwanted stuff (although 
that is what the free shop is supposed to be for i 
guess!). Some people stayed for a chat and a drink and 
that was nice. The nature of a free shop means that it is 
always a battle to keep tidy, and as it got bigger this 
became more of a task. In my view we didn't throw 
enough crap away. Then the good stuff gets lost in 
between the broken toys and old lady dresses.

VENETIAN SNARES APPRECIATION AVOND
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We hosted meetings from various groups and oneoff 
events. There were also the music appreciation nights - 
when all the music played came from one particular 
artist, such as Venetian Snares or Bodycount. 

ZINE MANIA

But did we achieve our aims of activating the people of 
Rotterdam and making links to the local community? 
[2017 = LOL] Well, in a small way, yes we did. As 
regarding a space for the local scene, we certainly did 
that and I still miss it. Further, you can never really 
judge the full effects of a project, it's like a stone 
dropped in water - the ripples radiate outwards, whether 
you want them to or not.  Ten years on this idea still 
makes sense to me, although I can also see we didn’t 
make that huge of an impact. So we were doing what we 
wanted to do and that’s great, but in the space of a 
year it is hard to achieve a huge amount. If we were still 
there now (instead of an empty shop in 2016 and the 
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yuppy flats above) we would have made amazing links 
for sure, since these connections need time.

WHAT WE COULD HAVE DONE 
BETTER 
 
In hindsight it’s always to see how better things could 
have gone. It’s a problem with consensus run groups 
that things can slide for ages instead of getting sorted 
out. On the flipside, it’s a learning process for everyone. 
It’s not like a lot of people came to organise events at 
the space, although there were some. We hosted a few 
birthday parties and one guy taught capoeira on 
Sundays, yet the people from the collective had to do 
most things themselves. The local community was not 
really interested in our project, but the main reason for 
that is that there is no local community to speak of ... 
the housing corporations have already broken that down 
a long time ago with the policy of selling off social 
housing for profit.  
The thing is, if we had been there for a longer time, five 
or ten years, of course more people would have used 
the space and of course more local people would have 
taken a look. It takes a long period for people to get 
involved. This is the problem of many activist projects, 
they just don't last long enough to make the links. Even 
within the Dutch activist scene, it took months before 
we started communicating with other social centres and
projects such as OCCII and the Piraten Bar..  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One group of Turkish activists wanted to use the space 
at the beginning and we wasted a lot of time listening to 
their needs and requirements whilst they did nothing to 
help us build and organise the space. In the end, nothing 
came of it and that’s a real shame, since it could have 
been a really fertile collaboration. We did have some 
Turkish traditional music nights which were cool, then I 
think the group actually got given a place by the city so 
they lost interest in our space. I remember some 
debates about the general cleanliness of the centre and 
whether our normally vegan kitchen could be used to 
cook meat on special nights, so we did get quite far into 
the discussion but it didn’t work out.  
 
There were many alternative anticapitalist squatter 
types living in Rotterdam who never came to the Groene 
Voltage. Friends of mine never came. This punk guy 
living a few doors away used to walk past once or twice 
a week and not even look at the flyers in the window. 
I'm still a bit baffled why that happened, because I would 
certainly visit a project like this if I heard about it. [I 
would love to have an infoshop in Rotterdam now in 
2017]. But of course people are into different things 
and it’s always hard to enter a group from the outside - 
maybe people had stereotypical preconceptions about 
squatters and what we were like, maybe some of the 
posters we had in the window offended people 
somehow. 

In trying to “activate the people of Rotterdam” [reading 
this phrase in 2017 makes me laugh] we were battling 
the mentality of a city in which everyone is busy with 
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their own thing. That’s why a man can die on the 
prisonboat in Rotterdam harbour and only twenty people 
go to the noise demo. Despite there having been 
previous social centres such as Hang and Storm, and 
eetcafes such as De Paardenvaal and Hexxen, it seems 
that there is no real culture or awareness of alternative 
projects and that people are in fact not that 
interested. [This paragraph comes across a bit bitter in 
2017, I don’t think I meant it like that, I was just trying 
to understand why more people didn’t come. Now it 
seems clear to me that everyone is busy with their own 
stuff and probably there were also personal conflicts and 
stuff like that which stopped people coming.]  
 
This was also true for the infoshop - although it was 
used, it could definitely have been used more! But then 
it was good for us to visit the anarchist library and 
infoshop Bollox at the Binnenpret in Amsterdam and 
hear that in their first year not many people came 
either. Perhaps Wednesdays was not a good day to be 
open, maybe a weekend day would have been better. In 
any case, having a regular time is important, I’ve learnt 
that from other projects I’ve been involved with since.  
 
The internet cafe took a lot longer to set up than 
expected, both because KPN took months to set up the 
internet connection and the recycled computers kept on 
breaking despite getting lots of free source love. And 
whilst having internet was nice for us and for some kids, 
most people already had internet at home by the 
mid2000s so having free web access was not really as 
radical as it was in the 1990s. I think the free internet 
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was a good example of people having the idea (the easy 
part) and then finding it hard to put into reality (the 
hard part). Still though, fuck that KPN guy who turned 
up, called me on my mobile and then had fucked off by 
the time I ran down four flights of stairs.
 
We should probably have done a simple bar night with 
no activities so as to raise more money for the project. 
It would have been comparatively easy to run and 
hopefully profitable. Perhaps we underestimated how 
important it is to have simply a social space where 
people can gather and meet. Looking back we probably 
did organise too much, rather than just concentrating on 
providing a hospitable and relaxed space where people 
could organise stuff themselves.  
 
We did have real problems keeping the place clean and 
tidy. This seems simple but somehow it was not. Plans 
were drawn up, agreements made but still the place 
stayed a mess. And of course if one person cleaned up 
for a few hours only to be faced again with a mess the 
next day, then that person lost energy to clean again. 
This is all completely standard for any volunteer project. 
In the last months of the project, the consistently untidy 
kitchen led to a problem with mice, which then (left 
unchecked) became a problem with rats, so that was 
annoying. I ended up trying to drown the rats which 
didn’t work. In that way, it’s a shame that the social 
centre space was totally separate from the living space 
(although that also has lot of advantages as well) 
because we had three cats living upstairs and we could 
have put them to work on the mice.  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We had monthly clean up days but these never really 
seemed to ensure that the place stayed clean, which is 
of course necessary in a communal space. I guess people 
didn’t care enough to make it so and were not really 
aware of their own messiness.  
 
People living above the project really helped in my view, 
since we were close by to deal with daily matters like 
post or things left outside the door. It really helps to 
have someone maintaining the place and I would 
recommend it for any project. Although we did not 
catch the people breaking our windows, perhaps even 
more would have happened if there had not been people 
nearby, since we were outside on the street pretty fast.

GRAF CREW

Regarding the idiots who smashed the window, quite 
soon after the place had been squatted, the owners 
(PWS) received a letter threatening them that unless 
they evicted the squatters, action would be taken. On 
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Stormfront, a Nazi website, people discussed burning 
the squat down. Then one plate glass window had a 
brick thrown at it. Who can say if these things are 
connected? There are a lot of drunken idiots out there. 
We fixed the window and asked a local grafcrew to paint 
something. They did not do what we asked, but it did 
look nice at least. We had three big plate glass windows 
in the front, all something like three metres by two 
metres. Then another one got smashed using a bike this 
time (!), which meant more boards. Having less light in 
the front room made it probably less welcoming to 
newcomers which was a shame. But whilst dealing with 
the problems took effort, it also made us stronger in 
that we realised we were not going to let things like that 
stop the centre organising events. That’s the positive 
spin, the negative spin is that it took LOADS of energy 
dealing with that shit.  
Propaganda is important when organising a project. Not 
everyone reads indymedia or checks radar.squat.net. We 
made monthly events listings and lots of flyers, but we 
probably should have tried more to get flyers into the 
universities, art schools, music venues, places where 
people might pick up a flyer and be interested. 
Sometimes the flyer just sat on the bar in the social 
centre until the date of the event had gone past. We 
were debating the merits of making a nice colour poster 
for too long, the printing costs were a problem but we 
should have just done it. Having said that, it's good we 
did not make a 3,000 copy run and then get evicted the 
next month! 
Money was a problem. There were too many stupid 
discussions over the electricity bills, the bank account 
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and foundation we set up. Again this is sort of inevitable 
with a volunteer project.  
 
Last but not least, alcohol. We never really had problems 
with drunk patrons luckily, but we certainly did have 
problems within the collective. Sadly this is a problem 
which plagues the activist scene everywhere and we 
never really go to the bottom of it. Some people 
strongly felt we should sell beer at a price everyone 
could afford, so we ended up selling supermarket beer at 
50 cents and unsurprisingly sometimes people got 
hammered. 

 
THE COLLECTIVE 
 
The collective was composed of roughly seven people. 
Some people joined and were welcomed, others left. 
Some popped up every so often and there were a few 
regulars. Around the collective there were a few more 
people, perhaps ten, who were extremely supportive and 
helped out in various ways, often unseen and unthanked. 
Without their help, a lot less would have happened. 
These extra people in the background are pretty 
essential to any grassroots project.  
 
The people involved were linked by interest rather than 
strong friendship, although some were friends. The 
beast of hierarchy did raise its head often, and I can't 
say we dealt with the hidden forms very well. There was 
never a "charismatic leader" but some people had louder 
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voices and could have listened more. Certainly there was 
towards the end of the project a clique developing which 
probably made newcomers feel a bit like they were 
walking into someone's lounge rather than a social 
centre. It is always annoying when people have big 
mouths at meetings and then don’t do shit.  
 
Overall, as with pretty much every grassroots volunteer 
project I have been involved with, money was scarce and 
people's time commitment fluctuated. This is to be 
expected, but I think we could have dealt with things 
better. One person left the collective in a less than 
positive way, which was a shame. [Looking back I can’t 
actually really remember all the details of this and the 
2017 me is a lot more pragmatic, since I see now that 
people are leaving anyway and then just create a big 
drama as their excuse to leave. Not that it isn’t a 
shame, but collectives need to evolve and change, they 
can also stagnate.] 
 
We had weekly meetings in which the format we 
developed was to have an “emo round” first to see how 
everyone was doing, then the agenda points, then a 
space for any extra short points, then an evaluation 
round. Sounds a bit hippy to have the emo round but 
actually it was pretty good as an icebreaker and to see 
where people were coming from. Depending on how 
many people were there, we held up hands to speak and 
had a facilitator to guide the meeting and someone else 
took notes. 
This system worked fairly well with tight facilitation but 
the problem as I see it now was that we spent much too 
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long debating broken commitments. Simply put, people 
did not do what they said they were going to do. If the 
project had lasted a few years, things I'm sure would 
have settled down in some way - the collective would 
have hardened if it was to survive (although I doubt the 
people involved would have stayed exactly the same) 
and in many ways things would have got simpler - 
everything would have had a place in the kitchen, people 
would have got used to following the rules we made for 
cleaning after an event and maybe we would have bitten 
the bullet and bought a dishwasher! There is a sense 
then that the problems would have sorted themselves 
out but also we were kind of reinventing the wheel since 
for most people it was the first social project they had 
been involved with and thus they were (quite naturally) 
unaware of just how much work it takes. 

 
THE NEXT STEPS 
 
It was nice to have some time to prepare to leave, which 
does not by any means always happen with squatted 
projects. Thus we put a post on indymedia.nl announcing 
the eviction and had a final party. We squatted a new 
place which would have been really perfect for our needs 
- it was an old neighbourhood centre with a gym hall, 
lots of rooms and loads of potential. Unfortunately it 
was marked for demolition and the plans were indeed 
going ahead. We were evicted fast (after an illegal 
attempt) and very soon afterwards it was knocked down 
(for more yuppy flats). Then some people from the 
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collective squatted a place in the centre on Westersingel 
and started to do public events. 

HOUSING CORPORATION WHICH LEFT APARTMENTS STANDING EMPTY 
NOW PROMISES TO GENTRIFY THEM

By now the old Groene Voltage was evicted and 
naturally energies were at quite a low ebb, for me I was 
feeling a bit done with organising things so I didn’t go to 
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the Westersingel that much and unfortunately it was 
then evicted quite fast. Of course I was also moving out 
of the upstairs flats and there were other evictions as 
well. 
Some people moved away to other cities and onto other 
projects. Sad to say, after the Westersingel got evicted 
we were a bit on the backfoot. There was a social centre 
and cafe in Crooswijk, but again it didn’t last so long. As 
a group from the Groene Voltage we kind of fell apart 
when we left the building.  

CONCLUSIONS 

[When I look back now from 2017 on how much we did 
in one year, I am quite proud. It was a shame that the 
eviction came so fast, but that of course is the nature 
of the game, what sucked was that the followup 
projects didn’t really have time to get going. Hopefully 
everyone in the collective learnt some lessons and could 
bring that knowledge to future projects.]

Sometimes I do wonder why I spend my time writing and 
revising these things, yet if someone else took the time 
to write some reflections on a squatted social centre 
that they were involved with I would love to read it, so I 
suppose I am creating the world I want to live in :)
Nowadays I wouldn’t have the time or the energy to 
organise something like a social centre, but I would 
definitely participate in an infoshop or show the 
occasional film if a project was going on. The still active 
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squatters I know say the same thing, so I hope some 
new energy and some new people turn up at some point.

 
ENDNOTES 

The original reflections were first published at https://
www.indymedia.nl/en/2008/03/51095.shtml 
You can buy a pamphlet version of the first version via 
Amazon at: https://www.amazon.com/Groene-Voltage-
Temporary-Autonomous-Rotterdam/dp/1471037762
I don’t like Amazon and its business practices, but 
having made this pamphlet as print on demand on 
lulu.com in 2012, it seemed the only way to distribute 
it... I set the price at the lowest possible setting (with 
£0.00 profit) and I hope some people have randomly 
come across it and ended up reading it.
Some other people from the collective wrote some stuff 
about the Groene Voltage in Trammelant .. good luck 
finding that, there’s also a dutch language summary of 
the project at https://www.indymedia.nl/nl/
2007/10/47616.shtml
The website of the project is archived at https://
centrum.mujinga.net
As of December 2016, the social centre site has been 
empty again for about a year...
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Chapter 10 
KSU 

Summary 
• What is a kraakspreekuur?
• KSU Table
• Kraakgroep Oude Noorden
• Ravage
• Kraakhandleiding
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WHAT IS A KSU? 

The KSU or squatters' advice hour (kraak-spreek-uur) is 
an established part of squat movement culture in the 
Netherlands and for a good reason too. The idea of 
occupying a space can be quite daunting if you have 
never done it before. Is it really empty? How would you 
get inside? How do you talk to the neighbours? How do 
you deal with the police? What are your legal rights? All 
these questions need answering before the action takes 
place, if you are hoping to stay for any length of time. 
At first, it might seem that the important thing is to be 
able to break open a door and indeed that is a useful 
skill which pretty much everyone can learn - taller people 
are better with crowbars, shorter people are better at 
squeezing in through windows. Yet often there is already 
a way in and in fact the hard part is holding down the 
place, not breaking it. Everyone can come out for an 
action, but who will be there two days later, after the 
weekend has finished, sitting in a cold dark room and 
waiting for first contact? That’s when the research can 
really pay off, so you know whether to expect a bunch 
of thugs or if the owner has run away from the tax.
The KSU is a place where people with experience can 
answer these questions and point you in the right 
direction. Inevitably also there can be the feeling of 
cliqueness and machismo, and it is worth pausing a 
moment to wonder why these bullshit attitudes persist 
in a scene which ostensibly protests these attitudes. 
Partly it’s just the way people are about possessing 
knowledge, unable to resist that feeling of superiority 
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over someone else; partly it’s a mis-appliance of the 
“hardcore squatter” image which can be useful to 
employ when challenged by cops or an owner, but is less 
useful to wield on people asking for help. However, 
these things are hard to avoid in informal situations and 
just because people squat it doesn't mean they can 
escape the ingrained attitudes of the society we all 
happen to live in. At the same time, that doesn’t mean 
that people couldn’t try harder to break down these 
hierarchies, on both sides actually. To sum up, KSU 
staffers can set people at ease, KSU visitors can refuse 
to be intimidated. Anyway, I digress. 
In the heydays of the 1980s when the squatting 
movement was numbered at 30,000-50,000 people 
countrywide, there were KSUs in many different 
neighbourhoods of most if not all Dutch cities (in 
Amsterdam there were more than twenty!). Still today 
there are active KSUs in places like Amsterdam, Den 
Haag, Groningen and Zaandam. Unfortunately, in cities 
such as Utrecht and Rotterdam there are no longer 
KSUs, although of course there could be again... 
In Rotterdam, the last publicly announced KSU ended 
back in 2010 when the place it was hosted at (a youth 
organisation called JiP), had its funding threatened by 
right wing politicians after squatting was criminalised. Of 
course a KSU still exists informally in that there are 
people willing to give advice and to help break places. 
It's just a shame that now it's harder for people outside 
the scene to get advice. As the scene shrinks, this 
problem grows, since there are still many empty 
buildings in Rotterdam. The whole time I’ve been back in 
Rotterdam (since 2014) people have been muttering 
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about getting a KSU going again, that hasn’t happened 
(yet) and that in itself is a good indicator of the 
strength of the scene here. 
Also in 2014, some people from a KSU in Amsterdam 
were interviewed and they said: 

Rotterdam, I don’t know about it so much, but it’s completely 
differently organised. They don’t do Kraakspreekuur, they do 
what they call “wild squatting,” which means that you don’t do 
it in an organized way, you just go and you squat with a group 
of friends, and always like that.

In fact, for much of the squat movement's history in 
Rotterdam there have actually been active KSUs. As we 
shall see below. The Amsterdam style is quite organised 
and ‘wild’ squatting is kind of disparaged, since the KSUs 
have accumulated over 40 years of data on houses and 
owners, so they can often say what the story is behind a 
place. This can of course be invaluable, although 
sometimes all you need to do to occupy somewhere is 
to get off your arse and do it. In Rotterdam, it’s always 
been a bit wilder, which I see as an advantage in some 
ways - harder to repress certainly if nobody has any idea 
what is going on. Tom van der Hor’s excellent and very 
readable Masters thesis actually has a pretty funny 
section on a Rotterdam breaker who went to squat a 
house in Amsterdam for some friends, who it turned out 
were doing it ‘wild.‘ The organised KSU squatters turned 
up and gave them some grief, so they left the building 
again. Not sure if anyone really won in that situation 
apart from the owner...  
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A SURPRISINGLY HIPSTER POSTER FROM LATE 1970S TEILINGERSTRAAT KSU
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KSU TABLE 

The list in the table is no doubt far from complete, for 
example I did see a mention of a KSU in a squatted 
corner shop on Jan Kruyffstraat at an unknown time 
period. And of course many big squats and social 
centres would have functioned as more informal KSUs 
when they had an eetkv or an event, without necessarily 
needing even to announce it. Nevertheless, it shows 
that the KSU has provided a backbone to the Rotterdam 
squatting movement, over time.
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KSU GRAF IN OUDE NOORDEN 1983

So when did the KSU first get going? Actually that’s 
hard to say. Via the Vrije Volk newspaper in 1980, it 
was announced that there would be a KSU every 
Tuesday from 19.00-21.00 at Teilingerstraat 56. This 
definitely was not the first or even the only KSU since 
the message came from the ROK (Rotterdams Overleg 
Kraakgroepen - ‘Rotterdam congress of squatting 
groups’). Later that year, the KSU moved to 
Coolsestraat 76, stating that it was better to have a 
different address than the Bureau for Legal Help which 
was also at Teilingerstraat. There was also a KSU for the 
Bloemhof district on the Violierstraat in 1980 and in the 
Agniesebuurt there was a KSU in the cultural centre De 
Bark.
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KRAAKGROEP OUDE 
NOORDEN 

A bit later on, the Kraakgroep Oude Noorden (Old North 
district Squatters Group) had a KSU in various locations 
in the early 1980s. From 1980 until 1982, they were 
based at De Bark on Bloklandstraat 146. Then they 
moved to the squatted Heer Kerstantstraat in 1982 and 
then quickly on to the Verbraakstraat, where they 
stayed for several years.

POSTER ADVERTISING KSU MOVING TO VERBRAAKSTRAAT
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The archives of the Oude Noorden KSU from 1981 to 
1983 have survived. It’s a great collection of posters 
and other squatter publicity. There were also folders 
with 123 entries for the weekly consultation between 4 
September 1981 and 22 November 1983. The average 
attendance was a respectable four people, with total 
number of people (naturally including some repeat 
visitors) being 544. 
The notes are quite rudimentary, sometimes but not 
always recording the type of person attending as in 
male/female, old/young, dutch (by virtue of being 
unstated)/foreign. There’s also some entertaining 
remarks, like on 1 July 1982, no-one attended, so 
someone wrote ‘no patients’ ... then the next week 
again no-one came, and the notes say ‘all patients 
dead.’ Previously, on New Year’s Eve 1981, the only 
visitor had been a cat. 
It is also interesting to note the number of foreigners 
attending the KSU. Out of a total of 544 recorded 
visitors, 65 were explicitly noted as foreign. Thus, 
roughly 90% of the KSU visitors were Dutch, 10% were 
foreign. Sometimes (but not always) a nationality was 
added, giving us the following list of countries: Dutch 
Antilles, Eritrea, Germany, India, Morocco, Suriname, 
Turkey, UK.
The most popular weeks were in September and 
November 1981, when most times more than ten 
people showed up.
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BREAKDOWN OF VISITORS TO KSU

When they moved into Heer Kerstantstraat, the Oude 
Noorden KSU produced a nice looking guide  
‘kraakbrochure’ aimed at discussing the bad local rental 
situation and the necessity to squat - “squatters are 
then just people who need a house.” It’s in Dutch with a 
small amount info on the back cover in Turkish and 
Arabic.
Apparently in Oude Noorden at that time there were 
700 empty apartments! Maybe that is why the 
neighbourhood came to be more supportive after being 
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hostile to the group in the beginning, although then it 
went full circle and the group then disbanded in 
acrimony after the eviction of the fietsenfabriek in 1984 
(see chapter 5). 

COVER OF THE KRAAKBROCHURE

In the ‘Squatting - how do you do that?’ section, the 
guide dispenses tips on finding an empty building, which 
cannot have been too hard in that time. Council-owned 
property is preferred. It recommends getting inside with 
the help of the neighbours via the back of the building, 
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or the roof or the basement. When the police come it 
says to never let them inside and NEVER give a name, 
but to show them through the window that the house is 
lived in (so that means mattress, chairs, lights and so 
on, what was later formalised into the famous chair, 
table, bed arrangement).
Regarding the kraakspreekuur, the guide says 

The idea is to give people information and sometimes help 
them squat. We want to help you to squat yourself, since you 
must also live there. We help if it’s necessary. Squatters need 
each other. With each other we are stronger and we can stop 
arrests and evictions. Help with squat actions! Join the squat 
group!

RAVAGE 

In an article from 1996, a few squatters from Rotterdam 
are interviewed. Rits talks directly about the KSU:

Most of the people who come here are students who seek 
shelter, but have no money. Usually they do not have 
experience of squatting and come to ask for help and 
information. They get it and often a few of our people go to 
help with the squat [...] The most squatters are students, there 
is no real 'movement', simply because there are too few 
people for it. The squatting is local and carried out by different 
people. A group of gabbers, for example, squatted an old 
building in South last year and partied for a week. Afterwards 
they quit and left a mess, which is often the case, also with 
other people.

It’s interesting to read the thoughts about how it will go 
in the future:
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There has never really been a Rotterdam squatting 
movement. According to Rits from the KSU, it’s not 
going to happen in the future. 

I think that especially students will start squatting more 
because they have no money and want to live cheaply. 
Because there is so much money being spent on the 'Kop van 
Zuid', there is no money left for other parts of the city in the 
north. If the people who live there now leave, many students 
will probably move in.

In response to this article, there was a second article in 
Ravage (also 1996), in which the KSU seems to have 
been stung into replying that it wasn’t sooo bad in 
Rotterdam. They reported that there was a eetcafe 
twice a week at the Poortgebouw and also a do it 
yourself café at the Friek (Wiekstraat 53). Sounds fun! 
The slogan was ‘Breng een prei en eet mee’ - ‘Bring a 
leek and eat together’ (which sort of rhymes badly in 
Dutch). They say that the KSU often has up to seven 
people attending and various groups send people to it, 
including the council’s housing department, mental 
health groups and a neighbourhood cop in Nieuwe 
Westen. Regarding squatting in Rotterdam generally 
they say it’s not really blooming:

For a city of half a million inhabitants there is very little. But for 
a city full of concrete, yuppies, gabbers and economics 
students, which has the motto ‘let’s get to work’ it’s not too 
bad. 
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KRAAKHANDLEIDING 

SQUATTERSHANDBOOK FROM 1970S

Leading us nicely onto the next chapter, which is zines, 
kraakhandleidingen (squatters handbooks) have regularly 
been produced nationally and also locally. Rotterdam has 
had its own version, certainly in the 1970s and 2000s. 
In the 1970s the group Komitee Jongeren Huisvesting 
Rotterdam (Youth Housing Committee Rotterdam) 
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produced a manual with a lovely orange cover (previous 
page). 
The last updated Rotterdam manual was published 
2009, shown below. This guide talks about researching a 
property, planning the action, what to do afterwards, 
legal rights, the political situation, a checklist of things 
and useful addresses. 

SQUATTERS HANDBOOK 2009
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Chapter 11 
Zines 

INFOSTAND AT SQEK BENEFIT AT POORTGEBOUW 2016
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A SQUAT INFO NIGHT AT EKSIT WITH INFOS FROM NIJMEGEN AND ROTTERDAM SQUAT GROUPS

Summary 
• What is a zine?
• Rotterdam Squatzines
• Raket
• Peteroliehaven
• Trammelant
• Using Space
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WHAT IS A ZINE? 

Zines are small photocopied or lithographed magazines, 
typically produced by hand in small amounts. They vary 
in size, but most often are A4 or A5 (I’m really into the 
A5 format myself). I like to produce zines since they are 
an easy way to distribute writing and can be distributed 
for free or for low cost (if you can steal copies or have a 
laser printer). Whilst the internet has definitely affected 
the way people use and read zines, it has certainly not 
eradicated them as was predicted back in the 1990s. As 
with vinyl, zines survive in a peculiar niche. I enjoy 
trading zines, I admire the way different people can 
create beautiful variations on the theme, I like having a 
zine in my bag to read. It's great to happen upon an 
infostand or to swop zines with someone. If I visit a 
social centre somewhere, I try to leave a zine or some 
info myself, to keep things circulating around. 
Why not make a zine yourself sometime? It’s a great full 
moon purging activity. I used to use a pirated specialist 
DTP program (QuarkXPress), but now actually I just use 
Libreoffice and print as a brochure to end up with a 
doublesided A5 zine. Simples!
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SKWAT ISSUE 3, FEBRUARY 1981
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ROTTERDAM SQUATZINES 

Rotterdam's squat scene has produced quite a few zines 
over the years. A list would include those in the table 
above, for sure there are others too.

COVER OF ALT ROTTER
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There also used to be a nationwide leftwing squatter 
paper, Bluf! (1982-1988) which mutated into NN 
(1988-1996), then into Ravage and finally became 
Ravage Online in 2005. There were occasional stories 
from Rotterdam and I've referred to it a few times, for 
example in the chapters on the Poortgebouw and KSU.
In addition, there were of course hundreds if not 
thousands of flyers and posters. Plus there were one-off 
edition pamphlets, which introduced groups like Krakend 
Oude Noorden (see previous chapter) or functioned as 
squatters handbooks. And local groups produced 
pamphlets which would sometimes feature squatting. 
It’s interesting to note the dearth of infos from the 
1990s - this was before my time and somehow the 
internet was getting going but stuff wasn’t getting 
archived, so it’s always the dark ages for squat 
research...  

RAKET 

In 1974, some art students were given the keys to 
Huize Schoonderloo in Delfshaven. They stayed there 
until 1979 and made it into an alternative cultural 
centre. The punk band Rondos was formed there and 
this is what they have to say on their website: 
 
In the beginning Raket was a poster we posted on the walls of 
Rotterdam. The reactions to the first three posters were as 
expected, punks liked it and the police tried to peel it off the 
wall. Everybody could write or draw something for it. After 
three issues we got too much content, so we decided to make 
an A4 fanzine out of it. We made fourteen volumes all 
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together. The first booklet (so no.4) was twenty two pages in 
an edition of 350 copies. The last one (no.14) had 232 pages 
in an edition of 1000 copies – all hand-made. I guess it had 
become the most influential fanzine in the Netherlands, so we 
stopped.

COVER OF PETEROLIEHAVEN 61 - THE COP WHO FIRED 
SHOTS AT THE FIETSENFABRIEK EVICTION
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PETEROLIEHAVEN  
The Peteroliehaven zine went on for a long time, from 
1983 until 1988 and ratcheted up an impressive number 
of copies, at least 260, many of which can be found at 
the International Institute for Social History. The copies I 
have seen start off pretty ramshackle and get a bit 
more pro over time, but always stay refreshingly lowfi. 
It’s more of an activist paper than a squatzine, so it 
focuses on issues which were big at the time like 
fighting South African apartheid by targeting the Dutch 
companies profiting from it.
To take issue 61 as an example (previous page), it 
features pieces on a peace camp, protests against 
uranium being transported through the port and some 
accounts of the fietsenfabriek eviction.

TRAMMELANT  
Trammelant always had great covers, the artwork by 
Richard Caine is awesome. In 2005, Trammelant was 
described as follows in a zine called Das Papierene Haus 
made for the Freibesetzt exhibition in Vienna:

The word ‘trammelant’ is dutch for disturbance, clamour, 
tumult or ruckus. Although the emphasis so far has been 
squatting - and particularly the Rotterdam squat scene, you 
are likely to find some other interesting underground info on 
diverse topics. In the past this info has touched upon 
veganism, alternative building/living, parliamentary politics, 
dumpster diving, comics, laws, police, nonsense, listings and 
reviews of cheap restaurants.
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USING SPACE 

Using Space is a zine about squats, social centres and 
alternative ways of living. It has mentioned Rotterdam 
projects quite a lot over the years, for example it has an 
early version of the Poortgebouw chapter from this book 
as issue 10 and issue 11 has a long interview with a 
Rotterdam based squatter.
This zine is still (vaguely) active and you can find all the 
issues online at various places such as 
cobblebooks.wordpress.com and en.squat.net/books

 

COVER SPREAD USING SPACE 8
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Chapter 12 
Post-Criminalisation    

A LONGTERM EMPTY BUILDING IN ROTTERDAM IN 2016 

Summary 
• Current Situation
• Repression of squatting
• Cleaning up the mess
• Future occupations
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CURRENT SITUATION 

In 2015, when I started this book, I wrote in the first 
draft of this chapter that there weren't many squats in 
Rotterdam at the moment, but then again, no-one really 
knew for sure. Well, now it’s 2018. I haven’t come 
across many new squats, and friends who were 
squatting are moving into vehicles or boats or social 
housing or allotment houses. So I wouldn’t say the 
number of squats is growing. It seems likely that lot of 
residential squats do still exist, but when they eventually 
get evicted they are generally not being replaced by 
new places. The reasons for this are complicated and 
both internal and external to the squatting movement. 
To take an internal factor, the squatting movement is 
slowly shrinking since as people get older and have 
children they get tired of moving around and tend to 
progress into other forms of housing. Perhaps they are 
lucky and inherit a house when their grandparents pass 
away, or perhaps they join a housing co-operative or 
living group (woongroep) which offers some of the 
attractions of squatting such as horizontal decision-
making and self-management but with perhaps more 
stability. Such a progression has always been a part of 
the movement and these people most likely remain 
sympathetic to squatting, but what's changed is that 
squats now tend to last for months and not years, so 
the turnover is faster AND less young people are 
deciding to squat.
So why do younger people not squat? Well twenty years 
ago it was easy to do and places were plentiful, so many 
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young students and other layabouts could easily end up 
in occupied places. Also I guess it was sort of the done 
thing, just what people did. People will always drift 
towards the easiest, cheapest option, and somehow 
squatting (whilst perfectly still possible) is not the 
preferred option any more.
The older people that are still squatting have sorted out 
nice places for themselves, sometimes they are living 
there for years, but most will probably not squat any 
longer when they eventually get evicted. And the small 
amount of people who organise public squats are a bit 
burnt out and cannot be bothered to do new activities. 
In this way the lack of fresh energy means that new 
projects are not popping up. A scene also constantly 
feeds off itself, now it feels more like stagnation, even 
decline. This is a shame, since squatting is still definitely 
possible.We squatted my place in late 2014 and we are 
still there at the time of writing (2018).
Then again, I wouldn’t say it has been particularly easy in 
our place - the owner refuses to negotiate with 
terrorists and cannot legalise the place since it is by 
their definition not liveable, so we are a square peg 
going into a circular hole for them. They have tried an 
illegal eviction, they have sent the police to break in 
twice, we have had the electricity come to remove the 
meter (no problem we use solar) and then three years 
later the electricity coming back to check for fraud.
Also, in Rotterdam there is no kraakspreekuur since 
2010 and despite some vague mutterings I don’t think 
there will be one any time soon. This is a shame since 
there is no way for people outside the small and 
shrinking scene to access the good advice.
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What then about the external factors?
Despite criminalisation not being particularly effective, 
since through juridical struggles squatters have 
established that in most instances a courtcase must 
take place before eviction (I'm skimming gaily through 
the complexities here), it is true that the fact that 
squatting is now illegal and that you risk a criminal 
record by doing it, so this does mean that less people 
are willing to squat. And other external factors come 
into play here, such as the rise of anti-squatting and the 
gentrification of Rotterdam, which in consequence 
leaves less properties available to be squatted.
Back in 2016, the Dutch government published a report 
which evaluated the criminalisation of squatting. The 
report received a few mentions in the media but was 
accompanied by no real analysis. Whilst the Minister for 
Safety and Justice wrote in a letter to Parliament that 
“this assessment does not require policy changes,” a 
careful look at the statistics produced by the report 
instead indicates that much more could be done to fight 
emptiness. The number of people needing to be housed 
is still increasing, and the best way to solve this problem 
is to liberate the empty building stock, putting it back 
into use through both legislative measures and 
squatting. In Rotterdam this would be a welcome 
solution to the long waiting lists for social housing.
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GRAPH 1 – OFFICE VACANCY AS % OF TOTAL OFFICE SPACE (CREDIT- BLUBS)

REPRESSION OF SQUATTING 

Squatting has been criminalised in the Netherlands since 
the Wet Kraken en Leegstand (Squatting and Vacancy 
Act) of October 2010. Yet squatting was already 
sufficiently regulated: previously, the law mandated that 
a building could be occupied if it had been empty for one 
year. It was a simple “use it or lose it” demand: if you 
went away on holiday for two weeks, your house was 
safe (indeed your holiday home itself was protected by 
law if you used it only once in the year) but long term 
emptiness and neglect could be punished and 
highlighted through squatting. Thus, squatters housed 
themselves, made space for many kinds of alternative 
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projects and also performed a societal function in 
liberating derelict space and putting it back into use. 
Criminalisation had been threatened a few times before 
and perhaps people had got used to the idea that it 
would never happen. In any case the dangers were 
perfectly discernible. As someone said on the 
krakenpost list back in 2006:

Recently, the news came that the government - still right wing 
till the outcome of the elections - wants to pass through a 
complete prohibition on squatting. This is unacceptable, 
already because of the argument that such a thing would 
mean (amongst a lot of other arguments) a big time loss for 
people from the social movements. Because a lot of not 
institutionalized forms of actions of from the bottom - against 
authoritarian structures - are being supported or carried out by 
people from the squat movement. When the kraakverbod 
comes, undesired behaviour will not come to an end, 
everybody with a notion on enforcement matters knows this. 
However, a squat prohibition would make it more difficult in 
taking our own initiatives to do something against the lack of 
affordable housing space. 
In any event, woonstrijd will continue! 

The fight for housing will continue! Or so we thought. 
Since the recent law change, squatters can be 
imprisoned for up to a year (two years if threatening 
violence or acting in a group) and fined up to 18,500 
euros. The regulation of vacancy was provided for by 
the introduction of the option for municipalities to adopt 
bylaws (which was completely ineffective).
Today, there are still many empty buildings and thus 
squatting continues. Unfortunately, some people have 
been charged and convicted under the new law, leading 
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to the absurd situation in which, in the time between 
October 2010 and December 2014, 529 people have 
been arrested for the act of occupying derelict buildings 
in 213 reported incidents (where the owner made a 
complaint to the police). Of these 529 people, 210 have 
received convictions. It is also worth noting that the 
courts have found 42 people “not guilty” of squatting. 
Of course, if we were to include the successful squatting 
actions in which the police were never notified (or were 
notified but no official complaint was made), the number 
would be much higher. Likewise, the numbers of people 
arrested by the police for squatting and then 
subsequently released—purely as a means to achieve an 
eviction—would make that number higher still, but they 
are not recorded. Finally, squatters arrested for other 
reasons such as criminal damage or resisting arrest are 
also not considered in these statistics.
Of those charged and subsequently convicted, 39 
people have been imprisoned (not 37 as commonly 
reported). Thus, a total of 39 people have been put in 
jail for occupying derelict space. This is outrageous yet 
strangely has not received much in the way of comment. 

TABLE 1 – CUSTODIAL SENTENCES
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Though the report obfuscates the numbers and declares 
that only a “few cases” resulted in imprisonment for 
longer than a month, the breakdown is shown above.
Alongside this, 27 people received suspended 
sentences. Others were fined and yet more received 
community service, bringing the total figure to 311 as 
shown in the table below:

TABLE 2 – SENTENCES

 
The total of 311 being larger than the figure of 210 
convictions can be explained by people receiving fines in 
addition to other penalties. The average fine was 1,000 
euros. In terms of where squatting is happening, the 
table below shows that it is still occurring in all areas of 
the nation:
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TABLE 3 – NUMBER OF ARRESTS

You can see that Rotterdam has quite a high number of 
arrests, at 59 (between 2010 and 2014). Out of a total 
of 529 arrests, there was a noticeable overall jump from 
98 arrests country-wide in 2013 to 212 in 2014. The 
Minister observes that this is “remarkable” increase, 
which the authors of the government report say they 
cannot explain. However, it is common for there to be a 
lull in activity following the imposition of a changed legal 
situation and equally common for there to be an upsurge 
when practitioners realise the chance of punishment is in 
fact rather low.
It is worth pointing out at this stage that the figures 
may not be 100% reliable. For example, another table in 
the report indicated that between 2010 and 2014 in 
Amsterdam, there were only 12 official complaints made 
to the police by owners. As the Amsterdam police 
commissioner himself commented, this is nonsense, 
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since some individual housing corporations made 12 
complaints in a single year. The commissioner, himself 
no stranger to manipulating information to his own ends 
(as when fictitious claims were made by the police about 
booby traps at evictions) stated that the figures left 
him amazed and complained that the police were not 
consulted for the report.
Anecdotally, it seems that whilst there are probably less 
squats now than there were ten years ago nationwide, 
many still exist, with new places being occupied. In 
Rotterdam, there are definitely less squats. Even so the 
plan to criminalise squatting as a way to regulate 
vacancy was from the beginning doomed; the 
government report itself comments that “the 
investigation could not confirm that the squatting ban 
has had effects on the vacancy problem or that the 
vacancy policy has in a direct sense had any effect on 
the squatting phenomenon.”
So then, the question which immediately springs to mind 
is: 

If the law is not working, why not repeal it?

CLEANING UP THE MESS 
The evaluation report states that at the end of 2014, 
the level of emptiness of office space across the 
Netherlands is running at 17% (with 10% empty for 
more than three years). It has been increasing steadily 
since 2009. Also worth stating is the increasing number 
of empty shops, which by the close of 2014 was 
standing at almost 9% of the total amount. 
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In Rotterdam, the figures are even worse. Almost 10% 
of the country’s total office space is in the Rotterdam 
region and in 2015 the level of emptiness stood at 21%, 
up by 5% from the year before (it was 13.3% in January 
2013 and 10.2% in January 2012). When the figures 
are further broken down by area, some business parks 
have extremely high levels of emptiness, for example 
the Brainpark (22.6%) and the Alexanderknoop 
(29.1%). In the Rivium industrial estate, the level was a 
remarkable 34% in 2014 and by 2016 was at 37.4%!! 
This translates to 97,676m2 of emptiness (equivalent 
to 16 football pitches).

So what to do with all this empty office space (when 
more is still being built as well). Academic Hugo Priemus 
argues that the solution for the housing crisis is that 
“empty office space should be converted temporarily or 
permanently into affordable living space for young 
people, with rental conditions based on temporary 
tenancy agreements.” This is the obvious solution, but 
when he goes on to say that “temporary tenancy 
agreements provide a much better legal position for 
occupants than squatting and anti-squatting” I disagree. 
If squatting was again legally permitted (which will only 
happen if more people squat), an incentive would arise 
to introduce more temporary residential deals, and then 
matters would undoubtedly move faster for the 
requisition of buildings which could then subsequently be 
legalised as housing.
Should the state not itself be regulating emptiness? 
Well, the measures suggested by the 2010 law have had 
a shockingly low impact. As of January 2016, there were 
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390 municipalities in the Netherlands. The evaluation 
report states that only seven municipalities had 
introduced a vacancy regulation by the end of 2014. It 
is clear that the municipalities are in general very 
reluctant to force owners towards action regarding their 
vacant property. Very little is in practice being done to 
force vacant property back into use, since the dominant 
attitudes on the primacy of private property rights are 
so entrenched. In contrast, squatting has been made a 
criminal offence yet still continues to be a practical and 
useful means to open up property which has been locked 
up and left empty through speculation or incompetence. 
Another perspective on the housing crisis is provided by 
a newspaper article in which three housing corporations 
argue that in Rotterdam there is not enough property in 
which to house migrants with a right to housing, as the 
unexpected increase in demand outstrips supply. In 
2015, 970 refugees with a right to residence were 
housed in Rotterdam, out of a total of 1,144. In the first 
half of 2016, the prediction was for 906 migrants (with 
the total across the Netherlands forecast at 23,000 
migrants) who would have been needing to be housed in 
the second half of 2016. So, clearly a crisis is brewing, 
yet the previously quoted statistics also make it evident 
that there is enough property available which could be 
used. Maria Miller, representative for Woonstad pleads 
for “unorthodox measures” to be taken. Precisely these 
methods have been suggested for decades already by 
squatters repurposing derelict property for housing. The 
refugee crisis shows that these tactics need to be 
mainstreamed, since it is not the case that there is 
nowhere to house migrants, more that there is no 
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political will to do so. Currently refugees are housed in 
requisitioned buildings and tent camps across the 
country, in temporary, unpopular fashion.

FUTURE OCCUPATIONS 

We are in a situation in which different voices calling for 
more stringent regulation of vacancy, yet nothing much 
is happening. In illustration, the Minister of Security and 
Justice stated in his letter concerning the evaluation 
report that, “I conclude that municipalities, despite the 
large amount of vacant offices, are active and 
successful in every way in fighting vacancy and that the 
resources provided in the Act are supportive. Therefore, 
this assessment does not require policy changes 
regarding the Emptiness Law.” This is ridiculous. There is 
an urgent need for housing, especially with the increased 
demand from migrants. Redeploying the huge amount of 
empty office space is the solution. Thus it seems clear 
that what is needed to be done is to expropriate unused 
property and to put it to good use. Of course, regulation 
would help with this, but the most effective tactic, 
despite its current illegality, is to squat property.
Of course squatting occurs whether it is declared legal 
or illegal, and we only have to look around the world to 
see huge numbers of people living in informal 
settlements. But my argument here is specifically 
addressed to the Dutch situation, where juridical 
measures have repressed squatting with the express aim 
of preventing vacancy, even though vacancy figures 
continue to rise exponentially. The statistics 
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demonstrate clearly that the housing shortage situation 
is getting worse while the amount of empty office space 
continues to grow.
Dutch squatters have been occupying such spaces 
quietly and efficiently for generations, housing 
themselves and others in a manner outside the normal 
rent relations of neoliberal capitalism. What is staggering 
is that more people do not squat, instead of entering 
into bogus deals such as anti-squat in which they sign 
away all their tenancy rights. It is pathetic that only 
seven councils have adapted the already very weak 
proposals in the law regarding the management of 
emptiness. The growing crisis regarding the housing of 
migrants with a legal right to residence shows that 
dramatic solutions are indeed immediately required.
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Chapter 13 
‘Toezicht is er niet ’ - The 
Dutch housing 
corporation scandal 
rumbles on  

SS ROTTERDAM
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Summary 
• A problem brewing
• Wooninvest
• PWS
• Rochdale
• Woonbron
• Vestia
• Lessons?

The Dutch housing corporation scandal from the early 
2000s hit the headlines again in 2016 when some of the 
bosses responsible for the most heinous crimes finally 
received prison sentences. This huge shitshow is not so 
well known outside the Netherlands, yet it should be, 
since it provides an instructive example of what happens 
when the corporate philosophy is applied to the social 
housing sector. As renters even now continue to suffer 
the consequences, let’s take a look back at various 
aspects of the scandal.

A PROBLEM BREWING 

The story of today's Dutch social housing situation 
begins in 1901 when the Housing Act made it possible 
for non-profit organisations to be founded which 
focused specifically on providing housing. Whilst there 
was the occasional case of corruption, where many see 
the system going off the rails is in the 1990s, when 
state-driven privatisation began. Suddenly corporations 
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providing social housing became profit-orientated and 
thus had to support themselves in the free market. 
Some started to expand, gobbling up other corporations 
in adherence to the corporate philosophy of growth. 
Thus, the sun kings at the top of these corporations 
began their megalomaniac empires.
In consequence, the late 1990s and early 2000s saw a 
series of individual scandals. A report by Aedes (the 
association of social housing organisations) undertaken 
for the ensuing parliamentary enquiry states that of the 
400 odd social housing organisations active in the 
Netherlands, around twenty were embroiled in major 
cases of mismanagement and fraud. The cases are split 
into three different categories, namely (1) 
mismanagement of projects/excessive risk taking, (2) 
financial mismanagement/speculation, (3) fraud/self-
enrichment. In my opinion, they all result from the same 
cause, namely greed. When social housing is turned into 
a marketable commodity and when providers are run by 
corporate sharks, corruption will inevitably occur. On 
that note, the Aedes report identifies the lack of a 
“collective moral compass” as one of five factors which 
led to the disaster. It also blames the increased risks of 
the property market, the lack of controllers with a direct 
interest, inadequate internal and external supervision 
and the failed collective security structure.
Now let's turn to some of the more extravagant cases, 
for which people were finally held accountable, a decade 
later.
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WOONINVEST 

The first case to come to sentencing regarded the 
former director of Wooninvest, a Leidschendam-
Voorburg based housing corporation, who was 
sentenced to 240 hours community service for tax 
evasion.
The state prosecutor asked for a year in jail, for some 
reason the judges decided to be lenient because the 
case took so long to come to court and because the 
unnamed man made an agreement to pay Wooninvest 
and the tax authorities €2 million.

PWS 

“We will never forget the PWS fraud” said Havensteder 
in a now buried press release in 2015. Unfortunately, it 
seems that most people have already totally forgotten 
about the corruption scandal surrounding Dutch housing 
corporation PWS (Patrimoniums Woning Stichting, which 
has now merged with com.wonen to become 
Havensteder). Tucked away as a small story in the 
newspapers, it emerged that in October 2015, fully ten 
years after the initial investigation, the former CEO of 
the Dutch housing corporation PWS (Henk Sligman) 
would be put behind bars for nine months. He was found 
guilty of tax evasion, bribery and forgery. Sligman went 
down still arguing that he didn’t take bribes, but rather 
took money for “pre-contractual work” on top of his 
€13,000/month salary, which he then put in a Swiss 
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bank account like any normal person would do. Nothing 
shady about that.
The scam went as follows: Sligman and other top 
executives would authorise payments to buy property 
whilst at the same time skimming off cash payments. 
The sums we are talking are enormous. For example 
from 23 property deals in a four year period, Sligman 
took away €1,971,786. In a separate civil ruling, he was 
already ordered to pay back €5.4million, which was then 
somehow negotiated down to €1.5million (and now 
reportedly as part of the time-limited deal he negotiated 
for repayment, his prison sentence will mean he does 
not have to pay back anything at all).
Whilst other people were arrested in the scandal, it 
seems like the buck will stop with Sligman. The former 
head of the oversight board, Theo Buijsrogge senior 
(who despite his position was fully cognizant of the 
fraud) is now dead and a third suspect, project leader 
Rob Ligteringen, was released after the state screwed 
up the case against him.
Owing to the length of time the case took, the sentence 
for Sligman was dropped from two years to nine months. 
This seems rather strange, because PWS renters didn’t 
get two years free rent. In fact, they’ve only seen their 
rents rise and social housing being sold off to recover 
the monetary loss. If you speak Dutch I recommend the 
blog of Kees Jonker for lots more information for what 
he terms the ‘Havenstederfraude.’ I sincerely hope that 
people never forget the fraud of PWS.
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ROCHDALE 

MOLLENKAMP ENTERS TRIAL 

“Did you not think that a Maserati is not the right car for 
someone who works in social housing?”
So began the 2014 parliamentary investigation into 
housing corporation corruption with the question put to 
Hubert Mollenkamp, the former CEO of Rochdale, an 
Amsterdam-based corporation with 40,000 renters. He 
was fired by Rochdale in 2009 for living a flashy lifestyle 
on company money.
Recently, his case finally came to court. He faced 
charges of perjury, accepting bribes, tax evasion and 
money laundering. Separately the state is also suing him 
for the return of €2.4 million. Keeping it in the family, 
his wife Alberdine also faced three months in jail for 
preparing false invoices.
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In court, Mollenkamp said that he had been through hell, 
but still did not actually admit to having done anything 
wrong. He revealed that he has received many threats 
by email and phone, plus one of his children has changed 
her name to avoid being associated with him. 
Condemning his “shameless actions,” the judges 
sentenced him to two and a half years in jail in 
December 2015.

WOONBRON 

Surely one of the most ridiculous cases was the 
purchase of former cruise liner SS Rotterdam. Housing 
corporation Woonbron bought the boat in 2005, 
planning to turn it into a hotel. The costs of purchase 
and renovation were estimated at €6 million, but soon 
began to rocket into the tens of millions, especially 
when asbestos was found. This scandal, alongside other 
factors, led to the resignation of the Integration and 
Housing minister Ella Vogelaar in 2008.
Her successor appointed external monitors to regulate 
Woonbron, but the problems continued unabated. In the 
end, the boat was sold to the Westcord hotel group in 
2012 for just €32 million, with Woonbron making a 
whacking loss of €230 million.
Nowadays, the SS Rotterdam is permanently moored in 
Katendrecht in Rotterdam and you can visit for a tour. 
It’s great that it lives on since at one point it looked like 
it was going to be scrapped, although I must say I would 
rather see it housing migrants than being yet another 
tourist hotel.
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VESTIA 

Lastly, the biggest scandal of them all was Vestia, 
without a doubt. Erik Staal was the headman. Under his 
oversight, Marcel de Vries, allegedly a financial whizzkid, 
began to speculate on the derivatives market. He 
generated profits short term, gambling that interest 
rates stayed low. When they started to rise, Vestia in no 
time owed €430 million euro to the bank. As the 
situation deteriorated, they ended up owing €2.1 billion 
euro. Vestia then had to be bailed out by Aedes (which 
you'll remember is the association of social housing 
organisations). This naturally led to an increase in rents 
for social housing across the board.

Why then did Vestia (in January 2016) reach an out of 
court settlement with Staal and former members of the 
board which means that they have to repay €4.3 million 
without admitting any wrong-doing? Staal, whilst he 
signed off on the derivative deals, claims he had no 
knowledge of them. It’s truly outrageous that Staal 
avoids jail and only has to pay €1 million himself. In fact 
the largest chunk of the figure of  €4.3 million will be 
paid off by Vestia's insurance! Staal, with sneaky legal 
manoeuvres, has escaped justice. Nobody would deny 
that €1 million is a lot of money but considering Staal 
left Vestia in 2012 with a golden handshake of  €3.5 
million, he can probably afford it.
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LESSONS? 

So it is clear that white collar criminals can get away 
with it. Despite court cases finally occurring, long after 
the event, the sentences are feeble considering how 
many people have suffered as a result of fraud, 
corruption, tax evasion and embezzlement by the sharks 
at the top of social housing organisations. 
As regards squatting, well for a few years these 
scandals meant that housing corporations froze or gave 
up on projects, leaving some buildings in limbo, always 
helpful for squatters. However on the flipside, this also 
meant that a few years further on, corporations like 
Vestia and PWS/Havensteder were eager to sell off 
properties and restart development projects, meaning 
that squatters had to move. The Slaakhuis is one 
example of a place which probably benefitted from the 
fraud meltdown and then got evicted when Havensteder 
was eventually looking around for ways to monetize 
their building stock.
So how to stop a scandal like this ever happening again? 
The only suggestion on the table is “meer toezicht” or 
more supervision. But the supervision was already 
supposed to be in place and it's worth remembering that 
the sun kings might have got away with such idiotic 
behaviour - as Gerard Erents (who was brought in to 
save first Rochdale and then Vestia) comments:

Just suppose interest rates hadn’t gone down further, but had 
gone up instead. Vestia would have got away with those 
derivatives, and both Rotterdam and The Hague would have 
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seen statues erected in honour of Erik Staal, the paragon of 
the perfect entrepreneur.

What shocks me the most is that the voices of the 
people who suffer directly as a result, namely the 
renters of social housing, are hardly ever heard. That's 
why I appreciated an article in the Algemeen Dagblad, 
which interviewed the 81 year old Annie van der Meer. 
Annie is a Vestia renter in Rotterdam, who has seen her 
rent rise each year to the ever-increasing legally 
permitted maximum. She has also seen a decline in the 
state of her block. “Er wordt gepoept en gepist - want 
toezicht is er niet,” Annie says. “There's piss and shit, 
because there's no supervision.” 
Comedian and social commentator Arjen Lubach tackled 
this issue on his show, if you speak Dutch I would 
recommend the clip, it’s in the film appendix.

So could this happen in other countries as well? This  
was the topic of one of the few English-language articles 
about the Dutch housing crisis, 'Never too big to fail' 
which was written by Carl Brown for ‘Inside Housing’ in 
2012. Whilst the experts he interviewed were divided, it 
seems clear that the push for housing corporations to 
take on financial independence whilst regulating 
themselves can only create the risk of corruption and 
fraud. And the consequences will always be passed on to 
the people renting the social housing.
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Chapter 14 
Conclusion:  
The future is unwritten 

Summary 
• The Future
• The shrinking of the possible
• See ya!
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THE FUTURE 

Like the graffiti I look at every night when I cycle home 
from the library, the story of squatting in Rotterdam is 
hard to capture in a photograph and probably best 
understood if you were there. It’s sprawling and diverse. 
I hope I have managed to capture even just a bit of the 
fun and the craziness.

So what’s the future of squatting in Rotterdam? 
Short answer: None of your goddamn business.

Longer answer: Well right now (early 2018) the scene is 
shrinking and for younger people the threat of a criminal 
record and the observably short time frame of most 
squats probably doesn't make it seem like a great 
option. Especially when anti-squat is everywhere and 
provides a cheap, if precarious, option for access to 
space. The rightwing media and politicians would have 
you believe that squatting is a thing of the past, a 
hangover from the times when it was still possible to 
tolerate someone with a different perspective. 
Unfortunately as polder politics has been crushed by 
neoliberalism and the Netherlands lurches towards the 
right (becoming more and more like Germany every day) 
you might be tempted to think the wankers are winning. 
Yet every social movement has ebbs and flows, the 
squatters movement is certainly in a downturn right 
now, but I’m sure it will come back again. Instead of 
talking about failure we could indeed talk about the 
successes of a movement which has housed thousands 
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of people over the last decades. Much more than that, it 
provided a solid foundation for people to put on punk 
gigs, or work with migrants, or bomb police stations, or 
have a motorbike club, or whatever really, as we have 
seen in the past chapters. And ironically but also to 
demonstrate my point about ebbs and flows, now 
squatting is coming back as a viable tactic in Germany. 
In terms of things happening in Rotterdam right now, the 
only squat open to the public apart from for occasional 
events is the squatted bicycle repair workshop which is 
currently [2018] in its third location at Burgemeester 
Roostraat and well worth a visit if you need to fix your 
bike.

TAMBOERSTRAAT
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Also the Poortgebouw persists, with its Wednesday 
nights now up and running again. Plus there are many 
other squatted places still being quietly used for living 
and whatever else the residents need - rehearsal space, 
ateliers, storage, workshops.

There are also many holes in the ground where squats 
used to stand such as Aegediusstraat, Bergweg, 
Palestinastraat, Tamboerstraat ... although over the 
time period in which I am writing this book, I am noticing 
a lot of these places finally being built on (it’s a shame 
the squatters weren’t able to make a deal to live there 
until the work was really going to start).

SHRINKING OF THE POSSIBLE 

The problem is that the Dutch idea of “what is normal” 
has shrunk and now squatting is in danger of being 
placed outside the realm of the possible for most 
people. It just doesn’t even occur to them that they 
could squat. And that’s a shame when it is still perfectly 
feasible to squat something and live there for years - it’s 
working for me. “And you live there for free” my grumpy 
neighbours say. Well yes in terms of rent, no in terms of 
the time and energy most squatters put into their 
temporary guardianship. Our place has weathered three 
courtcases and two police raids, so just like always it’s 
still a housing struggle rather than an easy option. 
Generally, it seems like the possibility exists but the will 
of people is no longer there. What a contrast to other 
countries like Sweden, where there are at least some 
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people trying to squat and getting evicted - there, they 
have the will but not the possibility. 
When the scene was large and spaces were available and 
could be squatted for some time, the squatters 
movement worked as its own best advertisement. Free 
housing for those prepared to fight for it! All the cool 
things going on attracted a lot of skilled people who 
could build things together, as well as freeloaders, 
tourists, wrong ‘uns and students. Now the scene has 
shrunk into small groups of people squatting for 
different reasons - these reasons are many, but for 
example: anarchists living outside the system; housing 
activists protesting the destruction of social housing; 
junkies taking a building and then rinsing all the copper. 
There is no overall scene it feels like, even if the ADM 
birthday party has a few thousand people and you can 
still find media stories about squatting actions all over 
the country. The network of big squats is shrinking, 
people have moved on to other things and different 
forms of activism and living. In Rotterdam, people are 
progressing to living on boats or trucks, or renting 
allotment houses. There will always be gaps where 
people can find a way to get by, right now squatting a 
house is perhaps not the easiest option. 

Necessity breeds ingenuity as the old UK squatters 
manual used to say.
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DOORBELL AT POORTGEBOUW 2016

In writing this book, I’ve learnt a lot more about the 
Rotterdam squatting movement and I’m pleased to say 
it seems to have always been pretty chaotic and 
diverse. Certainly in the 1970s and 1980s it was much 
more mixed in terms of age / gender / race than 
nowadays. Like elsewhere, the movement in Rotterdam 
seems to have petered out by the 1990s. And since 
then, people have simply used squatting as a tactic to 
achieve (short term) goals. Although I didn’t realise it at 
the time, I caught the end of things in the 2000s and 
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now it’s all a bit over. Squats still exist (as does mine) 
yet for now the scene is resting. Will it come back? I 
think so. As long as people still think the same like Peter 
back in 1996 (quoted in Ravage): “At the end of the 
seventies, Rotterdam was a village. Now all the old 
working-class districts are being demolished because 
they are worth nothing and new expensive buildings are 
replacing them.” He goes on to say “in ten years time 
these lego blocks will no longer matter and will be 
unliveable,” but twenty years on they are still springing 
up. Maybe he was too optimistic. Give it another fifty 
years, until the sea levels rise a metre or two, the big 
multinational companies abandon their headquarters in 
Den Haag and the Raandstad is abandoned to the 
elements. Then there will be a network of big squats 
again, this time connected by boat!

Another thing that is changing is that even the “right” 
of artists to the city is dwindling. The foundation SKAR 
(Stichting Kunst Accommodaties Rotterdam - 
‘Organisation for Art Accommodation Rotterdam’) has 
since the 1980s been connecting artists to cheap atelier 
space, but a 2016 article in Ravage comments that now 
the city council wants to take back dozens of studios, 
so as to create affordable housing for the creative 
classes sweeping into the city. I’m a bit ambivalent on 
this point since I fail to understand why artists should be 
granted cheap work/living space over sans papiers, 
musicians, good decent working class folk and whoever 
else needs a roof above their head. Nevertheless the 
bland monoculture which Rotterdam is heading towards 
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is the real enemy, not wanky artists just interested in 
their own financial success.

Although then again, perhaps that is the whole problem 
presented in macro and micro. As long as people are 
greedy and selfish, then there will be a need to occupy 
empty spaces to provide the things that money cannot 
buy, like autonomous self-organised projects!

SEE YA! 

Now I’m done with the book, I’m also feeling quite done 
with Rotterdam, I miss the scene we used to have and I 
want to find it somewhere else. The squat I’ve had for 
the last four years has been great, maybe I’ll write about 
that some time for my next project. 
So moving towards an end, I’d like to emphasise that 
squatters have had a tremendous impact on the city of 
Rotterdam, winning many small victories even if the 
battle overall has been lost. Still, things might change 
again in the future, we are all subject to, and shaping, 
these massive urban cycles of decay and renewal. I hope 
I have shown that previous generations of squatters 
were perfectly aware of what was going wrong, but 
unfortunately were unable to stop it. To repeat a 
quotation I used already from 1996, which still manages 
to have contemporary relevance twenty years later: 

Admittedly, for a city of half a million inhabitants there is very 
little going on. But for a city full of concrete, yuppies, gabbers 
and economics students, a city with the motto ‘work needs to 
be done,’ it’s not too bad.
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The city’s official motto nowadays is “Make it 
happen” (in English!) and that encapsulates very well the 
problem. You can indeed get things going, but only 
within a very bland, tightly controlled and circumscribed 
avenue of possibilities. The DiY self-organised production 
of space has been recommodified into pop up shops and 
council sanctioned activities, with no space left over for 
marginal things like noise, tekno, anarchism, nihilism, 
squats and so on. You can still ‘make things happen’ but 
it’s all crap. Let the rising seas wash it all away.

KEEP ON SQUATTING!

SQUATTER TERROR MOVES TO OTHER CITIES (1982)
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Chapter 15 
Appendix: Film 

FIETSENFABRIEK CHIMNEY

Summary 
• Film Nights
• Film Titles
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FILM NIGHTS 

I’ve done a few film nights in Rotterdam showing news 
clips and short movies made by Rotterdam squatters or 
localTV crews at places like WORM, Post Office and 
Poortgebouw. All the films have been carefully ripped off 
the internets and many subtitled in english, check the 
links to see for yourself. Many thanks to all the original 
film makers for putting in the hard work and also to 
Cineac / Pietje Bell Rotterdam, which was great local 
community television (unfortunately it lost its funding in 
2015). 

FILMS 

In no particular order, here are some of the films:

The hour long film Kraken in Rotterdam (‘Squatting in 
Rotterdam’) captures some different moments from 
squatting in Rotterdam in the late 1990s and early 
2000s. One tip is the beginning three minute film by 
gnaef & youpie called Kraakmaraak about a failed squat 
action in Kralingen on the Waterloostraat. Another is the 
squat action to occupy the school on Haverlandstraat, 
which begins from the nearby Fridge squat (evicted and 
demolished in 2005). The school is clearly in a bad state 
in the film, but remained squatted until 2016, when 
there was a fire and the squatters were locked out of 
the building by the city. The Quarantaineterrein is also 
featured.
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•Parts available with EN subs on video.squat.net
•Whole thing: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3-

ockFa4_gA

There’s actually another film also called Kraken in 
Rotterdam which was made in the early 2000s by Melle. 
He visits different squats and anti-squats to talk to the 
people about why they live how they live. It’s really 
fascinating to see the backdrop of decayed Rotterdam, 
particularly since one of the squats is the Schieblok. An 
architecture collective later claimed to have “pretty 
much” squatted the place when they took a cheap rent 
on an office and then kicked off the whole yuppy popup 
shop thing going on there now, but it’s worth 
remembering that as often happens, (actual) squatters 
were there first, to pave the way. A lot of the time 
people living anti-squat or on brokered deals forget that 
one reason they are there is because of the successes 
of the squatters movement in liberating property and 
keeping owners on their toes. 
This film was shown a few times by Cineac and it’s 
fantastic! 
•http://video.squat.net/nl-cineac-extra-21-feb-2013-

terug-naar-kraken-in-rotterdam/ [with EN subs]

Cops & Squatters is a short film about a squat action 
which ultimately came good in the late 2000s
•https://video.squat.net/nlen-subs-cops-vs-krakers/ 

[with EN subs]

As part of a new report on the possibility of squatting 
being criminalised in 2010, a sociologist visits the 
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squatted bicycle workshop.The workshop still exists in 
2018 but in another location.
•https://video.squat.net/nlen-subs-2mins-mp4-2010/ 

[with EN subs]

This local news report quickly examines the Boerderij 
aan de Rotte, a squatted farmhouse which was sadly 
evicted in 2012 and later demolished despite being 
monumental.
•https://video.squat.net/nlensubs-rotte-

boerderij-2mins-2012-mp4/ [with EN subs]

Een Blok Stad – 2mins – 2010ish This is a truly 
disgusting promo video for the now gentrified block of 
Snellinckstraat / Zwaerdecroonstraat. See how squat 
chic is reappropriated! This is social cleansing.
•https://video.squat.net/nlensubs-een-blok-kut-

stad-2mins-mp4/ [with satirical EN subs]

A 30minute long look back at the squatted 
fietsenfabriek (bicycle factory) in 1984. It’s made by an 
exsquatter for Cineac Noord in the early 2000s. An 
excerpt is subtitled in English and covers the eviction in 
which police fired on squatters trying to occupy a new 
building. It’s amazing to see what Oude Noorden looked 
like in the 1980s, it’s really a different world.
Clip: https://video.squat.net/nlen-subs-eviction-of-
bicycle-factory-rotterdam/ [with EN subs]
•Full: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b8F0Y_liDSA

The Emmahuis squat. This is a 5 minute excerpt from a 
longer film by Cineac about the original Emmahuis, a 
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beautiful building on the Schiekade. A squatter with a 
great accent talks a bit how it was living there through a 
cold winter. 
•Clip: https://video.squat.net/nlensubs-emmahuis/ 

[with EN subs]
•Full: https://www.youtube.com/watch?

v=NFApimfT3c8

Utopia MAX - a short clip about Utopia and Hal4
• https://vimeo.com/222206775 [no subs]

Rotterdam 2040 is an excellent and passionate vision for 
the future of the city which revisits a lot of lost 
buildings, some of which were squatted (although this is 
not really mentioned)
•https://vimeo.com/90262477 [EN subs]

Woningcorporaties - Zondag met Lubach. Arjen Lubach 
is fast becoming an influential political commentator 
with his satirical TV show. Back in 2015, he made an 
excellent segment on the housing corporation scandal 
(Dutch only)
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=18kjJxoeQG0

Partij tegen de Burger - Allemaal de tyfus - Excellent 
political satire (or is it reality?) with EN youtube subs
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dRwwnKPAudg

FCKN BSTRDS This prescient short film with subs gives 
a really good overview of what is wrong with this 
country.
•https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qw7T9dolkmM
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Chapter 16 
Appendix: Useful links 

Summary 
• Rotterdam Places
• Rotterdam Places (Evicted)
• Squatter Websites
• Selected Research
• Archives
• References 

ROTTERDAM PLACES 
•Bike workshop - dhzwerkplaats.blogspot.nl
•Cinema architecture - cinemaarchitecture.org
•Player - deplayer.nl 
•Poortgebouw - poortgebouw.org
•Quarantaineterrein - stichtingkunsteiland.nl
•Wolfart - cargocollective.com/wolfart-rotterdam 
•WORM - worm.org
•V2 - v2.nl

ROTTERDAM PLACES (OLD) 
(evicted but with a still extant website)
•Boogje1 - www.six.fws1.com
•Duende - duendestudios.nl
•Hang - www.rhizomes.squat.net/hang.html
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•Het laatste legale kraakpand van Nederland - 
wdw74.wordpress.com

•Groene Voltage - centrum.mujinga.net

SQUATTER WEBSITES 
•en.squat.net
•nl.squat.net
•radar.squat.net
•opstand.noblogs.org (greets to DH!)
•archive.org/details/squattersscrapbook
•krakendrotterdam forum RiP
•rotterdam.squat.net RiP

SELECTED WRITING 
•Moving towards criminalisation and then what? 

Examining dominant discourses on squatting in England 
(2013)

•The criminalisation of squatting: Discourses, moral 
panics and resistances in the Netherlands, England and 
Wales (with Deanna Dadusc 2015)

•Poor old Villa van Waning (2015)
•Flowers shed petals: Squatted social centres in 

Amsterdam (2015)
•The vacancy crunch: The current housing crisis in the 

Netherlands and the repression of squatting (2016)
•The production of squatters as folk devils: Analysis of 

a moral panic that facilitated the criminalization of 
squatting in the Netherlands (2016)

•The Political Squatters’ Movement and Its Social 
Centres in the Gentrifying City of Rotterdam (2018)
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Pretty much everything I have done academically is 
hosted at - independent.academia.edu/ETCDee
I also try to put my work at an open source alternative 
to academia - osf.io/4538m and at other places like 
squat.net, sqek.squat.net and medium.com.

ARCHIVES 
•Delpher - delpher.nl
•HNI - collectie.hetnieuweinstituut.nl/en
• International Institute for Social History - 

socialhistory.org/en
•Kees Jonker - kjonker.blogspot.nl
•Krakenpost - krakenpost.nl/
•Nederpunk - nederpunk.punt.nl
•Poortgebouw archive - a while after I did my research 

going through the dusty disorganised boxes, they have 
set up an autonomous archive, you can check it at 
aa.xpub.nl

•Ravage -ravagedigitaal.org/archief.htm
•Rondos - rondos.nl
•Rotterdam City Archives - stadsarchief.rotterdam.nl/en
•Rotterdam Woont - rotterdamwoont.nl
•SERC - fotos.serc.nl
•Squatters Scrapbook - archive.org/details/

squattersscrapbook
•Trammelant - www.trammelant.org
•Vergeten Verhalen - vergetenverhalen.nl

My own archives continue to grow exponentially, you 
can always drop me a line if you want to look at 
something
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Reviews 

Daarom zijn er onorthodoxe maatregelen nodig
Maria Molenaar (Woonstad)

I laughed and I laughed until I cried. And then I laughed 
some more.
Noam Chomsky

Ik zie daar wel mogelijkheden in. Leegstand is voor 
niemand goed
Barbara van Barbar (Woonstad)

This book does not go nearly far enough in advocating 
an armed revolution to save the planet. This is what we 
need and we need it now.
Arnold Schwarzenegger

Het kraken is prima
Woonstad voorlichter (2011)

Filth!
David Graeber
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